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STRUCTURAL  SYNTHESIS OF A STIFFENED  CYLINDER 
by William M. Morrow  and Lucien A. Schmit, Jr .  
SUMMARY 
The problem of structural synthesis of  a cylindrical shell stiffened 
i n  the longitudinal and circumferential directions w i t h  rectangular cross- 
section stiffeners is  treated. The design variables are the dimensions 
and spacings of the stiffeners and the thickness o f  the s k i n ,  seven i n  a l l .  
The synthesis method uses the penalty function method of Fiacco and  McCormick 
to transform the basic inequality constrained minimization problem into a 
sequence of unconstrained  minimization problems. The stabil i ty analysis 
of the cylinder i s  a linear analysis including the effects of s t i f fener  
eccentricity. Numerical results  are presented which i l lustrate  the 
effectiveness of  the penalty function approach, the 'importance of mu1 t ip le  
load conditions, the influence of internal versus external stiffening, the 
effect  of minimum gage 1 imitations on the optimum design, and the advantage 
that stiffening i n  both directions exhibits compared with stiffening i n  only 
one d i  recti on. 
INTRODUCTION 
Stiffened cylinders have proven t o  be  more eff ic ient  than monocoque 
cylinders  for  carrying compressive loads. However, i t  i s  not  obvious how 
the cylinder should be stiffened in order to carry a given s e t  of loads with 
the lightest  possible  cylinder. Many different methods of stiffening a 
cylinder are available. In order to determine the relative merits of the 
different configurations, the dimensions must be determined which define the 
lightest possible design for each configuration for the given system of 
loads. Once the best possible design for  each configuration is  known a 
comparison can be made t o  determine the best configuration and design. 
The minimum weight design of stiffened cylinders subject t o  a 
single load condition of axi a1 compression has been treated by several 
authors, for example, Gerard and Pipirnol , Burns*, and Hedgepeth and Hal 1. 3 
1 
Kicher  has t reated the des ign of s t i f f e n e d  c y l i n d r i c a l  s h e l l s  s u b j e c t  t o  
mu l t i p le  l oad  cond i t i ons .  
4 
I n  t h e  work presented here one c o n f i g u r a t i o n  i s  s e l e c t e d  and  a means 
o f   syn thes i z ing   t he  minimum weight  design i s  developed. I n  t h i s  c o n f i g u r a -  
t i o n  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  a r e  r e c t a n g u l a r  i n  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  and i n t e g r a l  w i t h  t h e  
sk in   o f   the   cy l inder .   There   a re  two  sets, one i n  the   long i tud ina l   d i rec-  
t i o n  and one in  the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  d i rec t i on  ( see  F igu res  1 and 2). 
E i t h e r  s e t  may be i ns ide  o r  ou ts ide  the  cy l i nde r ,  bu t  t he  same se t  may no t  
be bo th  i ns ide  and outside. The s k i n  i s  a s o l i d  o r t h o t r o p i c  m a t e r i a l  w i t h  
the  pr inc ipa l  mater i  a1 axes i n  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  and c i r cumfe ren t ia l  d i  rec -  
t i o n s .  The cy l i nde r   i s   requ i red   t o   suppor t   seve ra l   d i f f e ren t   comb ina t ions  
o f  a x i a l  compression o r  t ens ion  and ex te rna l  o r  i n te rna l  l a te ra l  p ressu re ;  
t h a t  i s ,  i t  i s   sub jec ted   t o   mu l t i p le   l oad   cond i t i ons .  It i s   a l s o   p o s s i b l e  
t o  have d i f f e r e n t  m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  i n  t h e  s k i n  and s t i f f e n e r s  and f o r  
t h e s e  t o  be d i f f e r e n t  i n  each load  cond i t ion .  The synthesis scheme deter-  
mines the skin th ickness, the dimensions of  the st i f feners and the spacing 
o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s .  
I n  order  t o  conduct the synthesis the design requi rements must be 
wel l   def ined.  This means t h a t  ways o f  d e f i n i n g  a l l  modes o f  f a i l u r e ,  b o t h  
o v e r a l l  and l o c a l ,  as w e l l  as a means o f  h a n d l i n g  c o n s t r a i n t s  on the design 
variables, such as  minimum  gage, must be determined before the design process 
begins. The most   impor tan t   fa i lu re  modes i n  the  problem  are  the  instab i l -  
i t y  modes, b o t h  f o r  t h e  e n t i r e  c y l i n d e r  and fo r  t he  e lemen ta l  pa r t s  o f  t he  
cy l i nde r ,   t he   sk in  and s t i f f e n e r s .  M a t e r i a l  y i e l d  f a i l u r e  i s  a l s o  guarded 
against  i n  t h e  s k i n  and s t i f f e n e r s .  
The cy l inder  des ign  prob lem is  t rea ted  here  as  a nonlinear mathemati- 
cal  programing  problem. The const ra ined min imizat ion problem is  conver ted 
t o  a sequence o f  unconstrained minimization problems using the penalty 
func t i on  method o f   F iacco  and McCormick!'6  The unconstrained  minimizat ion 
problems are solved using the method o f  F le tcher  and Powell. 7 The un- 
constrained minimization technique generates a sequence o f  n o n c r i t i c a l  
designs with decreasing weight and permits the use of  approximate analysis 












C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  b u c k l i n g  f o r  a con t rac t i on  of 
t h e  c y l i n d e r  , E /E 
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  b u c k l i n g  f o r  an expansion of 
the  cy1 i nder , 
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  y i e l d  i n  compression 
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l   s t i f f e n e r   y i e l d   i n   t e n s i o n ,  CI /a 
Bending s t i f f n e s s e s  o f  s k i n .  
S t i f fener  depth .  
Modulus o f  e l a s t i c i t y ,  l b s / i n c h  . 
Moduli o f  e l a s t i c i t y  o f  s k i n .  




Modul i o f   e l a s t i c i t y  of s t i f f e n e r s .  
E c c e n t r i c i t y  o f  s t i f f e n e r s  (+ ins ide ,  - ou ts ide) .  
Unconstrained funct ion.  
Actual value o f  behavior  var iab le.  
C r i t i ca l  va lue  o f  behav io r  va r iab le .  
Shear modulus o f  s t i f f e n e r s .  
Shear modulus o f  s k i n .  
Gross  buck1 i ng , N/Ncr. 
Cons t ra in t  func t ions .  
Ex tens iona l  s t i f fnesses  o f  sk in .  
E x t e n s i o n a l  s t i f f n e s s e s  o f  s t i f f e n e r s .  
Tors ional   constants   o f  s ti f feners . 
T o r s i o n a l  s t i f f n e s s  o f  s k i n .  
Length o f  Cy1 inde r  , inches. 
Lower bound on design var iables.  
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L.B. Lower  bound.
L.C. Load condition. 
L.S.B. Longi t u d i  nal st iffener buckl i ng , crxsp/ucr. 
L.Y.C. Longitudinal stiffener  yield compression, ~ ~ ~ ~ / u ~ ~ ~ .  
5 $ u  S R X U  'R+R SRXR 
Mx,M+ sMx+ sM+x 
Nx ,N+ 'N, Force resultants. 
n+ '"X 
N A.ppl ied axia l  force per u n i t  1 ength of circumference. 
L.Y .T. Longitudinal stiffener  yield compression, u ~ ~ ~ / u ~ ~ ~ .  
Bounds on R and 
Moment resultants. 
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m,n Wave numbers. 
Number  of stiffeners i n  each direction. 
P Radial pressure. 
P.B. Panel buckling, N / N c r .  
R Radius  of  cy1 inder. 
r Penalty  function  multiplier. 
rO 
Ini t ia l  value o f  the multiplier, r. 
S Shear st iffness of skin. 
S.B. S k i  n buckl i ng , uxp/uxcr. 
S.Y. Skin yield, uD/uOD. 
TX S T +  
Tmi n 
T Equivalent thickness of  monocoque cylinder of equal weight. 
Torsional stiffnesses of st iffeners.  
Minimum move distance. 
t Stiffener  thickness. 
t s , t x , t + , d x , d + , ~ , , a +  Design variables  (see Figure 2 ) .  
'i 
U. B. Upper  bound . 
Upper bounds on design variables. 
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Fin i te  d i f ference increments i n  each des ign var iab le.  
Weight o f  c y l i n d e r .  
Bend ing  eccent r i c i t y  te rm fo r  c i rcumferent ia l  s t i f feners .  
Weight  density,  Ibs/ in. 3 
Weight dens i t i es  o f  t he  sk in ,  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  
and l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r s .  
S t i f f ene r  comb ina t ion  i nd i ca to rs  i n  the weight funct ion.  
S t ra ins  . 
B u c k l i n g  s t r a i n  o f  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r .  
Prebuckl e s t r a i n s  . 
Wave parameters. 
Po isson 's  ra t ios  o f  sk in .  
Po isson 's  ra t io .  
Rad i i  o f  gy ra t i on  o f  s t i f f ene rs  abou t  the  sk in  m idsu r face .  
C r i t i c a l  b u c k l i n g  s t r e s s  i n  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r s .  
Prebuckle stresses i n  skin.  
Prebuckle stresseq i n  s t i f f e n e r s .  
Stresses i n  s k i n .  
Stresses i n  s t i f f e n e r s .  
Y ie ld   s t ress ,   l bs / i n .  2 
uOD~'~OT~u~OCsu~OTru~OC  Yie ld   s t resses i n  skin.  
'xSOC  "xSOT "@SOC s'@ SOT Yie ld  s t resses  i n  s t i f f e n e r s .  
R o t a t i o n s  o f  s h e l l  p e r  u n i t  l e n g t h .  








Move d i r e c t i o n .  
Design variables. 
Change i n  successive gradients. 
Vec to r  t o  minimum along Si. 
Metr ic  Matr ix .  
ANALYSIS 
The ana lys i s  o f  t he  cy l i nde r ,  as presented i n  Appendix A ,  i s  performed 
by assuming tha t  t he  l oaded  cy l i nde r  can f a i l  independently i n  any one o r  
s e v e r a l  o f  e l e v e n  d i f f e r e n t  f a i l u r e  modes. For a cy l i nde r  o f  g i ven  des ign  
and mater ia l  p roper t ies ,  a c r i t i c a l  f a i l u r e  v a l u e  of a l oad ,  s t ress ,  o r  s t ra in  is 
determined f o r  each f a i l u r e  mode and load  cond i t ion .  The ac tua l   va lue   o f  
the corresponding load, stress and s t r a i n   i s  determined f o r  each load condi - 
t ion ,  and checked against  the fa i lure va lues to  determine whether  or  not  the 
cy1 inder can susta in  the appl ied loads.  
Three o f  t h e  f a i l u r e  modes invo lve  de te rm in ing  buck l i ng  fa i l u re  l oad  
va lues   o f   t he   cy l i nd r i ca l   she l l .  These a r e   b u c k l i n g   o f   t h e   e n t i r e   c y l i n d e r  
(gross  buckl i ng) ,buck1 i ng o f   t h e  cy1 i nder  between  the c i   r c u m f e r e n t i  a1 
s t i f feners  (pane l  buck l ing) ,  and b u c k l i n g  o f  t h e  c y l i n d r i c a l  s k i n  ( s k i n  
buck l i ng ) .  I n  the  g ross  buck l i ng  and panel   buckl   ing  analyses  the  ef fects 
o f  the  s t i f feners  are  averaged  over   the  s t i f fener   spac ing.   Bes ides  the 
b e n d i n g  s t i f f n e s s e s  o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  t h e  t o r s i o n a l  s t i f f n e s s e s  and the 
e f f e c t s  o f  e c c e n t r i c i t y  a r e  a l s o  t a k e n  i n t o  a c c o u n t .  The cy l i nde r   buck l i ng  
a n a l y s i s  i s  a l inear  c lass ica l  smal l  d isp lacement  ana lys is ,  assuming simply 
supported boundaries, and a uni form prebuckled membrane f o r c e  and displace- 
ment d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The same a n a l y s i s   i s  used t o  de te rm ine   t he   c r i t i ca l  
loads for gross, panel, and sk in  buck l i ng ,  by  subs t i t u t i ng  the  approp r ia te  
s t i f f ness  p roper t i es  and displacement patterns. 
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Using an express ion  fo r  the  buck l ing  load i n  terms o f  t h e  mode shape (Eqn. 
A20 o r  A22) t h e  c r i t i c a l  b u c k l  i n g  l o a d  i s  f o u n d  by determining the buckl  ing 
l oads   f o r  a l a r g e  number of mode shapes and se lec t i ng   t he  1 owes t of  these 
loads as t h e  c r i t i c a l  v a l u e .  
The stresses and s t r a i n s  i n  t h e  s k i n  and s t i f f e n e r s  p r i o r  t o  b u c k l i n g  
are determined from the membrane f o r c e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  (Eqs. A12,  A13 and  A14). 
The s k i n  i s  assumed t o  be i n  a b i a x i a l  s t r e s s  s t a t e  and t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  a r e  
assumed t o  be i n  a un iax ia l   s t ress   s ta te .  The s t r a i n s  i n  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  
where t h e y  j o i n  t h e  s k i n  a r e  assumed t o  be the same  as the corresponding 
s t r a i n s  i n  t h e  s k i n .  
There  are  th ree  fa i lu re  modes f o r  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s .  The l o n g i t u d i n a l  
s t i f f e n e r s  can buck le on ly  when they are under axial compression; a c r i t i c a l  
b u c k l i n g   s t r e s s   i s   c a l c u l a t e d   f o r   t h i s  (Eq. A23). Outs ide  c i rcumferent ia l  
s t i f f e n e r s  can buck le  e i t he r  when the  cy l i nde r  expands or  cont racts  under  
l oad ,  bu t  i ns ide  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  can buckle only when the 
cy l inder   con t rac ts .  Two c r i t i c a l   c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l   s t r a i n s  a r e  ca lcu lated 
when the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  a re  on the outs ide and one  when they are 
on the  ins ide  (see Appendix A Sec. A.8). The express ion  for   the  c i rcumfer-  
e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  c r i t i c a l  s t r a i n  (Eq.  A24) der ived i n  Appendix A Sec.  A.9 i s  
v e r i f i e d  f o r  two l i m i t i n g  cases i n  Appendix B. I n   t h e   s t i f f e n e r   b u c k l i n g  
analysis simply supported boundaries are assumed a t  a l l  edges where the 
s t i f f e n e r   c o n n e c t s   w i t h   t h e   s h e l l   o r   t h e   o t h e r   s t i f f e n e r s .   I n   a d d i t i o n   t o  
the  buck l i ng  fa i l u re  modes t h e r e  a r e  f i v e  y i e l d  f a i l u r e  modes (Eqs. A27 and 
A29). A d i s t o r t i o n  e n e r g y  t y p e  c r i t e r i o n  i s  used i n  t h e  s k i n  f o r  t h e  b i a x i a l  
s t a t e  o f  s t r e s s .  I n  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  t h e  u n i a x i a l  s t a t e  o f  s t r e s s  must  have  a 
value between the compression y i e l d  v a l u e  and the  tens  ion  y ie ld  va lue .  
SYNTHESIS SCHEME 
Min imiza t ion  Problem 
Conversion of  the Design Problem to an Unconstrained 
The c y l i n d e r  i s  s y n t h e s i z e d  i n  such a way tha t  the  we igh t  i s  min imized,  
a t   l e a s t   l o c a l l y  , and a1 1 cons t ra in t s  on behavior  var iab les and des ign  var i -  
ab les  are  sat is f ied.  (The de ta i l s   o f   t he   syn thes i s  scheme are  described i n  
Appendix C.) The actual   d imensions  o f   the  cy l inder  (See Figures 1  and 2) 
are  considered as the  independent  design  variables. These var iab les   a re   the  
s k i n  thickness, t,, t h e   l o n g i t u d i n a l   s t i f f e n e r   t h i c k n e s s ,  tx, the  
7 
circumferential  stiffener  thickness, t the  longitudinal  stiffener depth, dx, 4 '  
the circumferential  stiffener depth,  d the  circumferential  stiffener  spacing, 4, 
kX, and the  longitudinal  stiffener spacing , II Any of these variables 
may  be held fixed during the synthesis and the two stiffener depths may be 
forced to  be equal. 
(a' 
Upper  and lower bounds are imposed  on all  the design variables as well 
as compatibility bounds t o  prevent the st iffener thicknesses from  becoming 
greater t h a n  their spacings. The behavior variables are the loads, stresses, 
and strains i n  the structure. Bounds are imposed  on these t o  prevent the 
structure from buckling or yielding, as described i n  the analysis. 
The weight minimization is  realized by minimizing a composite function 
formed by adding a penalty  function t o  the weight. T h i s  penalty  function 
includes a l l  of the design  requirements. This function is formed as follows: 8 
F(v,r) = W ( q  + r 1 l/gi(a) 
i - 
In this expression, v represents the vector o f  design variables; W ( 9  i s  the 
weight (see Appendix C ) ;  r i s  a constant multiplier; and the g i ( q  are the 
constraint  functions which express the design  requirements. These require- 
ments include the constraints on the design variables as well as the behavior 
requirements for a l l  load conditions. The g i  (3 are formed so that  the 
constraints appear i n  the form: 
The constraints are of two types, the behavior constraints and the 
constraints on the design variables. In order  to p u t  the behavior con- 
s t ra ints  i n  the required form they are written as 
where f is the actual value of the behavior variable (load, stress or strain) 
and fcr is  the cr i t ical  value o f  this same variable. 
a 
The cons t ra in t s  on des ign var iab les are o f  t h ree  d i f f e ren t  t ypes ,  
upper bounds, lower bounds , and c o m p a t i b i l i t y  bounds. The upper bound 
cons t ra in t s  have the form: 
where U i  i s  the  upper bound,  and Li i s  t h e  l o w e r  bound. The lower bound 
cons t ra in t s  have the form: 
vi - Li 
s i m  = ui - Li SL 
The c o m p a t i b i l i t y  c o n s t r a i n t s  keep the  s t i f fener  th icknesses  f rom becoming 
larger  than the corresponding s t i f fener  spacing.  Thus, these  are 
and 
Rx - 
RXU - RXR g p c  = 
where R and gXU, and R and gXR w $R are the upper and lower bounds on 
11 and kX. 
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By examining the expressions f o r   t h e   c o n s t r a i n t s  , gi (3 , i t  can be 
seen t h a t  as a l i m i t i n g  v a l u e  o f  a behav io r  va r iab le  o r  des ign  va r iab le  i s  
approached the gi(v)  approach  zero  from  the  posit ive  side. Thus, the 
co r respond ing  con t r i bu t i on  to  the  pena l t y  te rm ( l / g i  (q) approaches p o s i t i v e  
i n f i n i t y .  F o r  example, t h e  c l o s e r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  buck1 i n g  l o a d  f o r  t h e  
cy1 i nder i s   t o  the appl  ied 1 oad the 1 arger the penalty term. If , however , a 
design i s  obta ined which y ie lds a buck l i ng  l oad  s l i gh t l y  l ower  than  the  
app l ied  load and the penalty term i s  c a l c u l a t e d ,  it wil be a la rge  negat ive  
number. Thus, i n  passing  from a noncr i t ica l   des ign,   through a c r i t i c a l  
design, the value of F would approach p o s i t i v e  i n f i n i t y  f o r   n e a r l y   c r i t i c a l  
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acceptable designs and then change t o  n e g a t i v e  i n f i  
designs. Because o f  t h i s  F i s   n o t   c a l c u l a t e d   f o r  
the minimum o f  F i s  sought  on ly  for  acceptable des i  
S ince  the  pena l ty  func t ion  goes t o  i n f i n i t y  
c r i t i c a l   i n  some way,the des ign which y ie lds a mini l  
f u n c t i o n  F i s  a noncr i t i ca l   des ign .  If, however, 
weight design i s  a c r i t i c a l  d e s i g n  t h i s  d e s i g n  can 
as des i red  by  reducing  the  va lue  o f   the mu1 ti p l   i e r  
n i  ty f o r  unacceptable 
unacceptable designs and 
gns . 
as the design becomes 
mum o f   t h e  composi t e  
t h e  t r u e  minimum 
be approached as c l o s e l y  
r. The procedure f o r  
weight minimizat ion i s  as fo l lows (see block diagram Figure 3),  s t a r t  w i t h  
some r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  v a l u e  o f  r (see Appendix C Sec C.8) and  an i n i t i a l  
des ign  wh ich  sa t is f ies  a l l  the  requ i rements  on  the  des ign  var iab les  and i s  
capable o f  s u s t a i n i n g  a l l  l o a d s  ( t h i s  must be a n o n c r i t i c a l  d e s i g n  w i t h  no 
des ign  va r iab les  o r  behav io r  va r iab les  equa l  t o  the i r  c r i t i ca l  va lues ) ;  
f i n d  a des ign which y ie lds a minimum o f  F f o r  t h i s  v a l u e  o f  r; reduce the 
v a l u e  o f  r; s t a r t i n g  w i t h  t h i s  new va lue  o f  r and the design which gave a 
minimum o f  F fo r  t he  p rev ious  va lue  o f  r, a g a i n  f i n d  a design which gives 
a minimum F; c o n t i n u e  t h i s  p r o c e s s  u n t i l  a convergence c r i t e r i o n  i s  
sat isf ied  (see  Appendix C Sec. C . 7 ) .  It should be no ted   tha t   s ince   the  
penal ty term includes the requirements for  a1 1 load condi t ions the minimum 
weight design obtained i n   t h i s  manner does not presuppose a c r i t i c a l  l o a d  
cond i t i on  o r  even t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a c r i t i c a l  l o a d  c o n d i t i o n .  
Because o f  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  d e s i g n  w h i c h  y i e l d s  a minimum o f  F i s  a 
nonc r i t i ca l  des ign  it i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  use an approx imate cy l inder  buck l ing 
analys is   dur ing much of the  minimization.  This  reduces  the  computationaT 
e f f o r t   s u b s t a n t i a l l y .  The approximate  analysis  uses  only a se lec ted   se t  o f  
mode shapes i n  the  de te rm ina t ion  o f  t he  c r i t i ca l  buck l i ng  l oads  fo r  g ross ,  
panel, and skin  buckl ing.  (see  Appendix C, Sec. C.3). An analys is   us ing 
t h e  l a r g e  number o f  p o s s i b l e  modes i s  done f o r  t h e  d e s i g n  y i e l d i n g  t h e  
minimum of F f o r  each v a l u e   o f  -the mu1 t i p 1   i e r  r. 
Min imizat ion of the Unconstrained Function 
Since the design which gives a minimum to  the  compos i te  func t ion  F i s  
uncons t ra ined,  noncr i t i ca l ,  a method of  unconst ra ined min imizat ion can  be 
used t o  f i n d  t h i s  design. The method  used here i s  a v a r i a b l e  m e t r i c  method 
(see  Appendix C, Sec. C.4). A design i s  a l t e r e d  by  moving  along a l i n e  i n  
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the space def ined by the design var iables.  The d i r e c t i o n  o f  move a t  a 
p o i n t  i i n  the design space i s  g i v e n  by 9 
- 
s i  = - Hi (VvF)i 
where Hi i s  square matr ix and (v  F) i s  t he  g rad ien t  vec to r  o f  F w i t h  
V i, 
respect   to   the  independent   var iab les v a t  t he   po in t  i. The minimum o f  
the funct ion,  F, i s  found along the direct ion ? (see Appendix C Sec. C.6). 
Once the minimum i s  known the new design i s  
where 0. i s  ~1 s and ai i s  the  distance  along si t o   t h e  minimum. A t  
t h i s  p o i n t  Vi+l the   g rad ien t   i s   ca l cu la ted  and the H m a t r i x  i s  a l t e r e d  
(see  Appendix C Sec. C.5). Using  the new gradient  and the new H mat r i x  a 
new d i r e c t i o n   i s  g e n e r a t e d  and the  process i s  r e p e a t e d   u n t i l  a conver- 
gence c r i t e r i o n  i s  s a t i s f i e d  (see  Appendix C Sec. C.7). 
1 i i  
The minimum along a 1 i n e   i s  found by f i r s t  f i n d i n g  two acceptable 
designs which l i e  on opposi te  s ides of  the minimum and then using the func- 
t i o n  v a l u e  and i t s  s lope at  these two p o i n t s  t o  do a cub ic  i n te rpo la t i on  to  
the minimum. The two acceptable  designs  bracketing  the minimum are  found 
using an incrementat ion scheme (see  Appendix C Sec.  C.6). 
NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
R e s u l t s  f o r  o v e r  t h i r t y  d e s i g n  cases have been obtained (see Appendix 
D). These resu l ts   demonst ra te   the   fo l low ing :  
1 .   the   capab i l i t y   o f   the   syn thes is  method, 
2. the   in f luence  o f   ins ide   versus   ou ts ide   s t i f fen ing ,  
3 .  t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  t h e  optimum des ign  w i th  respec t  to  change i n  
the magnitude of  the load condi t ions , 
4. the  in f luence o f  manufac tur ing  bounds on the optimum  des,ign, 
5. the  importance o f  i n c l u d i n g  m u l t i p l e  l o a d  c o n d i t i o n s ,  
6. r e l a t i v e  minima i n  .the  design space, 
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7. the  advantage o f  s t i f f e n i n g  i n  bo th  d i rec t i ons .  
These r e s u l t s  were obtained with a computer program, which i s  given i n  
Appendix E. 
A se t  o f  twe lve  des ign  problems was developed based on one basi  I? 
design  problem  (see  Appendix D,  Cases 1-1  through  3-1 ,O). This  i s  an 
aluminum c y l i n d e r  w i t h  a r a d i u s  o f  60 in .  and  a l e n g t h  o f  165 in .  Th is  
was f i r s t  t o  be sub jec ted  to  the  fo l l ow ing  th ree  l oad  cond i t i ons :  1 )  ax ia l  
compression o f  700 l b / i n .  and no radial   pressure,   2)   axial   compression  of  
940 l b / i n .  and in te rna l   rad ia l   p ressu re   o f  2 l b / i n2 ,  3 )  a x i a l  compression o f  
212 l b / i n .  and ex terna l   rad ia l   p ressure   o f  0.4 l b / i n  . Four  design  problems 
were  developed fo r  t h i s  l oad  cond i t i on .  Th ree  o f  t hese  had no manufacturing 
bounds, t h a t  i s  no minimum  gages.  These three  problems  were  dist inguished 
by   t he   l oca t i on   o f   t he   s t i f f ene rs .  One had a l l  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  i n s i d e ,  
another had a l l  o u t s i d e ,  and t h e  t h i r d  had l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r s  o u t s i d e  
and c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l   s t i f f e n e r s   i n s i d e .  The four th   problem had a l l  the 
s t i f f e n e r s  on t h e  i n s i d e  b u t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  minimum gage l i m i t s  were imposed: 
0.019 i n .  on the  cy l inder  sk in ,  and 0.05 i n .  on t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  (Case 1 -1 ' ) .  
The o the r  e igh t  cases were obtained by f i r s t  doubling the loads and us ing 
the same four  s t i f fen ing  combina t ions  and t h e n  t r i p l i n g  t h e  l o a d s ,  o f  t h e  
f i r s t  f o u r ,  and again running the same st i f fen ing combinat ions.  
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The minimum weigh ts  ob ta ined fo r  n ine  o f  the  twe lve  problems are 
e x h i b i t e d  i n  F i g u r e  4. The lowest  weight  designs  are  those  for a l l  i n s i d e  
s t i f f en ing ;  t he  nex t  l owes t  (no t  shown i n  t h e  f i g u r e )  a r e  f o r  l o n g i t u d i n a l  
s t i f f e n i n g  o u t s i d e  and c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f en ing  i ns ide ;  t he  h ighes t  we igh t  
designs, f o r  ze ro  l ower  bounds  on the thicknesses, are the ones w i t h  a l l  
o u t s i d e   s t i f f e n i n g .  The e f f e c t   o f   i n c l u d i n g   l o w e r  bounds  on the  thicknesses 
a l so  can be seen i n  Figure 4. For  the cy1 inder  wi th  the l ightest  load the 
we igh t  pena l ty  fo r  the  minimum  gage i s  s u b s t a n t i a l  and much more than the 
penal ty  which resul ts  f rom select ing an o f f  optimum st i f fener  combinat ion.  
I n  the more heav i l y  loaded s t ruc tu re  the  pena l ty  fo r  manufac tur ing  bounds 
i s   l e s s   b u t   s t i l l  more than the penal ty  for  choosing an o f f  optimum s t i f f e n -  
er combination. 
It should be noted that  
they  are  s ing le  load cond i t ion  
whi le  these are three load condi t ion cases 
dominant ( load condit ion two dominates). 
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However the other gross buck1 i ng constraints  are approached closely i n  the 
outside stiffened  cases. Even assuming that the dominant load  condition 
can be identified i n  advance i t  should be recognized tha t  an optimum design 
obtained considering a single load condition may not be acceptable i n  the 
other two load conditions. 
A l s o  note tha t  this dominant load condition i s  one which contains 
internal pressure. T h i s  should be contrasted w i t h  the results of  problem 
6  where the load is only axial compression. In problem  6 the inside out- 
side case is the l ighter  weight design (see Cases 6-1' , 6-O' , and 6-1 , O m ) .  
Two other cases (see Appendix D) of data are presented which are 
based on this same basic design problem  (Case 1-1). One i s  simply a 
second start ing point for this case. The final designs do differ  somewhat 
b u t  the weights are nearly the same.  The other is Case 1- I t  and i s  the 
same as Case 1-1' b u t  has a 25% degradation of the modulus i n  the f irst  
load condition. This causes a sh i f t  i n  the dominant load condition from the 
second to the f i r s t  b u t  the second is s t i l l  a c t ive  and there i s  only a 
slight increase i n  weight. 
Another s e t  of problems was developed usi ng an aluminum cy1 i nder of 
200 i n .  radius and  a length of 500 i n .  subjected to  the following loads: 
1) axial compression 2100 lb/in. w i t h  an external radial pressure of 1.0 
lb/in , 2)  an axial compression o f  8000 lb/in. and  an internal radial 
pressure o f  20 lb/in , 3)  an axial compressionof 5000 lb/in.and no radial 
pressure. The yield limit of the aluminum  was taken as 50,000 psi (Cases 
4-1 through 4-0' ) . 
2 
2 
T h i s  problem was r u n  w i t h  all inside stiffening and all  outside st iff-  
ening. The all inside stiffened case was r u n  w i t h  the design  variables 
effectively unbounded (see Table 1 ,  Case 4-1). The final design i n  this 
case is limited by f ive  behavior constraints, three i n  load condition two 
and  two i n  load condition three. One of them i n  1 oad condition two i s  s k i n  
yield. Note here the importance of considering the multiple load conditions. 
In r u n n i n g  the outside stiffening case difficulty was encountered when 
the design variables were permitted to  be unbounded ( this  is done i n  the 
computer  program by using large bounds). Two different start ing designs 
were attempted i n  which very heavy final designs were obtained where no 
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f u r t h e r  o p t i m i z a t i o n  was poss ib le  (see Table 1, Cases 4-0). Note  tha t  f o r  
the f i r s t  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  t h e  f i n a l  d e s i g n  i s  o f  a larger  weight  than the 
s t a r t i n g   w e i g h t .   T h i s   i s  due t o   t h e   n a t u r e  of the  penal ty  funct ion.  A 
weight increase can o c c u r  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  m i n i m i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  p e n a l t y  func- 
t i on .   No te   a l so   t ha t   t he   s t i f f ene rs   a re   t h i ck  and shallow. 
The d i f f i c u l t y  encountered i n   t h i s  case was resolved by p u t t i n g  an 
upper bound  on  one inch  on the  s t i f fener  th icknesses .  Th is  fo rces  a  deep 
s t i f f e n e r   t h i n   s k i n   d e s i g n .  The s t i f f ene r   t h i cknesses   a re   no t ,  however, 
bounded by these constraints (see Table 1 , Case 4-0' ) . 
These r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  r e l a t i v e  minima i n  the 
design space. One w i t h  a t h i c k  s t i f f e n e r  d e s i g n  and the  o the r  w i th  a t h i n  
s t i f f ene r  des ign .  
For  th is  p rob lem the  ou ts ide  th in  s t i f fener  des ign  and the  i ns ide  
s t i f fener  des ign are a lmost  the same weight and the  va lues  o f  the  f ina l  
des ign   var iab les   a re   no t   g rea t ly   d i f fe ren t .   Note ,  however, t h a t  no 
c o n s t r a i n t s  o f  l o a d  c o n d i t i o n  t h r e e  a r e  l i m i t i n g  i n  t h e  o u t s i d e  s t i f f e n e d  
case as they are i n  t h e  i n s i d e  s t i f f e n e d  case but the gross buckl ing con- 
s t r a i n t  o f  l o a d  c o n d i t i o n  one has become act ive.   Th is   again  po ints   out  
the impor tance of  cons ider ing mul t ip le  load condi t ions and t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  
i n  p i c k i n g  a c r i t i c a l  l o a d  c o n d i t i o n .  
I n  Case 5-1 (see  Appendix D) t h e  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  d e p t h  i s  
f i x e d  a t  10  inches. The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  case are   no t   s ing le   load   cond i t ion  
dominant.  Both  load  conditions 2 and  3  have const ra in ts   which  are  act ive.  
A number o f  cases were run  where the only  load on the  cy l inder  was 
a x i a l  compression. The f i r s t  s e r i e s  o f  t h e s e  was f o r  an  aluminum c y l i n d e r  
o f  l e n g t h  38.0 in . ,  rad ius  9.55 i n . ,  sub jec t  t o  an a x i a l  compression o f  800 
l b / i n .  The f i r s t  r e s u l t  o b t a i n e d  for th is  p rob lem was f o r  a s ta r t i ng  des ign  
w i t h  a l l  i n s i d e  s t i f f e n i n g  and l i b e r a l  bounds  on the  design  var iables.  The 
r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  was a completely unst i f fened design (see Table 2, Case 6-11. 
This case was then re run  pu t t ing  lower  bounds o f  .05 in .  on  the  s t i f fener  
depths. The r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  was a s t i f f ened  des ign  w i th  a lower  weight  than 
the  previously  obtained  unst i f fened  design.  This was done i n  t h r e e   d i f f e r e n t  
cases t o  o b t a i n  r e s u l t s  w i t h  a l l  i n s i d e  s t i f f e n i n g  (Case 6-1'1, a l l  o u t s i d e  
s t i f f e n i n g  (Case 6-O') ,  and w i t h  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r s  o u t s i d e  and circum- 
fe ren t i a l  s t i f f ene rs  i ns ide  (Case 6-1,O'). The lowest   weight   obta ined  for  
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these three (Cases 6-1' a 6-0' a and 6-1,Ol) was f o r  the inside outside case 
(Case 6- Ia0 ' ) .  T h i s  i s  about a 12% advantage over the all outside case 
(Case 6-0' ). 
This is another situation where relative minima i n  the design space 
is  the most likely explanation. The results for the cases where  lower 
bounds are imposed, the stiffened cases, are i n  the acceptable region of 
the design space for the case w i t h  less stringent side constraints where 
the unstiffened design was obtained. 
Other single axial load cases were run which  can  be  used to compare 
stiffening i n  one direction w i t h  stiffening i n  both directions (see Table 2 ,  
Cases 6-0S, 7-1, 7-1 ' , 7-1"). When cases were run w i t h  overall dimensions 
and load the same as the above single load condition cases (Cases 6-0s and 
6-1s minimum longitudinal stiffener depth 0.05 in.)  b u t  with axial stiffen- 
i n g  only the results were designs of slightly higher weight than the un-  
stiffened design (Case 6-1). A second series of single load condition 
problems was r u n  for  a cylinder of length 291 in. and radius 95.5 in. subject 
t o  an axial compression of 800 l b / i n .  Using liberal  side  constraints and 
starting w i t h  inside stiffening the result for Case 7-1 is unstiffened. This 
case was then rerun p u t t i n g  a lower bound of 0.5 i n .  on the longitudinal 
stiffener depth and the resulting design (Case 7-1')is stiffened in both 
directions. When another  case was run with circumferential  stiffening 
only (Case 7-I",  lower bound circumferential st iffener depth 0.5), a result 
was obtained which  was higher i n  weight than the unstiffened design (Case 7-11, 
The unstiffened design i s  of greater weight than  the design for stiffening 
in both directions (Case 7-1 ' ) .  
These results indicate t h a t  a design with stiffening i n  both directions 
i s  the better design. They also indicate that a monocoque design i s  superior 
t o  stiffening  in one direction. However, because of imperfection sensitivity 
i t  may not be advisable to use a monocoque cylinder. Using an analysis 
similar t o  the one used here b u t  wi thout  including eccentricity effects, 
Timoshenko"  has  hown t h a t  i n  designing against gross buckling there is  no 
weight advantage to  be gained over the rnonocoque design by p u t t i n g  the s t i f f -  
eners i n  only one direction. 
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Case 8-1 ,O (see Appendix D) i s  again an axial compression case. 
This case i s  t hough t  to  be rep resen ta t i ve  o f  f u tu re  l aunch  veh ic les .  
CONCLUSIONS 
An e f f i c i e n t  method o f  syn thes is  has been developed f o r  a s t i f f e n e d  
c y l i n d e r .   T h i s   e f f i c i e n c y   i s  due t o  a combinat ion  o f   severa l   factors .  
The use o f  t he  pena l t y  func t i on  o f  F iacco  and McCormick causes the 
successive designs obtained dur ing the synthesis process to stay away from 
t h e  c o n s t r a i n t s .  T h i s  a l l e v i a t e s  one o f  t h e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  e n c o u n t e r e d  w i t h  
methods such as the  g rad ien t  p ro jec t i on  method and the  a l te rna te  s tep  
technique. I n   t h e   l a t e r  methods the  designs become bounded by   cons t ra in ts  
e a r l y  i n  t h e  s y n t h e s i s  and i t  i s  then d i f f i c u l t   t o  move  away from the 
constra. ints.  
Another advantage o f  s t a y i n g  away f rom the  cons t ra in t s  i s  t ha t  an 
approximate analysis can be used dur ing the synthes is  wi th  some confidence 
that the designs obtained remain i n  the acceptable region o f  the design 
space. The approximate  analysis i s  t he   l a rges t   f ac to r   i n   speed ing   t he  
synthesis. 
S t i  11 another advantage t o  us ing  the  pena l t y  func t i on  i s  t ha t  t he  
problem i s  conver ted to  a  sequence of  unconst ra ined min imizat ions and the 
q u i t e  e f f i c i e n t  method o f  F le tcher  and Powell can be used t o  p e r f o r m  t h i s  
minimizat ion.  
The exper ience reported herein supports the content ion that the 
genera t i on  o f  e f f i c i en t  s t ruc tu ra l  syn thes i s  capab i l i t i es ,  f o r  des ign  
problems i n v o l v i n g  r e l a t i v e l y  complex analyses,  requi res that  the s t ruc-  
t u ra l  ana lys i s  and synthesis procedure be t a i l o r e d  t o g e t h e r  e x p l o i t i n g  
a v a i l a b l e  i n s i g h t  and unders tand ing  fo r  the  charac ter is t i cs  o f  the problem 
a t  hand. 
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Using the computer program a number of numerical results have 
been generated, and  some general conclusions can be drawn from these. 
There is evidence o f  relative minima both for single and multiple load 
condition problems, and there is  a means of forcing the designs i n t o  
these relative minima pockets (see Numerical Results) . There does 
not appear t o  be any advantage to  stiffening a cylinder i n  only one 
direction. Manufacturing bounds have  a strong influence on the 
optimum design. In some situations there is  a  moderate weight  advantage 
t o  be gained i n  the placing of the stiffeners, inside or  outside, and this 
depends on the load  conditions. The  largest weight  saving due to change 
of stiffener location obtained in this work i s  12% (see problem 6 ,  
Appendix D )  . 
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Table 1 
Summary of Numerical Results 
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(Inside) Case 4-0 (Outside 1) 




1.98 .489 .192 
.315 
1.78 -1 -84 -1 .38 
2.54 -1 .89 -0.865 
31.6 
21,300. 16,200.  14,60 . 
8.57 4.58  6.30 
23.7 35. 
.230 .336 .255 
.980 
PB2 = ,962 .963 





- Problem 4 
Case 4-0 (Outside 2) 
S t a r t  Fi  n i  sh S t a r t  Finish 
Case 4-0' (Outside 2) 
.5 .283 .5  
.200 .5 3.07 .5 




14,700. 44,900. 26,900. 44,900. 
6.08  4. 14.6 4. 
27.0  35. 26.3 35. 
-2.13  -1.5 - .652 -1.5 -1.74  -1.5 -1 .03 
.707 .423 ,707 .231 
GB1 = .999 
PB2 = .948 
SB2 = .989 
SB3 = ,982 
GB1 = .923 
GB2 = ,957 
PB2 = .926 
LSB2 = ,954 
SY2 = .990 
1 L = 500 R = 200 E = 10 x lo6 0 = 50,000 Y 
"""""-"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
* The numbers i n  the f a i l u r e  mode abbreviations refer t o  the load condition ( i .e . ,  GB2 is  Gross 
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Summary of Numerical Results - Problems 6 and 























GB = ,990 
PB = .725 
SB = .921 
LSB= .966 
SY = .958 
LYC= .965 
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GB = .871 
PB = .938 
SB = .994 
LSB = .984 
SY = .907 
LYC = ,912 
6-1 ,O' 
,00832 







GB = ,992 
PB = .967 
SB = ,972 
LSB= .986 












GB = .97€ 
PB = .97€ 














GB = .982 
















GB = ,941 GB = .884 
PB = ,920 PB = ,925 
SB = .983 SB = .993 
LSB= ,984 
Figure 1 An Integra’lly Stiffened Cylinder 
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+S 
Figure 2 An Element o f  a Stiffened Cylinder 
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Figure 4 Weight  Increase  with Load Increase 
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Development o f  t h e  A n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  S t i f f e n e d  C y l i n d e r  
A. 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
I n   t h i s  appendix a l l  t h e  e q u a t i o n s  needed to  ana lyze  the  s t i f f ened  
cy1 inder are presented. These inc lude the overa l l  buck1 i ng analys is  o f  
t h e  c y l i n d e r  as we l l  as the  buck l ing ,  s t ress  and y i e l d  analyses o f  t h e  s k i n  
and s t i f f e n e r s .  
It i s  w e l l  known t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a large discrepancy between the buck- 
l i n g  f a i l u r e  l o a d s  f o r  monocoque cy l inders which are predic ted by c lass ica l  
buck l ing  theory and the  fa i lure  loads  obta ined i n  t e s t s .  However, it has 
been found  recen t l y  t ha t  t h i s  i s  no t  necessa r i l y  t he  case f o r  s t i f f e n e d  
cyl inders! ’   L inear  theory i s  used  here b u t  it has been f o u n d  t h a t  t h i s  may 
n o t  a p p l y  i n  some cases!2 The i m p o r t a n c e  o f  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  
e c c e n t r i c i t y  o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  has been pointed out  both exper imenta l ly  
and a n a l y t i c a l l y  14’15y16 . E a r l i e r  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  have a l s o  t r e a t e d  t h i s  
e f f e c t  a n a l y t i c a l l y .  17’18 I n  t h e  a n a l y s i s  used  he re  eccen t r i c i t y  e f fec ts  
a re   inc luded.   Th is   ana lys is   fo l lows  c lose ly   tha t   o f  Flugge. 
13 
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A.2 Stress-Stra in   Relat ions 
The s k i n  o f  t h e  c y l i n d e r  i s  assumed t o  be i n  a b i a x i a l  s t a t e  o f  s t r e s s .  
The axes o f  e l a s t i c  symmetry a r e  i n  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  and c i rcumferent ia l  
d i r e c t i o n s .  The x a x i s   i s   i n   t h e   l o n g i t u d i n a l   d i r e c t i o n  and the $ a x i s  i s  
i n  the  c i rcumferent ia l   d i rect ion.   Wi th   these  assumpt ions  the  s t ress-s t ra in  
r e l a t i o n s  i n  t h e  s h e e t  a r e  
27 
The stiffeners are assumed t o  be i n  a uniaxial state of stress so 
that  the stress-strain relations are 
u -  xs - €X 
i n  the longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners respectively. 
A.3 Strain-Displacement Relations 
The reference surface of the shell i s  taken as the midsurface o f  the 
skin. W i t h  the z axis taken positive inward from the  reference  surface 
and u ,  v ,  and w being the displacements of  the reference surface respectively 
i n  the positive x ,  4, and z coordinate directions, the strain displacement 




E = a L I  
X ax - z q  
where €4  ' and y are  the  strains a t  a p o i n t  i n  the  shell. and x4 
€4  
are assumed t o  be continuous i n  the  skin and x and 4 stiffeners 
respectively. These relations may  be derived  in a geometric manner as done 
by Flugge2' or by reducing the 1 inear three dimensional strain displacement 
relations i n  cylindrical coordinates. *' The 1 a t e r  i s  done by assuming the 
displacements vary linearly with the depth of the she1 1 22 and by setting 
the transverse shear strains and the extensional strain i n  the z direction 
t o  zero. 
The displacements of a p o i n t  i n  the cy1 inder corresponding t o  these 
strain midsurface displacements are 
28 
.-. 
u = u - z -  aw ax 
I 
w = w  
(see Figure A1 1. 
The rotations of the normal  used i n  the above displacements are 
The relative rotations per u n i t  1 ength are then 
a* 
ax R ax  - 1  axa4  
a w  2 = x = 1(av + 
A. 4 Force Resul tants 
The force and moment resultants per u n i t  length are obtained by 
performing the appropriate integrations of the stresses over the thickness 
of the s k i n  and then adding to these the corresponding force and moment 
resultants per u n i t  length i n  the  stiffeners. The force and moment 
resultants per u n i t  length i n  the stiffeners are obtained by d i v i d i n g  the 
resultant forces and  moments by the stiffener spacings. 
The extensional forces and bending moments i n  the stiffeners are 
obtained by performing the appropriate integrations of the extensional 
stresses i n  the st iffeners over the areas of the stiffeners. The st iffeners 
are assumed t o  carry no shear load; so they have no contribution to the shear 
29 
force resultants, b u t  they are assumed to  have a twisting moment resultant. 
The angle o f  twist i s  assumed to  be the same as that of the normal to the 
skin. The torsional  stiffnesses of the stiffeners are obtained from an 
approximate curve for  da ta  given by Crandal  and  DahlZ3 for torsion o f  bars 
of rectangular  cross  section. Thus, the  force  resultants  are  obtained by 
substituting the strain displacement relations (A3) i n t o  the stress strain 
relations (Al) and ( A Z ) ,  then substituting the resulting stress displacement 
relations into the following formulas, and performing the integrations: 
J - t s / 2  J t S / 2  
J - t s / 2  ' t s / 2  
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J - t s / 2  ’ J t s / 2  
J - t s / 2  
The above express ions  app ly  fo r  s t i f feners  on the  i ns ide  o f  t he  cy l i nde r .  
F o r  s t i f f e n e r s  on t h e  o u t s i d e  o f  t h e  c y l i n d e r  t h e  l i m i t s  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  on 
the  s t i f f ene r  i n teg ra l s ,  t he  second terms, must be  changed t o  go from 
- (dx + t s / 2 )  t o  - t s / 2  and - (d@ + t s / 2 )  t o  - t S / 2  (see  Figures 2  and A2).  
ex  and e a r e   t h e   a n g l e s   o f   t w i s t   o f   t h e  normal t o   t h e   s k i n ,   g i v e n   i n  
sec t ion  A.3. Jx and J are  the  sect ion  constants   for  a rectangular   cross-  
s e c t i o n  i n  t o r s i o n .  These correspond  to a po la r  moment o f  i n e r t i a  and are 
approximate by the expression, 
4J 
cp 
J = c a b  3 
where  c i s  g i v e n  by 
b l a  
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and a and b are the cross sectional aimensions of t h e  s t i f f e n e r ,  t, and d,, 
and t4 and d b i s  taken as the  dlmension o f   s m a l l e r  magnitude.  After 
making the substi tut ions described above, per forming the in tegrat ions,  and 
neg lec t ing  te rms o f  the  order  of t h e  t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  s k i n  d i v i d e d  by the  
rad ius  and square of the depth of t he  s t i f f ene rs  d i v ided  by the square of 
the  rad ius  w i th  respec t  to  1, the force and moment r e s u l t a n t s  can be w r i t t e n :  
4; 
- au av M, - (Hx e, - T) - - ax 2 
32' 
- K au 
"+x - " R ax 
where the constants i n  the above expressions are given i n  terms o f  the 
mate r ia l  p roper t i es  and the dimensions of t he  s t i f f ened  cy l i nde r  by  
- Ex  ts
Hsl - 1 'PXP@ 
- tx   ldx l  
"x - R + 
"s2 = i=- 
E .  t 
V X P @  
G t S 3  
S = Gt, K =  
- Gx  Jx Tx - - R + 
2  4dx2 + 6 Idx I ts + 3 t s  2 
px = fZ 





ldx l  + ts = +  - 2 + i n s i d e  - outs ide  
The e f f e c t s  o f  t h e  e c c e n t r i c i t y  o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  a r e  seen i n  the  
terms ex , e  and which have a p o s i t i v e  s i g n  when t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  
are on the  i ns ide  and a negat ive s ign when t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  a r e  on the outs ide.  
+, 9 ’  
A.5 Prebuckle Forces and Stresses 
It i s  assumed t h a t  when the cy1 i nder i s  1 oaded t h e r e   i s  a uniform 
change i n  l e n g t h  and  a un i fo rm change i n   r a d i u s .   T h i s   i m p l i e s   t h a t  u, v ,  
and w are  independent o f  I$; w and v are  independent  of x; and t h a t  u i s  
a l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n  o f  x. Applying  these  assumptions t o  t h e  f o r c e  d i s p l a c e -  









By s u b s t i t u t i n g  these into the equilibrium equationsz4 the internal 
forces may  be obtaioed i n  terms of the  applied  loads. The result  i s  
where N is the applied axial compressioc load per u n i t  length of circum- 
ference, and p i s  the applied external pressure per u n i t  surface area. 
W i t h  the assumptions about the prebuckled deformation, the midsurface 
prebuckle strains are obtained from the strain displacement relations as 
By equating the expressions for the force resultants i n  terms of the d i s -  
placements w i t h  the values of the force resultants i n  terms of the external 
forces and identifying the strains, the following expressions for the mid- 
surface strains are obtained, after neglecting terms of  the order of the 
depth of the st iffener divided by the radius with respect t o  one: 
Substituting  these i n t o  the  stress-strain  relations ( A . 1 )  for the  skin, 
the expressions f o r  the stresses i n  the skin are obtained: 
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The expressions for the stresses i n  the ribs neglecting terms involving 
the depth of the st iffener divided by the radius w i t h  respect to one are 
obtained by multiplying the st iffener modulus by the corresponding value 





A.6 Buckling  of the Cylinder and S k i n  
An expression for the cri t ical  buckling load o f  the cylinder i s  
obtained i n  terms of two integer parameters representing the buckling mode 
shape. The lowest buckling load i s  then obtained by searching  the buckling 
loads obtained from a large number of possible mode shapes. 
The expression for the buckling load i s  obtained from the determinant 
of a set  of  homogeneous equations. These are  obtained by substituting i n t o  
the buckl i ng equi 1 i brium equations,  in terms of displacements , an assumed 
solution which satisfies these equations and simple support boundary condi- 
tions. The displacement functions  contain  the two integer parameters 
representing the mode shape and arbitrary constants. 
The buckling equilibrium equations are obtained in terms of displace- 
ments, by substituting the force resultants, i n  terms of the displacements, 
into  the buckl ing equi 1 i bri um equations i n  terms of forces. The buckl i n g  
equilibrium equations used are those given by Flugge25 b u t  contain only the 
buckling force terms recommended  by  Hedgepeth  and Hall. 26 With the changes 





- N R ~  - PR (T + w )  = 0 a w  
where N i s  t h e  a p p l i e d  a x i a l  compressive f o r c e  p e r  u n i t  l e n g t h  and p i s  t h e  
app l ied   ex te rna l   rad ia l   p ressure   per   un i t   a rea .  
A f te r  subs t i t u t i ng  the  fo rce  d i sp lacemen t  re la t i ons  (A7) i n t o  t h e s e  
equat ions,  the buckl ing equi l ibr ium equat ions i n  terms o f  displacement are 
obtained. These can  be w r i t t e n   i n   t h e  form: 
H s l  Hx a2u s 1 a u + (L + -) S 2 a v  
Hs2 Hs2 ax 2 + H S , S i , e P  HS 2 Hs 2 axa4 
2 H 
R(- + -) -
" Hv aw HX a w 3 - - R(- ex - -) " 1 a w  = K 
3 
Hs2 ax Hs 2 Hs2R ,,3 HS2 7 
SR 1 aw 
s2 F T  
I 
3K D t -  Tx 1 a - w  3 + - ) - - =  




"v au + (- Hx ex O2 a 3 1.1 + K a u  Gax Hs2 3 HS2R2 33 - -) R -  Hs2R ax 
2D 4K Tx '& 1 a 4 w - ( -  + - + - + V 
Hs2  Hs2 Hs2 s2 K a x 2 a $  
2 3 2 
s2 
H e 2 2 NR a w - (1 +(l - - --8 (9 + w )  = 0 
s2 Hs2 ax s2 a+ 
The assumed displacements which satisfy the above equations and the simple 
support boundary conditions are 
u = A sin 1, cos A X  
v = B cos 114 sin A X  
w = C sin 1, sin A X  
where for the complete cylinder 
x - -  - mn L '  rn = 1 , 2 , .  . . 
n = n  n = 0 , 1 , 2 , .  . . 
and L i s  the length o f  the cylinder. 
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For a c y l i n d r i c a l  p l a t e  ( t h e  s k i n  between s t i f f e n e r s )  
m = l Y 2 ,  . . .  
0" 
- n r  R 
R n = l Y 2 ,  . . .  
f$ 
After  the d isp lacements are subst i tu ted in to the d isp lacement  buck l ing 




N R ~  
c22 + H,2 
'23 
where the C' s are given by 
Hsl Hx 2 s l l  
Hs2 Hs2 HS2 
2 
Cl = - R (--+-) X - - -
Hv s 
Hs2 Hs2 
5 2  = - (--+") T l  x 
H Hx  ex 
Hs 2 Hs2 Hs ER 
3 K 2 C13 - -  - X + + ( -  u - ")X + - 
- -   - A + R ( -  HV Hx  ex ")X D2 3 K  + - - X11 2 
'3 1 Hs2 Hs2 Hs2R Hs2 R2 
M e 









- ( 2 L  + - 4K + 








(e$) + 5 
R 
2 
- +  A ) x  TX * 2 0  
Hs2 Hs2 
Since the values of  the appl ied loads are known, a r a t i o  between the 
a x i a l   o a d  and pressure can  be ca l cu la ted .   Le t t i ng  
and s e t t i n g  t o  z e r o  t h e  d e t e r m i n a n t  o f  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  A ,  B, and C i n  
t h e  l a s t  s e t  o f  equations the expression f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  a x i a l  l o a d  i s  
obtained.  Th.is i s  
where 
- 
A = Cl ( R  x4 + x 2  (0’ - 1) a) R 
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= ‘11 22 33 c c  + 
- ‘1 22 ‘33 - ‘13 
For each combination of the 
‘1 2 ‘23  31‘1   2‘23 
‘31 ‘22 - ‘23  ‘11 
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parameters m and n there are two possible values 
of  (N/Hs2Icr. The  one  which  as t o  be  used as cr i t ical  is the one w i t h  
smallest magnitude and having the same s i g n  as the applied load N .  The 
cr i t ical  buckl i n g  load is obtained by f i n d i n g  (N/Hs2)cr  fo r  a large number 
of values of both m and n and then selecting  the lowest magnitude value 
out of a l l  of these. 
For the special case when N = 0 the cr i t ical  pressure must be found. 
This i s  given by 
The above analysis  is used for gross buckl ing , panel buckl i n g  , and 
sheet buckling. For gross buckling a l l  the  constants  are  calculate as  
given i n  the C’s  and the ful l  length of the cylinder i s  used. For panel 
buckling, the terms which contain the properties of the circumferential 
stiffeners are set t o  zero and the length of the cylinder is taken as the 
circumferential  ring  spacing. For skin buckling, a l l  terms containing 
stiffener properties are set t o  zero, 0 i s  changed to  apply tc; a cy1 i n- 
drical plate w i t h  a width of the longitudinal st iffener spacing and the 
length of the cylinder is again taken as the length between circumferential 
stiffeners. 
A.7 Longitudinal Stiffener Buckling 
The cr i t ical  buckling stress for the longitudinal stiffeners is 
obtained by applying a solution for the critical buckl i n g  s t ress  of a f l a t  
rectangular plate to several different possible assumed modes of buckl i n g  
of the  stiffener. In a l l  the  possible assumed  modes the  longitudinal 
st iffener is assumed t o  be simply supported on three edges and free on the 
fourth. The cr i t ical  buckling stress for such a f l a t  p l a t e  i s  given by 
B1 ei ch27 as 
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= .* (a) t 2  [ (F) d 2  + 0.4251 
uc 12(1-v ) 
The n o t a t i o n  has  been  changed  here; t i s  the  th i ckness  o f  t ne  p la te  ( i . e .  
t h e  w i d t h  o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r ) ,  d the  w id th  o f  t he  p la te  ( i . e .  t he  dep th  o f  
por t ion  o f  the  s t i f fener  under  cons idera t ion)  , and R t he  l eng th  o f  
s t i f fener  under  cons idera t ion .  
The f i r s t   f a i l u r e  mode t o  w h i c h  t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  i s  a p p l i e d  i s  i n  t h e  
s i t u a t i o n  where the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  a re  e i the r  on the opposite 
s i d e  o f  t h e  cy1 inder  f rom the  long i tud ina l  ones o r  where they are non- 
e x i s t e n t .   I n   t h i s  case  d i s  taken as d, t h e   f u l l   d e p t h   o f   t h e   s t i f f e n e r ,  
and a i s  taken as L, the f u l l  l e n g t h  o f  t he   cy l i nde r .  
The second mode i s  where the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  a re  on the 
same s ide  o f  t he  cy l i nde r  as the  l ong i tud ina l  ones  and are the deepest. 
I n  t h i s  case t h e  c r i t i c a l  b u c k l i n g  s t r e s s  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l s  i s  t a k e n  as 
t h a t  o f  a p la te  w i th  dep th  dx , t h e  f u l l  d e p t h  o f  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n -  
ers,  and  a l eng th  ax,  the length between circumferent ia l  st i f feners.  
The t h i r d  mode i s  where the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  a re  on the 
same s ide as t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  ones bu t   a re   no t  as deep. I n  t h i s  case  one 
would expect  the s t i f fener  to  buck le i n  a manner coupl ing the mater ia!  
between t h e  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r s  w i t h  t h e  m a t e r i a l  above the circum- 
f e r e n t i a l   s t i f f e n e r s .  To ob ta in  an e s t i m a t i o n   o f   t h e   c r i t i c a l   b u c k l i n g  
s t ress two  cases are  considered. One assumes t h a t   t h e   p o r t i o n   o f   t h e  
ma te r ia l  between the  c i r cumfe ren t ia l  s t i f f ene rs  does no t  buck le  bu t  the  
ou ts tand ing   por t ion  does. I n  t h i s  case the  formula i s  a p p l i e d  t o  a p l a t e  
o f  the dimensions o f  the depth o f  the  ou ts tand ing  por t ion  and the  l eng th  o f  
the   en t i re   cy l inder   (dx  - de  by L) .  The o the r  case assumes tha t   he  
ma te r ia l  between t h e  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r s  does buck le wi th  the out -  
s tand ing  por t ion  of t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r  b u t  t h a t  t h e  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  
s t i f f e n e r s  f o r c e  nodes i n  t h e  b u c k l i n g  of t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  and these notes 
occu r   a t   t he   l oca t i on   o f   t he   c i r cumfe ren t ia l   s t i f f ene rs .  The buck l ing 
s t ress i n   t h i s  case i s  taken as t h a t  f o r  a p l a t e  and d  equal t o  t h e  f u l l  
depth, d,, o f  t h e  s t i f f e n e r  and R equal t o  a, the   c i rcumferent ia l  
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stiffener spacing. Th i s  i s  the same as the case where the  circumferential 
stiffeners are deeper t h a n  the longitudinals. 
A . 8  "_ Circumferential - . - Stiffener Buckling 
Similar situations are encountered w i t h  the buckling of the circum- 
ferential stiffeners as w i t h  the buckling of the longitudinal stiffeners. 
Here, however, an additional mode of buckl i ng is encountered (see TablesAl 
and A2). The external st iffeners n o t  only can buckle when they  are 
compressed, b u t  due to  their  curvature can also buckl e when they are 
expanded. An expression for  the critical  circumferential  strain i n  the 
skin of the cy1 inder, o r  a t  the edge of the s t i f fener ,  is  obtained ( i n  
Section A.9) by doing an  assumed  mode solution of the buckling problem. 
This expression i s  
L " J 
1 + (- 2n2 3 - 9 5 + (7) 3-4n2 5 2 + ... 
where d i s  the depth of  the st iffener portion i n  question; and 5 i s  the 
ratio of the st iffener depth, d ,  t o  the radius of the unsupported edge of 
the st iffener;  5 i s  a positive number i f  the st iffener is  inside and nega- 
t ive i f  the st iffener i s  outside; and n i s  the number  of ful l  waves i n  the 
circumferential direction. 
W i t h  the circumferential stiffeners on the inside of the cylinder, 5 
positive,  the  value of E is  negative for  a l l  values of n and increases 
i n  magnitude as n increases. This means that  inside  circumferential 
st iffeners can buckle only when the cylinder contracts under load. 
4cr 
With the circumferential stiffeners inside the cylinder and the 
longitudinals outside or non-existent the critical buckling value for E 
i s  obtained w i t h  n = 0. 
cpcr 
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With  both the circumferential and the longitudinal stiffeners inside 
the cy1 inder and w i t h  the longitudinal stiffeners deeper t h a n  the ci rcum- 
ferential ones, the circumferential stiffeners are physically restrained 
from buckling i n t o  a smaller number of half waves than the number of spaces 
between longitudinal  stiffeners. Since E increases i n  magnitude as n 
increases, the critical buckling value for this s i t u a t i o n  is  obtained by 
using for n the number of spaces i n  half the circumference of the cylinder. 
In the situation w i t h  the circumferential stiffeners deeper than the 
4cr 
longitudinal ones two values of E are  obtained. One i s   fo r  the un-  
supported portion of the  circumferential w i t h  d = d4 - dx and n = 0. The 
other is  obtained as above, for  the supported stiffeners,  for the full  depth 
of the st iffener assuming t h a t  nodes are forced a t  the locations of the 
longitudinal  stiffeners. This is  s imilar  to  the  case of the  longitudinal 
stiffeners. 
4cr 
W i t h  the circumferential stiffeners outside, 5 negative, 
positive for smal 1 values of n and increases i n  magnitude as n 
When n becomes large enough E 4cr becomes negative and then as 
the magnitude  of decreases  while  the value remains negat 




magnitude of E decreases unti 1 for some  Val  ue of n a minimum i s  obtained. 
Thus  the circumferential stiffener can buckle for small values of n when the 
cy1 i nder expands, positive,  or can buckle for  large values of n when 
the  cylinder  contracts, E negative. 
wr 
4cr 
For the case of external Circumferential st iffeners with the longi - 
t u d i n a l  stiffeners inside o r  non-existent, the critical positive value of 
i s  obtained w i t h  n = 0 ,  and the cr i t ical  negative value i s  found by E 
4cr 
searching for the lowest magnitude negative value of E ~ ~ ~ .  
W i t h  the longitudinal stiffeners also on the outside and deeper t h a n  
the circumferential the circumferential stiffeners are again physically 
restrained from buckling i n t o  a smaller number of half waves than  the 
number of spaces between the longitudinal stiffeners. A value of E i s  
calculated for n equal t o  the number of spaces i n  half the circumference 
n = *R/ag. If this value is positive then th i s  i s  the cr i t ical  value for 
an expansion of the  cylinder.  If i t  is negative  there i s  no cr i t ical  value 
for an expansion of the  cylinder. Several possibil i t ies exist  for the 
wr 
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negative  buckling  value. If  the above value of E is positive then the 
negative value is the one given by the minimum magnitude value found for the 
unsupported stiffener, since this value has a 1 arger number of circumfer- 
ential waves t h a n  spaces between stiffeners. If the value for n = rR/a 
9 
i s  negative then there is a choice between this value and the value 
m i n i  mum I I *  The  one  which has the  larger value o f  n i s  used. The 
reasons for this are as follows: if  n = rR/a is  the  largest then a 
smaller n i s  physically  impossible; i f  the n f o r  minimum I E  I is  larger  
then this gives  mallest [ E  I for  E negative and i s  physically 
possible. For the  case of a1 1 external stiffeners with the circumferential 
ones having  the greater depth the problem i s  again s p l i t  i n t o  two parts, one 
an unsupported circumferential stiffener w i t h  depth de - dx and the other 
a st iffener w i t h  the full depth d , assuming  nodes a t  the location of the 
9 
longitudinal  stiffeners. Values are then obtained for each case  in a 
manner similar t o  t h a t  described above for  external  stiffeners. Two 




9cr  9cr 
In this  treatment n i s  considered as a continuous variable instead 
of integer as i t  actually is and no arguments about the compatibility of the 
mode shapes are made. Introducing  these  restrictions would increase  the 
buckl ing values so t h a t  the treatment used i s  conservative. 
This buckling solution does not  apply where the circumferential 
stiffener is thick compared w i t h  i t s  depth. T h i s  i s .  because the assumed 
simply supported boundary condition does not  apply. In situations where 
the outstanding portion of the stiffener has a depth t o  thickness r a t i o  of 
less than ten the yield limit i s  substituted f o r  the buckling limit. 
A.9 Solution - - . - . of - . . the . . . Circumferential Stiffener  Critical Buckling 
Strain 
An approximate solution i s  obtained for the buckling of a circular 
plate w i t h  a large hole i n  i t .  The plate is assumed to be simply supported 
a t  one  dge  and f r ee  a t  the other (see Figure A3). The simply supported 
edge is the edge which attaches to the cylinder and t h u s  must have the same 
displacements as the cy1 inder. The cr i t ical  buckl i ng parameter i s  taken as 
the  tangential  strain on the simply supported edge. The solution is 
obtained using an  assumed  mode variational method. 
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- . .. . . .. 
The variational formulation of the problem of e las t ic  s tab i l i ty  is  
given by NovozhilovP8 as 
6[ A ( 2 )  1 = 6 R2 (2 )  
In the cases i n  which the in i t ia l  stress s t a t e  can be determined us ing  
classical  theory, this is such  a case, A ( 2 )  is given i n  cylindrical 
coordinates as 




The primes denote the buckle s ta te  and zero  the ini t ia l  s ta te .  By the same 
type o f  procedure as used for  the derivation o f  the strain displacement 
relations i n  the cylinder the above strain displacement relations can  be 
reduced to  strain midsurface  displacement relations. T h u s ,  by assuming 
the displacements vary 1 inearly w i t h  depth, the transverse shear strains are 
zero, and the normal strain i s  zero, the strain displacement relations reduce 
t o  
E I = av '  VI 1 a u '  2z a w '  1 a w l  
re ar r r a e  r (ar a e  - -1 r a e  
2 
+""" 
Note t h a t  the displacements i n  these expressions. are the midsurface displace- 
ments and not the displacements of a p o i n t  as in the previous expressions, 
a1 so u v:  and w' are  the displacements in  the r e and z directions and 
are not  the same as  the u, v ,  and w f o r  the  cylinder. 
The stresses i n  the plate pr ior  t o  buckling are given by Timoshenko 29 
in terms of a radially inward pressure a t  the outer edge as 
0 0  = - p  b2 ( r i  - a i )  
7 ( b  - a )  r 
= b2 (r2 + a2) e 7 (b2 - a2) 
T o = T  re rz ez = T  
- u z = O  
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P i s  the  rad ia l  p ressure .  These may be t rans formed to  be i n  terms of the 
t a n g e n t i a l   s t r a i n   a t   h e  edge r = b, , by  us ing   the   s t ress   t ra in  
r e l a t i o n s  t o  s o l v e  f o r  P i n  terms o f  Fe and s u b s t i t u t i n g  t h e  r e s u l t  
i n t o  t h e  above expressions fo r  t he  s t resses  
- 
o o  = 
r a2 + b2 + v(a2 - b2) 
The fo l low ing  se t  o f  buck l ing  d isp lacements  sa t is fy  the  d isp lacement  
boundary  conditions : 
w '  = A ( b - r )   s i n  ne 
These displacements are then subst i tuted into the strain-displacement rela- 
t i o n s  and the resul t ing express ions a long wi th  the prebuck le s t resses are 
then   subs t i t u ted   i n to   t he   exp ress ion   f o r  A('). When t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  i s  
c a r r i e d  o u t  and 6[A (''1 i s  s e t  t o  z e r o  ( 6  Rh2)  i s  zero for  the problem 
since the forces are constant on one edge and the displacements are 
constant on the other)3o the fo l lowing express ion i s  ob ta ined  fo r  t he  
c r i t i c a l  Eg : 
t2 t- e 12( 1 -v2)  b2 
a + b + v(a2 - b')] - 2 2  E = -  
2 2  b 2 2 b-a + ,2 (n2 + 2(1-v)) b2 - a (n  -1) I n  a + 2n (1-n ) a
1 -2n 2 
2 
2 b " )  
[ a 1 (A261  
"  (b2 - a ) + ( b  n + a (n -1)) I n  
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Now (+) is se t  equal to  c and the  expression is expanded i n  terms o f  
this quantity. The result o f  doing this and setting the critical Fo equal 
to  the cri t ical  strain i n  the cylinder i s  the expression: 
Specialization of this solution in two limiting cases, f o r  which solutions 
are available in the literature, is given i n  Appendix B. 
A.10 Yield Failure 
The principal  stresses i n  the  skin  are given by u and u (Al3). 
XP 4P 
I t  is assumed t h a t  the yield criterion for the cylindrical shell skin 
material i s  of the  following form. 31 
where 
U - - xOa 'xOT 
xoc 
the  longitudinal  tensior,  yield  stress i n  the  skin i f  u > 0 
X P  
the longitudinal compression yield stress i n  the skin if 
u < o  
uxOQ = u  
X P  
u+oB - u + ~ ~  the  circumferential  tension  yield  stress i n  the s k i n  if 
u > O  
the circumferential compression yield stress i n  the s k i n  
if o < O  + P  
constant defining yield envelope i n  f irst  quadrant u > 0 
and a > 0 
CbP 










K a8 - KCT 
- cons tan t  de f i n ing  y ie ld  enve lope  in  second  quadrant u e 0 
and u > o  
cons tan t   de f i n ing   y ie ld   enve lope   i n   t h i rd   quadran t  u < 0 
and u < o  
cons tan t   de f in ing   y ie ld   enve lope  in   four th   quadrant  u > 0 
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For the case o f  an i s o t r o p i c  m a t e r i a l  t h a t  behaves i d e n t i c a l l y  i n  t e n s i o n  
and compression w i t h  y i e l d  s t r e s s  oOD Eqs. A27 when specia l ized  by  the 
fo l l ow ing  subs t i t u t i ons :  
K = 1  
a6 
reduce t o  t h e  d i s t o r t i o n  e n e r g y  y i e l d  c r i t e r i o n  
The s t i f f e n e r s  a r e  i n  a u n i a x i a l  s t a t e  o f  s t r e s s  so the stresses (A14) 
must s a t i s f y  t h e  y i e l d  c o n d i t i o n s :  
‘xSOC - ‘XSP 5 ‘xSOT < 
‘+SOC 5 ‘+sp 5 ‘+SOT 
where the  subscr ip t  x r e f e r s   t o   t h e   l o n g i t u d i n a l   s t i f f e n e r ;  + r e f e r s   t o  
t h e   c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l   s t i f f e n e r ;  0 r e f e r s  t o  y i e l d ;  C r e f e r s  t o  compression; 
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d+ > 0 inside n* positive  integer such t h a t  ( E  ) < 0 




Outside - Yes 
Outside - No 
Outside - No 
Table A 2 









otherwise no buckling i n  t h i s  case 
I a 
R 
Figure A 1 Displacements and  Rotations 




+- aNx dx ax 
Figure A 2 Force Resultants 
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Figure A 3 Circumferential Stiffener 
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APPENDIX B 
V e r i f i c a t i o n  of t he  C i r cumfe ren t ia l  S t i f f ene r  
Buck1 i n g   S o l u t i o n  
Two l i m i t i n g  cases f o r  E are  obtained. One i s  f o r  t h e  washer 
mode o f  buck1 i n g  w i t h  no c i r cumfe ren t ia l  waves. The other  case i s  f o r  a 
l a r g e  number o f  waves. These  cases are checked w i t h  e x i s t i n g  s o l u t i o n s .  
wr 
With 'n = 0 and neg lec t ing  te rms invo lv ing  the  depth  o f  the  s t i f fener  
d i v ided  by the radius, 5, w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  one, the  express ion  fo r  the  washer 
mode i s  
Wi.th  n l a r g e  and again 
i o n  f o r  E i s  
dJcr 
neglect ing 5 wi th  respec t  t o  one the express- 
3 7  
t 2  2 (+ nL + 3(1 - v ) )  
E 
4cr = - (a) 12 (1 - v ) 2 
S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  s t r a i n  i n  t h e  washer 
mode ( B l )  i n t o  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t h e  s t r e s s  i n  t h e  r a d i a l  d i r e c t i o n  (A25) 
and obtaining the value at the supported boundary, r = b,  the fo l lowing 
expression i s  obtained: 
W r i t i n g  5 as  d/R and  making t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  D = E$,t /12(1 - v2) t h i s  
expressi on i s  
2 
The negat ive  s ign  s ign i f ies  tha t  the  s t ress  is  compress ive .  The above value 
agrees c lose ly  w i th  the  exac t  so lu t i on  f o r  the axisymmetri c case done by 
Meissne?' who ob ta in  a va lue  fo r  the  coef f i c ien t  1.86 i ns tead  o f  2. 
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. .  . . . . . - . 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g  the value of for n large (B2) into t h e  expres- 
sion for the tangential stress, ue ,  (A25) a t  the supported edge, r = b, the 
following expression is obtained: 
2 2 2  
= ($) (3(1 - v )  + 71 (2 )  
12(1 - v 1 
n is expressed i n  terms of the half wavelength, R ,  as ITR/R . Substituting 
for 5 and n the following expression i s  obtained: 
2 - E  IT t d 6 ( 1 - v )  
U - - 
ecr 1 2  (1 - v2)  
(a) ((,I + “2 
IT 
I f  the value v = . 3  i s  used this becomes 
which i s  the same as the expression for the cri t ical  buckling stress for a 
rectangular plate (see Section A . 7 ) .  
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APPENDIX C 
Development of  Synthes is  Scheme 
C. 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
design 
F i  acco 
convex 
I n  the  sec t ion  en t i t led  syn thes is  scheme it i s  explained how the 
problem i s  converted t o  an unconstrained minimization problem. 
and M ~ C o r m i c k ~ ~  have shown t h a t  when t h i s  method i s  a p p l i e d  t o  a 
programing  problem  that  as the mu1 t i p 1   i e r  , r , approaches zero the 
optimal solut ion to the unconstrained problem approaches the optimal solu- 
t i o n  t o  the constrained problem. 
I n  t h i s  appendix the equations necessary to implement the scheme 
are given as w e l l  as more de ta i l ed  d i scuss ion  o f  how the scheme operates. 
A discussion of  the computat ional  exper ience i s  a l s o  g i v e n .  
C.2 Weight  of   the  St i f fened  Cyl inder 
The express ion for  the weight  
va r iab les  and over a l l  dimensions o f  
o f  t h e  c y l i n d e r  i n  terms of  the design 
the  cy1  inder i s  
where ys 9 Y$ 3 Yx are  the  we igh t  dens i t ies  respec t ive ly  o f  the  sk in ,  c i rcum-  
f e r e n t i a l   s t i f f e n e r ,  and l o n g i t u d i n a l   s t i f f e n e r ;  n  and nx  are  respect ive ly  
the number o f  c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r s  and the number o f  l o n g i t u d i n a l  
s t i f f e n e r s .  The l a s t  t e r m  i n  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  a c c o u n t s  f o r  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
t h e  s t i f f e n e r s  may cross when they are on the same side of t he  cy l i nde r  
and the weight o f  t h e  m a t e r i a l  a t  t h i s  i n t e r s e c t i o n  must n o t  be counted 
twice. The q u a n t i   t i e s  csXw , and 6 are   in t roduced  to  account   fo r  




r 0 s t i f f e n e r  s e t s  on the  
[ 1 s t i f f e n e r   s e t s  on t h e  
f 
oppos i te  s ides  o f  the  sk in  
same s i d e  o f  t h e  s k i n  
I 0 long i tud ina l .   s t i f f ene rs   con t i nuous  
[ I c i rcumferent ia l   s t i f feners   con t inuous  
[ 0 c i   r c u w e r e n t i  a1 s t :  f feners cont i  nuous 
1 long i tud ina l   s t i f feners   con t inuous  
The q u a n t i t y  m i  n ( Id, I , I d  I ) takes  the  va lue  o f  the  magn i tude o f  s t i f fener  
depth which i s  t h e  s m a l l e s t  i n  magnitude. 
0 
While n  and n, are i n   f a c t   i n t e g e r s   t h e y   a r e   n o t   t a k e n  as such  here 
@ 
because t h i s  would cause the gradient t o  the  we igh t  t o  be discontinuous. Thus, 
the i r  va lues are taken as 
n, - - - ZITR 
qJ 
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C. 3 Approxi mate Analysis 
The approximate analysis i s  approximate i n  the sense t h a t  i n  t h e  
cy l inder  buck l ing  ana lys is  on ly  a small number o f  p o s s i b l e  b u c k l i n g  mode 
shapes are checked i n  the  sea rch  fo r  t he  minimum buck l  ing  load.  These mode 
shapes are determined by doing a search o f  a l a r g e  number o f  poss ib le  modes, 
a t   t h e   s t a r t   o f  each min imizat ion cyc le ,  and s o r t i n g  o u t  a predetermined 
number o f  modes t o  b e  k e p t  f o r  t h e  p a r t i a l  a n a l y s i s .  These modes are 
se lec ted   by   o rder ing  them accord ing   to   the   va lue   o f   the   buck l  i ng load which 
they  give. The ones which  give  the  lowest  buckl ing  loads  are  kept.  An 
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approximate analysis then consists o f  calculating buckling loads for  each 
proposed design just as i n  the complete analysis b u t  using only the 
selected set o f  mode shape numbers. The rest of the analysis remains the 
same. 
This i s  an unconservative method and the reasons that this can be 
used are as follows: a t  the outset o f  the minimization, when the value o f  
the multiplier is large, the designs are  far  away from the constraints and 
an error i n  calculating the buckling load does not resul t  i n  leaving the 
acceptable region of the design space; near the optimum only small changes 
are made i n  the design so the buck1 i n g  modes do not change much, if  a t  a1 1 , 
and the approximate analysis i s  very close t o  being as accurate as the 
complete analysis. 
C.4 A1 tering the H Matrix 
The H matrix for  the direction Si+l i s  calculated using the informa- 
t i o n  a t  the minimum along the direction zi i n  the following manner: 
Hi+l = Hi + Ai + Bi 
where 
and 
The f i r s t  value of H is taken as the identity matrix.  Fletcher and Powell 
have shown t h a t  for  a quadratic function the method w i  11 converge by using 
only the same number o f  directions as there are independent variables. 
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There are s i tua t i ons  wh ich  a r i se  where the minimum along a line 
cannot be found wi th in  the prescr ibed to lerance (see one-dimensional 
minimizat ion).  I n  such  a case the H m a t r i x  i s  n o t  updated  but a new 
d i r e c t i o n  i s  g e n e r a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  new g r a d i e n t  a t  t h e  new point ,  the.  one 
which estimates the minimum along the l ine,  and the same H matr ix .  
The H m a t r i x  i s  r e i n i t i a l i z e d  a f t e r  t h e  number o f  d i r e c t i o n s  i n  
which attempts are made t o   f i n d  a minimum exceeds the number o f  independent 
variables (see block diagram, Figure 3 ) .  
C.5 Gradient 
The g rad ien t  t o  the  func t i on ,  F, i s  c a l c u l a t e d  p a r t i a l l y  e x p l i c i t l y  
and p a r t i a l l y  by f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e .  The g rad ien t  t o  the  we igh t  and the 
grad ien t  to  the  par t  o f  pena l ty  func t ion  wh ich  conta ins  the  s ide  cons t ra in ts  
a r e  o b t a i n e d  e x p l i c i t l y .  The g rad ien t  t o  the  pa r t  o f  t he  pena l t y  func t i on  
which contains the behavior constraints i s  obtained by f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e .  
The unconst ra ined funct ion,  F, i s  r e w r i t t e n  as f o l l o w s  i n  o r d e r  t o  
ca lcu late the separate par ts  o f  the components to  the  grad ien t :  
where lu i s  the sum o f   t he   l / g i  (3 f o r  a l l  the  upper bound design 
var iab le   cons t ra in ts ;  lk i s  the sum fo r   the   lower  bound des ign  var iab le 
const ra in ts ;  1, i s  the sum for  the compat ib i  1 i ty const ra in ts ;  and EB 
i s  the sum f o r  a l l  t h e  b e h a v i o r  c o n s t r a i n t s .  
The g r a d i e n t  t o  F i s  then 
= V,W + r ( v V  1, + v 1 + vv 1, 
V R  
The components to  the  g rad ien t  t o  the  we igh t  a re  g i ven  by the 




The  upper  bound gradient components are 
The lower bound  components are 
The compati bi 1 i ty bound components are 
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The gradient t o  the behavior constraints par t  of the penalty function 
i s  calculated using a forward difference method.  Thus these components are 
In calculating the sums involved here an analysis is performed by 
using the cr i t ical  mode shapes of the design point v. This eliminates 
the complete modal search. 
C.6 One-Dimensional Minimization 
In finding the m i n i m u m  of F along a move direction, i t  i s  assumed 
t h a t  the  function i s  unimodal i n  this  direction. Using the l a s t  calculated 
value of the weight as an estimate for the minimum o f  F a linear interpola- 
tion is made along the line t o  the estimated m i n i m u m  design. This gives an 
ini t ia l  guess a t  an increment size. Then using an incrementation scheme 
and the slope along the line as a t es t  two points are found which l i e  on 
opposite  sides of the minimum. A cubic interpolation is then made t o  an 
estimated minimum design. The value of the  function, F,  and i t s  gradient 
are calculated a t  the interpolated minimum. The inner product of the unit 
vector in the gradient direction is taken with the u n i t  vector i n  the move 
direction.  If  this  is  less t h a n  a prescribed  value, .005, the p o i n t  i s  
accepted  as the minimum. I f  n o t  the p o i n t  is substituted for one  of the 
points bracketing the minimum and another interpolation is made. 
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The following cubic 
- a x 
interpolation formula i s  used?5 
where a and b are the points which bracket the minimum, Q is  the distance 
t o  the minimum from a ;  and x is the  distance from a t o  b;  Q and x are 
positive from a t o  b. 
Fa and Fb are the values of the function a t  points a and b .  
If the convergence cri terion is not  satisfied after a prescribed 
number of interpolation attempts, five is used, the direction is abandoned 
and a new one generated w i t h o u t  updating the H matrix.  The l a s t  design 
p o i n t  estimated as the minimum i s  used as a starting p o i n t  f o r  the new 
direction. Also if the  distance between points a and b gets t o  be less 
t h a n  a minimum value the direction i s  -bandoned and a new one generated, 
again w i t h o u t  u p d a t i n g  the H matrix. In this  case the p o i n t  a i s  used as 
the starting p o i n t  f o r  the new direction. Note here t h a t  while the H matrix 
i s  not  changed the gradient i s ,  because the design point i s  changed. 
The min imum move distance is  selected as follows: the component of  
- 
s ,  the move direction, which has the largest magnitude is selected; the 
minimum distance i s  then calculated as the finite difference increment i n  
the variable corresponding t o  the selected component of s divided by the 





C. 7 Convergence Criteria 
Three alternative tests of convergence are used to determine conver- 
gence  of  one of the unconstrained minimization problems.  Convergence i s  
assumed  when  any  one  of these is  sat isf ied.  One convergence t e s t  i s  con- 
tained i n  the computer program for convergence of the overall problem. The 
program may also be stoped after a predetermined number of cycles, uncon- 
strained minimizations. 
The f i r s t  of the three convergence cr i ter ia  for  terminating a cycle 
is  that  the magnitude of the gradient be less than  a prescribed value, a t es t  
f o r  convergence us ing  this criterion is made for every design. 
The second i s  t h a t  the estimated value by  which the value of F exceeds 
i t s  min imum i s  1 ess than prescribed percentage of the value of F. The amount 
by  which F exceeds i t s  minimum i s  given by 
if  F is quadratic. A i s  the Hessian matrix of F evaluated a t  the  design 
point v. Since the H matrix in the direction finding method tends t o  A-l as - 36 v approaches the minimum,H i s  used i n  th is  method t o  get an estimate of the 
amount by  which F exceeds i t s  minimum. Since H will only approximate A- 
af ter  minimizations have  been achieved a long  a number o f  directions equal t o  
the number of independent variables, this convergence t e s t   i s  only appl ied 
af ter  this  number of directions is searched. 
1 
A third tes t  is  used t o  prevent an attempt t o  make  moves  which are 
within  the finite  difference  star. This t e s t  proceeds as  follows: af ter  
the above t e s t  f a i l s  a move i s  made in the gradient direction which i s  twice 
the minimum  move distance (see one dimensional minimization); i f  the sign o f  
the slope o f  the function a t  the new p o i n t  along the old gradient direction 
i s  opposite from the s i g n  of the slope a t  the o l d  p o i n t  o r  i f  the new p o i n t  
i s  in violation then'convergence i s  assumed. 
The final convergence cri terion is based on the primal-dual nature of 
the method.  Once a minimum i s  obtained for one value of the multiplier, r ,  
bounds  can  be placed on the value of the minimum weight. The  minimum weight 
value i s  bounded  below  by the value of the dual obj'ective and  above  by the 
current value of the weight. This leads to  the  following convergence criterion: 37 
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I 
- " - < E  W G  
G -  
where E is  some small percentage and G i s  the value of the dual objective. 
G is given by 
G = W - r  1 - 
i Si 
1 
I t  is convenient for computational purposes t o  write the convergence cri ter-  
ion i n  terms of F and W. This is  
F - w  < E  2 W - F  - 
The convergence criterion  applies only when G = 2W - F > 0. 
C.8 Computational Experience 
Even though a finite difference method i s  used t o  get the components 
of the gradient t o  behavior portion of the penalty function this causes 
only a small increase in computational effort, since the mode shape numbers 
are used from the analysis a t  the design point and no modal search i s  
involved in performing the analyses a t  the points of the f in i te  s ta r .  
Only a forward difference i s  used b u t  i t  works well and probably 1 i t t l e  
advantage would be gained in using a more accurate method. 
Convergence f o r  three load condition cases on CWRU ' s Univac 1107 
computer using the Fortran IV language takes fifteen t o  twenty minutes of 
computer time. The  one load condition  cases  take from f ive t o  eight 
minutes. Approximately twelve cycles (minimization for a value o f  r )  are 
required for convergence. A complete analysis  for a three load condition 
case including sorting the most cr i t ical  mode shapes takes abou t  thirty-five 
seconds and a partial analysis takes about one half second. 
For the cycle convergence criterion on the magnitude of the gradient 
the value used is 10%  of the weight. T h i s  seems quite large b u t  the fac t  
i s  that  it i s  diff icul t  t o  satisfy.  
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The second criterion, the estimation of the percentage by  which the 
function exceeds i t s  minimum, works well. A value of 2% i s  used here. 
Using this criterion convergence i s  achieved the majority o f  the time after 
minimizing along the same  number  of directions as there are independent 
vari ab1 es . 
The t h i r d  convergence cri terion, the move size criterion becomes 
active once the function value, F ,  becomes close t o  the value of the weight. 
In this situation the move distances become small and i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
satisfy the convergence criterion along a line so the H matrix i s  not updated 
on every move.  The H matrix does n o t  then approximate A-l and i n  some cases 
remains the  identity matrix. Thus, the second convergence cr i ter ion is  n o t  
sati  sf i ed. 
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Fiacco and McCormick  have  found t h a t  the computational effort  
involved i n  achieving the over a l l  minimum is relatively insensitive t o  the 
rate a t  which the  multiplier, r ,  i s  reduced. This i s  because a greater 
reduction in r requires a greater effort t o  find the minimum of the uncon- 
strained problem. 
In  the work presented here there i s  a factor involved i n  selecting 
the rate of reduction of r which  does not  occur in their problems. This i s  
the fact  t h a t  the individual minimizations are being performed on an approxi- 
mation t o  the  function, F. The approximate analysis is used for  the 
individual  optimization. Too large a reduction  in r will  result i n  large 
changes in the design variables and the approximations will then be poor. 
This can and does result quite frequently in optima for  the unconstrained 
problem  which  when analyzed completely arefound not  t o  l i e  i n  the acceptable 
region of the design  space. The synthesis cannot be continued from  such a 
p o i n t  . 
The reduction of r and the number  of  modes used i n  the partial 
analysis  are  thus  intimately  tied  together.  Their connection i s  a diff i -  
cult  one t o  establish since this is an optimization problem i n  i t s e l f .  I t  
was found  , however, t h a t  once a value of the reduction of r was established 
which kept the designs in the acceptable region for most problems, using a 
relatively small number  of saved modes, t h a t  the convergence time could be 
improved by increasing  the number o f  saved modes. This  occurred even 
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though the i nd iv idua l  ana lys is  t imes go up when the number o f  modes saved 
i s  increased, both for  the complete analysis and the approximate analysis. 
The func t ion ,  F ,  seems t o  become b e t t e r  behaved when more modes are saved 
and l e s s  e f f o r t  i s  i n v o l v e d ,  i n  terms o f  number o f  designs checked, i n  
f i n d i n g   t h e  minimum o f  F. Thus,  even  though the  ind iv idual   analyses 
take longer the convergence i s  f a s t e r  because less analyses are performed. 
The values which work we1 1 are as fo l l ows :  reduc t i on  o f  r , f a c t o r  
o f  1/2; number o f  modes saved i n  gross buckl ing,  40 (except when there  i s  
an external  pressure load and then 10 can be used); number o f  modes saved i n  
panel buckling, 20; number o f  modes saved i n  s k i n  b u c k l i n g ,  10. 
The problem o f  choosing the i n i t i a l  v a l u e  o f  r i s  an important one 
here,  because too small a choice leads to  the same d i f f i c u l t y  as reducing r 
too  rap id l y ,  and too  l a rge  a value  leads  to  longer  convergence  t imes. No 
automatic method i s  incorporated i n  the  computer program. The values  used 
here have  been  found  by trial. Good s t a r t i n g  v a l u e s  f o r  t h e  aluminum 
cy l inders  vary  f rom 1 /10  to  1 /30  o f  the  we igh t  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  design. These 
values cause the va lue of  the penal ty  term i n  F t o  be o f  the same o r d e r  o f  
magnitude as the weight. 
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APPENDIX D 
Summary of Results 
In this section summary charts are presented of  each case. In these 
cases the designation I means t h a t  a l l  the stiffening is inside; the design 
0 means t h a t  a l l  the stiffening is outside; and the designation 1,0 means 
t h a t  the circumferential stiffeners are inside and the longitudinal stiffeners 
outside. The  prime indicates a change i n  the  design parameter bounds  from 
the  case with the same number-letter  designation. The t i n  case 1 - I t  
designates a temperature  degradation effect. The cases with the same 
number designation are a l l  the same problem; t h a t  i s ,  the load conditions, 
the material, and the size of the cylinders are a l l  the same. 
Problems one through four are the same as those presented by Kicher. 39 
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rariable s " 
1.63 












,133 835. 3. 




L = 165. R = 60. 
Aluminum 7 = , 1 0 1  
E = 10 X 10 v = ,333 Q = 50,000. 6 
Y 
r = 15. 
0 
Wave  Numbe r s 
L,C.  Gross Panel Skin 
2 
n 1 18 8 
m 
n 8 55 l J  









AV x lo5 
8 I tx 
.1 
0. 0. 
. 5  . 5  
. 1  
. 1  I 1. 




P . B .  ~ . 4 1 0  
S.B.  
178 G.B.U..  
.673 L.S.B. 
.878 
G. B. L. ---- 
S.Y. 
605 L. Y. c. 
---- L.Y. T. 
.598 
C . Y .  T. 
-"- G.Y. c. 
,178 
cr 
2 3 '  
.9b9 
.173  .550 
.819 
.235 ..390 









De sign Variables  + 
t T L W a d d 
,0597 -. 589 
100. . 100. 10, 10. 1. 
0. 0. -3. -3. 0. 
10. 10. 3. 3. . 5  
.133 836. 3. 3. -. 5 -. 5 .1 
.0745 468. 1.26  7.04 -, 708 
x X 
A 
L = 165. R = 60. 
Aluminum y = ,101  
E = 10 X 10 v = . 3 3 3  6 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = 30. 
0 
Wave Numbe rs 
L.C. Gross Skin Panel 
m 1 5 1 
1 n 
6 1 10 m 
1 0 5 
2 
n 1 0 9 
m 
, 1 107 5 n 
4 1 1 
3 
Loads 
Case 3 - I, 0 
De sign  Variables J 




, . 1  A v X 1 0  
0. L.B. 
.5 U.B. 
. 1  
5 
ftf c r  























t e d d 
8 .81  1.51 -. 642 .00737 X 
X 
.0727 
.1 1 - . 5  I .5 I 3.  835. .133 I 3* 1 
. 5  10. 10. 2.  ' 2. 
0. 
1. 
0. 0. -2. -2. 
100. . 100. 10. 10. 
L = 165. R = 60. 
Aluminum y = .lo1 










Wave Numbe rs 
6 
90 6 
5 1 1 
1 0 9 
8 1 9 
1 0 10 
6 1 
1 ;  
= 50,090. 





f /  
L. c. 
.467 P.B. 






S - Y -  .185 
I I  L.Y.  T. ---- 
Case 4 - I 
d d 
20. 40. 4. 4. 
4.55 36.6 2.87 1.85 
6.30  31.6  2.54 1.78 
L 11 
De sign Variables 
X X 
-4. 
100. 100. 10. 10. 















Aluminum y = . l o 1  














T=l 14600. , .230 
15900. 1 .251 1 
= 50,000. 
Y 
r = 50. 
0 
Wave Numbe r s 
G r o s s  Panel Skin 
I I 
1 1 4 Loads 
2 8000. -20. 
3  5000. 
C a s e  4 - 0 Starting Point 1 
De sign - Variab les  
t 
0. -4 .  -4.  0. 0. 0. L.B. 
40. 4. 4. 40 .  20 .  1 .  U.B. 
35. -1 .89  - 1 . 8 4  -489 .200 . 1 5  Initial 
23 .7   -0 .865  -1 .38  1 .98  .315 .216 Final 



















. 0 9 4  
"" 
L = 500. R = 200. 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
E = 10 X 10 y = , 333  6 
Wave Numbe rs 
L . C .  Skin Panel Gross 
m 
6 n 
2 1 1 
1 0 0 n 
4 1 19 m 
1 33 1 
? 
I I I 
m 1 I 1 1  3 
3 n 6 1 19 1 
4 .58  I 16200. I . 255  I 
100. 1 
0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = 600. 
0 
Loads  
Case 4 - 0 Starting Point 2 
i 
1 1 t S 
Final .2  83 
Initial . 5  
X I I dx 
.972 
-4. 0. 0. 
4. 40. 20. 
-1.5 . 5   . 5  
-1.03 3.07 
1. t 1. 1 10. 
P.B.  ,682 
S.B.  





























e e w T I I X I 
L = 500. R = 200. 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
E = 10 X 10 v = .333 6 
Wave Numbe r s 
L. G. Gross  Panel Skin 
3 n 6 20 1 
0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = 1500. 
0 
Case 4 - 0' Starting Point 2 
De sign  Variables  
t 
0. 0. -4. -4. 0. 0. 0. 
20. 40. 4. 4.  1. 1. 1. 
.707 44,900. 4. 35. -1 .5   -1 .5   .5  . 5   . 5  
.231 14,700. 6.08  27.0 -2.13 -1.74 .200  .184 .163 
'i: W 11 11 d d t t S X X X 
. 




L .B.  
Av X 10 5 
f / f  c r  
'L. c. 2 1 
I 
iG.B. .957 .923 
' P . B .  
.661 .037 C.B.U. 
.954 ,211  L.S.B. 
.815 .425 S.B.  
.926 .305 
C.B.L. ---- ---- 
S.Y.  ,990 .184 
L . Y , T .  "..- ---- 
L.Y. C. 
C.Y. T. 
. .848 .187 














L = 500. R = 200. 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
E = 10 X 10 v = .333 6 
Wave  Numbe r s 
9 
L.C. Skin Panel  G r o s s  
m 4  1 1 
1 n 
7 1 16 m 
1  51 6 
2 n 
4 1 4 m 
1 0 0 
3 
n  10  19  1 1 
0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = 375. 
0 
Loads 
Case 5 - I 
I t 8 
1 .25 .112 I: 
Av x 10 
f/ 
.480 

























De sign  Variables 1 4 
t 
50,000. .197 31.5  10. 1.71 .0224 
I W T I d d 1 X X 





10.1 1 :;:. 10. 
.Ol 
100. 100. 10. 10. 1. 
1. 1. -10.1 : -5. 
Aluminum y = .lo1 
E = 10 X 10 v = -333 0 = 72,000. 6 
Y 









Av x 10 5 
C a s e  6 - I 
t d d t t 
De sign Variab les  
J 




100. 100. 10. 10. 1 .  1 .  . 1  
0. 0. -2 .  -2 .  0. 0. 0. 
2.  5 .  2.  2. 1 .  1 .  1. 
,0596 1 3 . 7  1 . 0   1 . 0  . 2 5   . 2 5  . 0 4  . 0 4  .04  
.0363  8 .35 1.41 1.96  0. 0. , 2 6 3  .249 
c I C  
cr 
G.B. 
P. B .  
S. B .  
L. S. B .  
C. B. U. 
. C. B.  L. 
s. Y. 
L. Y .  T.  
L . Y . C . .  
C . Y . T .  
C . Y . C ,  
& 
' . 9 6 8  
, 9 0 8  




. 4 4 3  
"" 
. 4 4 1  
' , 1 4 6  
"" 
Wave Numbe r s 
G r o s s  N = 800. Skin Panel 
r I 
m 1 1 1 
n I 5 15 1 I p = 0. 
L = 38.0  R = 9 . 5 5  
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
E = 1 0 . 5 X  10 v = . 3 3  = 50,000.  6 
Y 
r I - 5  
0 
1 
Case 6 - 1' 
t t d d t 
De sign  Variables + 
4 S 4 X X R 4 
W t- 
Final 
100.  100. 10. 10. 1. 1. . 1  A v X  10 
0.  0. . 05  .05 0. 0. 0. L. B. 
2. 5. 2. 2. 1. 1. 1. U.B. 
.0512  11.78 . 2 5  1.5 .1  .1 .05  .05  .028 Initial 





L. S. B. 
C.B. U. 
C. B. L. 
s. Y. 












C.Y. c, I "" 
Wave  Numbe r s 
I 1 I 1 1 
k"i G r o s s  1 Panel I Skin N = 800. p = 0. 
L = 38.0 R = 9.55 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
6 E = 10.5 X 10 v = . 33  0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = . 5  
0 
1 






0. 0. L. B. 
1.0 1.0 U.B. 
.05 .028 Initial 
,0150 ,00932 
1. ,Av X 10 .1 
5 
flf  cr 
G.B. 
.267 C. B. U. 
.984 L. S. B. 
.994 S. B. 
.938 P. B. 
.871 
C. B. L. 
L. Y. T. 





C. Y. T. 
- - - -  C.Y.C. .  
,267 
De sign  Variables 
X d t d l d d 
.0203 
10. 10. 1. 
-2 I -2.  0. 
-. 05 -. 05 1.0 
-. 1 -. 1 .05 
-. 183 -. 142 2.75 ,264 4.30 .0187 
1.5 .25 11.8 ,0512 
:: I “0: I 
100.  100. 
Wave Numbe r s 
N = 800. 
p = 0. 
L = 38.0 R = 9.55 
Aluminum y = .lo1 
6 E = 10.5 X 10 v = .33 Q = 50,000. 
Y 
r = .3 
0 
Case 6 - I, 0' 
De sign Variables 
t 
8 1 5 dx I ddl 1 1 W r 
. 00 145 
.228  1 1 ,0163 1 2 . 2 8  -. 126 . 512  . 0 5  .25   .0512  1 .5  -. 1 I . 1  
1. 2. 5. -. 05 I 2. 
0. 
I 100.  100. 10. 10. 1. 
0. 0. . 0 5  -2. 
Wave Numbe r s 
1 I 1 1 f 
14 
N = 800. 
p = 0. 
L = 38.0  R = 9.55 
Aluminum y = , 1 0 1  
E = 10.5 X 10 Y = . 3 3  6 0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = . 3  
0 
Case 6 - OS 
.0357 
L. 3. 
fff..  1 
t 
X I tdJ 
G.B. 
P . B .  
S. B. 
L. S. B .  
C . B . U .  
C. B. L. 
s. Y. 
L.Y.T. 
L. Y. c. 
C.Y.T. 












Design Variables  
d d 
X 4 I 4 I I 1 f. W l7 -. 156 





-*05 1 ;:: 1 :: 1 0. j -2. 
10. 100.  100. 
Wave  Numbers 
L = 38. R = 9.55 
Aluminum y = .lo1 
E = 10.5 X 10 v = .33 6 
N = 800. 
p = 0. 
u = 50,000. 
Y 
Case 6 - IS 
t 
4 
d d t ' t  
De sign Variable s 
/ 
S L 4  &X 4 X X W r 
Final .0358 ,0132 
.1 A v X  10 
0. 0. -2.  . 50. 0. 0. L. B. 
2.0 5.0 2.  2. 1. 1. 1. U.B. 
,0550 12.7 .25 38.0 .1 .05 .05  .03Initial 
.0365 8.40 1.95 38.0 .05 
7 
1 :: 
5 1. 100. . 100. 10. 10. 1. 
flf  Wave Numbers 
P. B. ,993 
S.B. ,810 
N = 800. 
p = 0. 
L.S.B. 




- - - -  C. B. L. 
L.Y.C. 
---- c, Y. c, 
.144 C.Y.T.  
.438 
L = 38.0 R = 9.55 
Aluminum y = .lo1 
6 E = 10.5 X 10 v = .33 0 = 50,000. 
Y 
r = - 3  
0 
I 
C a s e  7 - I 
I t S  1 tx 
Final 
0. 0. L. B .  
10.  10. U . B .  
. 1  . 0 5  Initial 
. 7 2 5  . 11 1 
AV x l o 5  10. 1 .  
f If 
G. B. 
---- L. Y. T. 
, 1 3 9  s. Y .  
---- C. B. L. 
---- C.B.  U. 
0. L . S . B .  
. 2 1 5  S . B .  
. 961  P. B .  
. 9 8 2  
cr 
I L. Y. C, .144 C. Y. T. 0474 
t 
d 
. 9 4 0  




Des ign  Variables  
d d i 
4 e x  R 4 
W l!- 
X 
0. I 0. . l l l  1 , 9 6 0 .  3 . 8 4  8 . 5 7  
1 .  
1000. 1000. 100. 100. 
0. 0. -20 .  -20. 
20. 50.   20.  20.  
3.  8 .   2 .  I 
Wave Numbe r s 
L = 291.  R = 9 5 . 5  
Aluminum y = , 1 0 1  
E = 1 0 . 5 X   1 0  v = . 3 3  u = 50,000. 6 
Y 
r = 40. 
0 
]C.Y.C,I ---- ] 
Case 7 - I' 
De sign Variable s 
t 
9 X 4 




0. 0.  0. 0.5 0. 0. 0. L. B. 
20. 50. 20.  20. 10. 10. 10. U.B. 
,0954 1,680. 3. 8. 2. 1. . 0 5  .1 .05 Initial 
.055  5 979. 1.42 18.2 ,810  ,718 .0943 .0441 ,0292 




,920 P. B. 
.941 
.984 L. S. B. 
,983 
cr 
C. B. U. 
---- L. Y T. 
,314 s. Y. 
---- C. B. L. 
---- 
L. Y. C. 
- - - -  C.Y.C, 
.090 C.Y.T. 
,307 
Wave  Numbe r s 
Gross N = 800. Skin Panel 
I I 
m l 8  12 1 
I n 1 25  12 I p = 0. 
L = 291. R = 95.5 
Aluminum y = .lo1 
E = 10.5 X 10 v = .33 (T = 50,000. 6 
Y 
Case 7 - P 
De sign Variable  s * 
t 
6 X X S 4 




Final .114 3.56 
0. 0. .5 -20. 0. 0. 0. L. B. 
20. 50.  20.  20. 10.  10. 10. U. B. 
.0934 1680. 3. 8.  2. 1. . 0 5  . 1  05 Initial 
.127  2240. 11.6 42.0  1 .64 0. ,400 
~ AV x l o 5  ~ 1000. 1000. 100. 100.  10. 10. I. 
f lf  cr Wave  Numbe r s 
G. B. 
---- C.  B. L. 
---- C.B. U. 
0. L.S.B. 
.993 S. B. 
.925 P. B. 
.884 N = 800. 
p = 0. 
L = 291. R = 95.5 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
6 E = 10.5 X 10 
1 S. Y. 
r = 40. ---- /L. Y. T. 
Y .138 
v = . 3 3  = 50,000. 
I 
,0407 C. Y. T. 
.139 L.Y.C. ~ 
0 
c. Y. c, 1 - --- 
Case  8 - I, 0 
De sign  Variable s
d d 
J t t t 
4 S X X 4 % 4  
W 




.05  .05 . 5  -10. .05 .05 .019 L. B. 
20. 80. 10. -. 5 10. 10. 1. U . B .  
AV x l o 5  1000. 1000. 100.  100.  10. 10. 10. ~ ~~ 






L. S. B. 
c. B. u. 
C. B. L. 
S.Y. 














Wave Numbe r s 
f 1 I 1 1 t?+"i*I Gross Panel Skin 
L = 361. R = 433. 
Aluminum y = . l o 1  
6 E = 10.4X  10 v = . 33  
N = 12,150. 
p = 0. 
cy = 73,000. 
Y 




E. 1 Introduct ion 
The program i s  w r i t t e n   i n  the Fortran I V  language and consists of 
eleven separately compiled subroutines.  It starts by reading the data and 
then runs automatical ly  unt i l  i t  i s  terminated ei ther  by sat isfying the 
convergence c r i t e r i o n  or by exceeding the cycle limit. 
The program i s  capable of handling a m a x i m u m  o f  ten separate load 
conditions.  The material o f  the  sk in  and each s e t  of s t i f f e n e r s  may be 
d i f f e ren t  and temperature degradation effects in material proper t ies  a re  
allowed; therefore the  mater ia l  constants  for  the skin and each set  of  s t i f f -  
eners must be read for each load condition. This  i s  not necessarily ten,  
s ince the number of load conditions i s  also an input.  Although the program 
i s  wri t ten to  include the case o f  an or thotropic  skin mater ia l  the program 
has not  been tes ted in  other  than an isotropic  case.  
E.2 Description of Input 
The required i n p u t  da ta  i s  described below i n  the order i t   i s  read. 
The Fortran symbolic representation i s  given on the l e f t  and an explanation 
on the r i g h t ,  where order refers t o  reading from 1 e f t  t o  ri g h t  on the data  
cards. Load conditions  are always in  increasing  order. Except  where  noted 
a new data card is  started for  each Fortran symbolic given below. 
Identifier Expl anati on 
I Number  of load conditions. 10 maximum. Integer. 
NSM( y )  Number  of des saved for  the approximate analysis. The 
values for the f i r s t  load condition are read in the order 
gross, panel, skin, and then th i s  i s  repeated for load 
condition two etc.  Integers ( I  x 3 ) .  A separate card i s  
required for each load condition. 
Ini t ia l  values of design variables, the order i s  ts, tx, te 





DLT ( 2)  
DLT (3) 
Longitudinal modulus o f  s k i n  f o r  each load condition, 
E, (lbs/in 2 ). 
Poisson's ra t io  of skin for  each load condition, p x .  
Circumferential modulus of s k i n  for  each load condition, E 
Poisson's ratio of s k i n  for  each 1 oad condition, p 
Shear modulus of s k i n  for  each load condition, G. 
Modulus of circumferential stiffener for  each load condition, 
@ *  
9' 
E9s 
Poisson's ratio for the circumferential stiffeners for  each 
load condition. 
Longitudinal s t i f fener  modulus for each load condition, ExS.  
Poisson's ratio for the longitudinal stiffeners for each 
1  oad  condi t i  on. 
Appl ied  axi a1 compressive loads for each 1 oad condition , 
N (1 bs/i nch) . 
Appl ied  external  radial  pressure for each load condition, 
p (lbs/inch ). 
Densities of the skin, circumferential stiffeners, and 
longitudinal stiffeners respectively (lbs/inch ) .  
Length of cylinder (inches). 
Radius  of cylinder (inches) 
Note, L and R must be placed on the same data card. 
Indicator, zero when the longitudinal stiffeners are continu- 
ous, one otherwise , 6,. 
Indicator, zero when circumferential stiffeners are continu- 
ous, one otherwise, 6 




Limit on the number of half wave  numbers searched i n  the 
longitudinal direction for each load condition for  each 
cylinder  failure mode. The order is load condition then 
fai lure  modes. Integer. (3  x I ) .  
101 




C R C L (  ) 





U P A (  3 )  
Limits on the number  of full wave  numbers searched. Same 
order as  bove. Integer. ( 3  X I ) .  
Tensile yield stress for the longitudinal stiffeners for 
each load condition, oxSOT (lbs/i'n ) . 
Compressive yield stress for longitudinal stiffeners for 
each 1 oad condition , oxsoc (1 bs/i n 2 ) .  
Tensile yield stress for circumferential stiffeners for 
each load condition, u + ~ ~ ~  (1  bs/i n ) . 
Compressive yield stress for circumferential stiffeners for 
each 1 oad  condi tion , (1  bs/i n ) . 
Upper and lower bounds on the design  parameters. The order 
i s  upper ts, tx , t+,  dx,  d + ,  R ~ ,  R and then lower. After 
the d a t a  for the upper  bounds a new data  card is started for 





Logical variables determining active design variables-one 
for  each variable plus one t o  te l l  when the two depth 
variables  are t o  be kept equal. There are seven quantities 
in the same order as the design variables plus the additional 
eighth  quantity. The le t ters  T for  true and F for  false 
are placed in the even  columns 2 through 16 on the d a t a  card. 
T means a variable is active F means i t   i s  no t .  To make the 
two depth variables equal the l a s t  entry i s  made T and the 
entry corresponding t o  d i s  made F. 
Init ial  value of multiplier, r. 
Factor by  which r i s  divided a t  each cycle. 
Finite difference increments for each design variable (inches) . 
@ 
Maximum  number  of cycles. 
Constants defi ni ng yield envelope , K ~ ~ .  i s  read f i r s t  
for  each load condition then start ing a new d a t a  card K~~ for 




S k i n  y i e l d  stresses. First SxOT i s  read f o r  each  load 
condition and then  s ta r t ing  a new data card Sxoc is read 
f o r  each  load  condition.  Similarly S and S are  
read. 
@OT @OC 
A1 1 the above var iables  are  real  except  where designated, integer or 
logical .  The  format  for  preparing the data  cards  for  the 1 ogical variables 
is explained  above. The data   card  for  the integer variables  are  prepared 
as  follows:  the integers a re  punched on the data cards w i t h  the rightmost 
d i g i t  i n  column 5 ,  10, 1 5 ,  e t c .  t o  column 50, w i t h  the exception of NSM(,) 
which only  goes t o  column 15. The real   var iables   are  punched on the data 
cards i n  the following manner: Up to  f ive var iables  are  placed on each data 
card.   Fifteen columns are   ava i lab le   for  each var iable .  The f i r s t   v a r i a b l e  
i n  an a r ray  i s  placed i n  columns 1 through 15, the second in  16 through  30, 
e t c .  For va r i ab le   l i s t s   ( a r r ays )   con ta in ing  more than  f ive  var iables   the 
l i s t  i s  continued on the next card  s ta r t ing  i n  the columns 1 through  15.  In 
the 15 columns avai 1 a b l e  f o r  a var iable  the values are punched as  decimal 
numbers w i t h  or   wi thout  an exponent. For  example the  value  126.2 may be 
placed anywhere i n  t he  f i f t een  col umns avai 1 able i n  any of the following 
forms:  126.2,  1.262 E02 , or  1262. E-01 where E is  the power of ten , t h a t  i s  
E02 is  equiva len t  to  X10 and E-01 is  equivalent   to  X10- . 2 1 
Note t h a t  even when a design variable is not  ac t ive  i t s  va lues  must be 
read, i n  D V ,  and bounds must be placed on i t ,  i n  D V L .  Also no var iable  may 
be exactly equal to a bound or  exact ly  equal  to  zero.  
E.3 Description of O u t p u t  
The data  i s  wr i t ten  i n  the same order  i n  which i t  i s  read and w i t h  the 
i d e n t i f i e r s  used i n  the program. In  the  output of the number of modes saved, 
successive  load  conditions  are written on successive  l ines .  For a l l   o t h e r  
data  the  load  conditions  are i n  successive columns. The upper bounds on the 
m and n search ML and NL a r e  i n  the order gross,  panel,  skin,  on successive 
l i nes .  The upper  and  lower bounds on the design  parameters  are  designated 
DVLU and DVLL respect ively and have the same order as the des ign  var iables .  
BDV and INCF a l so  a re  written i n  the same order as the design variables.  
The var iables  KTT,   KCT,  K~~ and K~~ ( i n  the array KAPA( ,)) are designated 
KTT,  KCT,  KCC, and KTC respect ively i n  the output. The var iables  SxOT, SxOc, 
103 
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,F .. .. - . ... ..... .. ..._...... ~. 
SOOT, and S+oc ( i n  the array SO( ,)) are designated SXOT, SXOC, SYOT, AND SYOC 
i n  the output. 













B E L  
BL R 
EPA 
These a r e  the c r i t i c a l  buck l ing  load values divided by Hs2 
f o r  the modes saved f o r  the skin f o r  the l a s t  load condition. 
The values of m saved ,  s ta r t ing  w i t h  a l l  the values for gross 
buckl ing for  a1 1 load conditions , followed by panel buckling 
f o r  a1 1 load conditions, followed by skin buckling for a1 1 
1 oad  condi t i  ons . 
Same as SMS b u t  f o r  the values of n ,  which a r e  saved. 
Each 1 i ne contains the c r i t i c a l  buckl i ng 1 oad fo r   g ros s ,  
panel,  and s k i n  buckling f o r  one load condition, successive 
1 oad conditions  are on successive 1 i nes . 
Same order as above g i v i n g  the values of m and n .  
S t r e s s  i n  the longitudinal rib f o r  each  load  condition. 
Stress i n  the circumferential  rib f o r  each load condition. 
Actual value of dis tor t ion energy s t ress  squared for  each 
load condition. 
Cr i t i ca l  s t r a in  va lue ,  c i r cumfe ren t i a l  r i b ,  fo r  an expansion 
of  the  cy l inder ,  for  each load condition. 
Cr i t ica l  s t ra in  va lue ,  c i rcumferent ia l  r i b  f o r  a contraction 
of the cy1 inder.  
Cr i t i ca l  buckl i ng s t ress  for  the  longi tudina l  rib, f o r  each 
load condition. 
Logical  variables  signifying  the  existence of a c r i t i c a l  
s t r a i n  E B U ,  T f o r  t r u e ,  F f o r  f a l s e .  
Same as  above f o r  EBL. 
Same as above f o r  LRCB. 
Actual value of circumferential strain for each load condi- 
t ion .  
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TS,TX,TY,DX,DY,LX,LY These correspond t o  ts, t, t+, dxs d+, k x 9  R 
AX ,AY Areas o f   t h e  1 ongi   tud i   na l  and c i   r c u m f e r e n t i  a1 s t i f f e n e r s  
+. 
respec t ive ly .  
The fo l l ow ing  e leven  1 i nes  o f  ou tpu t  a re  the  ra t i os  o f  t he  ac tua l  va lues  
o f  t h e  b e h a v i o r  v a r i a b l e s  t o  t h e  c r i t i c a l  v a l u e s ,  i n  columns f o r  each load 
















S I G  
Gross Buckl i ng. 
Panel Buckl ing.  
Skin Buckl ing.  
Long i   tud ina l   S t i f fener   Buck l  i ng. 
C i  rcumferent i  a1 s t i f f e n e r  buck1 i n g   f o r  an expansion o f   t h e  
cy1 i nder. 
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  b u c k l i n g  f o r  a cont rac t ion  o f  the  
cy1 i nder . 
S k i n   y i e l d .  
L o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r  y i e l d  i n  t e n s i o n .  
L o n g i t u d i n a l  s t i f f e n e r  y i e l d  i n  compression. 
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  y i e l d  i n  t e n s i o n .  
C i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  s t i f f e n e r  y i e l d  i n  compression. 
Weight o f  t h e  c y l i n d e r  i n  pounds. 
Equ iva len t  th ickness  o f  an uns t i f f ened  cy l i nde r  made o f  t h e  
sk in  ma te r ia l .  
A f t e r  each pa r t i a l  ana lys i s  the  fo l l ow ing  a re  wr i t t en :  
Weight. 
Vector  o f  var iab les being changed. 
The -T ' fo r   the   behav io r   var iab les   fo r  each p o i n t   o f  
t h e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  s t a r .  I n  t h e  same order as the  design 
v a r i a b l e s  w i t h  t h e  f i r s t  e l e m e n t  o f  t h e  v e c t o r  b e i n g  t h e  
v a l u e  f o r  t h e  c e n t r a l  p o i n t .  







Elements o f  gradien t  to  F. 
The following variables are printed a t  o t h e r  times d u r i n g  the synthesis:  
Value of F a t  the  es t imated  minimum along a l i ne .  
Magnitude of gradient  to  F. 
Inner-product of u n i t  vector i n  gradient  direct ion w i t h  
vector i n  move direct ion.  
Negative of the move direct ion vector .  
CONVERGENCE TEST The  number fol lowing  this   is   the  amount by which F i s  
estimated t o  exceed the m i n i m u m .  
H The metric mat r ix .  
TT Twice the m i n i m u m  move dis tance.  
TP Vector of design  variables a dis tance ll along  thene ative 
gradient  direct ion.  
S Gradient d i  r ec t i  on.  
When a minimum f o r  one value of RD has been obtained this value of RD 
is  printed along w i t h  the value of FEM and WT, and the final design p o i n t  i s  
printed o u t  as XEM. The above is followed by the o u t p u t  f o r  a par t ia l  
analysis and then by the o u t p u t  for  the  complete  analysis. In some instances 
the value of WT which is  printed on the l ine w i t h  RD and the value which is  
printed with the complete analysis will differ; the one printed with the 
complete analysis is the correct one. 
Messages of various types will be printed out while the program i s  
r u n n i n g .  These are  either  self   explanatory  or  are  explained i n  the Opera- 
t ional  Hints pa r t  of the program 1 i s t i n g .  
E.4 Computer Lis t ings 
"
Following i s  a l i s t  of the computer program, a sample s e t  of output,  
and a sample se t  o f  da ta .  
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PROGRAM  CONTROL (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT9TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
C CONTROL  SEGMENT 
C THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM.  THE  DATA IS HEAO  AND PRINTED. SOME VARIABLES 
C ARE INITIALIZED. THE SYNTHESIS SCHEME (SU~ROUTINE SYN) IS CALLED. 
REAL LX,LY,L,NU2,NUl,NU,LRCUILRCL,INCF~LRCd~NUX~NUY 
REAL KAPA 
REAL INCF 1 
L O G I C A L  BDV 
COMMON/RIBP2/GX(lO)rGY(lO) 
COMMON/DIMEN/TS,TX,TY,DX,DYILX,LY 
1 / R I B P R O / E X ~ l O ~ ~ E Y ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ N U 1 ( 1 0 ~  
2/NLC/ X 
4/CP I /P I 
S / S H E P R O / E l ~ A O ~ ~ E 2 ~ 1 O ~ ~ N U X ~ i O ~ ~ N U Y ( 1 0 ~ , ~ S M ~ l O ~  
6/LOADS/P1(10)  ,PZ(lO) 
7 / Y I E L D / L R C U ~ 1 O ~ ~ L R C L ~ l O ~ ~ C R C U ~ 1 0 ) , C R C L ~ l O ~ ~ K A P A ~ 4 ~ l O ~ ~ S O ~ 4 ~ l O ~  
B / M O D L I M / M L ~ 3 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ N L ~ 3 ~ i O ~ ~ L M ~ 3 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ L N ~ 3 ~ 1 0 ~  
9/DEN/GAM(3),DLT(3) 
COMMON/SYNCON/DVL(Z,7) , INCF(7)  
l/DESVAR/OV(7) 
2 / C R T R I B / E B U ( 1 O ) , E B L ( l O ) ~ L R C B ( 1 0 )  
3/8OODV/BDV(8) 





DIMENSION VDP(7)  
26 FORMAT(SE15.8) 
27 FORMAT(BL2) 
450 FORMAT (315) 
451 FORMAT(lOI5) 
1 FOHMAT(4HOTS=ElZ!oS,4H  TX=E12.S,4H  TY=El2.S,4H DX=E12.594H OY=EA2.5 
194H LX=E12.5,4H LY=E12.5) 
2 FORMAT(5HO El=BEA5.5,3K) 
3 FORMAT(6H NUX=8E15.8) 
4 0 2  FORMAT(6H NUY=BE15.8) 
403 FORMAT(6H E2=8E15.d) 
4 0 4  FORMAT(6H GSM=8E15.8) 
4 FORMAT(5H EY=dElSoSr3X) 
5 FORMAT(6H NUl=dE15.5r2X) 
6 FORMAT(SH EX=8El5.5,3X) 
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READ(S,26) (PI (J) ,J=ltl) 




READ(S.4Sl> (MLd,J) ,J=ltl) 
READ(S,4Sl> (ML(Z.J) ,J=ltl) 
READ(S,45l> (ML(3.J) ,J=ld) 
REA D ("S. 4 S1) (NL ( 1 , J) ,J= 1 , I ) 
REAU(S,45l> (NL(Z.J) ,J=ltl) 
REA[)(S,4Sl> (NL(3,J) ,J=ld) 
REAO(S,26) (LRCU(J) ,J=ld) 
READ(S,26) (LRCL(J) ,J=ld) 
REAO(S,26) (CRCU(J) .J=ltI> 
READ(S,26) (CRCL(J) ,J=ld) 
READ(S,26) (OVL(I,J) ,J=1,7) 
READ(S,26) (l.)VL(2,J) ,J=It1) 
READ (S, 27) BOV 
REAO(S,26)RD,RDC 






READ(S,26) (SO(l,J) ,J=ld) 
READ(S,26) (SO(2,J) .J=ltl) 
READ(S,26)(SO(3,J),J=1.I) 




DO 50 J=l tl 
WRITE (6,2468) 




WRITE(6,2) (E1(J) ,J=1d) 
I'IRITE(6t3) (NUX(J) ,J=ltl) 
WRITE(6.4Q3) (E2(J) ,J=ltl) 
WRlTE(6,4Q2) (NUY(J) ,J=ltl) 








WRITE(6,4) (EY(J) ,J= ld) 
WRITE (6,5) (NUl (J) ,J=1, I) 
WRITE (6,6) (EX(J) ,J=1,I") 
WRITE (6,28) (NU2(J) ,J=1d) 
WRITE(6,7) (Pl(J) ,J=ld) 




WRITE(6.1ll (ML(l,J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6.1ll (ML(2,J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE (6.1ll (ML(3,J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6.12) (NL(l,J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6.t2) (NL(2,J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6.12) (NL(3,J) ,J=1d) 
WRITE (6,2468) 
WRITE(6d3) (LRCU(J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(bd4) (LRCL(J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6d5) (CRCU(J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6.16) (CRCL(J) ,J=ld) 
WRITE(6d8) <DVL(l,J) ,J=l,7) 




wRITE (6,22) INCF 










C INITIALIZATION OF LOWER LIMIT ARRAYS FOR M AND N SEARCH FOR CYLINDER AND 
C SKIN BUCKLING FAILURE MOUES 
DO 32 N=1,2 
lJO 32 M=l d 
LM(N,M)=l 
32 LN(N,M)=O 







KAPzKAPA ( 4 9  J) 
GO TO 44 
42 SXA=SO (2, J) 
SFB=SO (3 ,  J) 
K A P z K A P A  (29 J) 
GO TO 44 
45 S F E ) = S 0 ( 4 r  J) 
K A P z K A P A  ( 3 9  J) 
D I S T O R T I O N   E N E R G Y   C R I T t i R I O N  
44 D E S [ J ) = J N K ~ ~ " ~ / S K A ~ " ~ - J N K ~ ~ J N ~ ~ ~ J N K ~ / ( S X A * S ~ ~ ) + J N K ~ * ~ Z / S F ~ ~ * ~  
C I R C U M F E R E N T I A L   R I B   S T R A I N  
C R I T I C A L   L O A D  f O R  G H O S S  B U C K L I N G ,   C L l ( J )  
I F ( J N K 2 o L T o O . O )  GO TO 45 
E P A  (J)  =CRS (J) /EY (J)  
C A L L  C Y B L ( P ~ ( J ) ~ P ~ ( J ) ~ H , L I C L L ( J ) , M S ( ~ , J ) ~ N S ( ~ ~ J ) ~ ~ ~ ( ~ T J ) ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ J ) ~  
lLM(l,J),LN(l,J),~PAI1,J) 
23 C L l ( J ) = C L l ( J ) * H S 2  
K l = P I / L X  
H3=0 0 





S R 5 = 1  S O  
00 9 J=l,I 
I F  ( L X o N E o L )  GO T O  24 
C L 2  (J)  = C L l  (J) 
GO T O  9 
24 SH7=NUX ( J )  *NUY ( J )  
S R 9 = 1 * 0 - S H 7  
H S 1 = ( € 1 ( J ) * T S ) / S H Y  
HS2= (E2 (J )  * T S )  /SR9 
~ 2 = ( E X ( J ) * A ~ S ( D X ) ~ T X ) / L Y  
S R 2 = H 2 / H S l  
S R 4 = 1 o O + S H 2  
C R I T I C A L   L O A 0  FOR P A N E L   B U C K L I N G ,   C L 2 ( J )  
C A L L  C Y B L ( P ~ ( J ) , P ~ ( J ) ~ R , L X , C L ~ ( J ) * M S ( ~ ~ J ) ~ N S ( Z T J ) ~ M L ( ~ , J ) ,  
l N L ( 2 r J )   t L M ( 2 , J )  ,LN(i?,J) ~ t ) P A 9 2 r J )  
C L 2 ( J ) = C L 2 ( J ) * H S 2  
9 C O N T I N U E  
K l = P I / L X  




SUBROUTINE C Y ~ L ( L D l , L D Z , H , L , C L 1 ~ M S ~ ~ S ~ M L T ~ N L T ~ L M T , L N T ~ B P A ~ F M I ~ J )  
C THIS SUt3ROUTINE CALCULATES THE NON-DIMENSIONAL BUCKLING LOAD FOR THE 
C STIFFENED  CYLINDER AND STORES A SELECTEO SET OF MODE  NUMBERS 
C TO tlE USED I N  THE APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS. 
C INPUT 
C LD1 A X I A L  COMPRESSION  LOAD 
C LO2 EXTERNAL LATERAL PRESSURE 
C R RAOIUS 
C L LENGTH 
C MLTqNLT UPPER L I M I T S  ON M AND N SEARCh 
C LMTqLNT LOWER L I M I T S  ON M AND N SEARCH 
C BPA I F  TRUE,  COMPLETE ANALYSIS. I F  FALSE, APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 
C FMI FAILURE MOUE INDEX 
C 1 - GROSS, 2 - PANEL, 3 - SKIN 
C J L O A O  CONDITION  INDEX 
C OUTPUT 
C CL1 NONOIMENSIONAL C R I T I C A L  LOAD 
C MSINS VALUES OF M AND N FOR THE C R I T I C A L  LOAD 





~ / C J A / S R ~ , S R ~ I S R ~ , S R ~ , S H S , S H ~ , S ~ ~ , S R ~ , S R ~ , ~ G ~ , R G ~ , R G ~ , R G ~ , R G ~ , R G ~ ~  
2RG7 9 
~ H S ~ , H S ~ I H ~ , H ~ , K ~ , K ~  
3 / S H E P R O / E l ~ l O ~ ~ E ~ ~ 1 O ~ , N U X o , N U Y ~ l O ~ ~ G S ~ ~ l O ~  
4/cNsM/NSM(1013) 
S/NLC/ I 
6 / R I B P R O / E X ( i O ) ~ E Y ( 1 O ) ~ N U 2 ~ l O ) , N U l ~ l O )  
C O M M O N / R I ~ P ~ / G X ( ~ O ) I G Y ( ~ U )  
DIMENSION S M S ( 1 0 0 ~ 3 ~ 1 0 ) ~ S N S ( 1 0 0 , 3 , 1 0 ) , C L T ~ l O O )  
400 FORMAT(*l*,SX*CLT*) 
4 0 1  FORMAT(8H SMS 1 
4-02 FORMAT (8H SNS 1 
4 0 3  FORMAT(8H ,dE15.5) 
4 0 4  FORMAT(3H 2515) 
405 FORMAT(8H J N K l  SE15.5) 
4 0 6  FORMAT(8H C= 7E15.5) 
407  FORMAT(1lH ENTEH C Y & )  
409 FORMAT(1H ,4X,4HM N9214) 
4 0 8  FORMAT(1H 9 4 X 9 9 H A B  BB CU 93E15.83 






DO 30 M=lrNST 
30 CLT ( M ) = O o O  
C  TEST  FOR  ALL  TENSILE  LOADS 
IF ( ( L D l ~ G T o O . O ) o O R o ( L D 2 * G T o O o O ) )  GO TO 1 
CLl=O.O 
GO  TO 31 
C TEST  FOR  AXIAL LOAL, 
1 IF (LDloNEoOoO) GO T O  17 
ALF=1.0 
DP=o 0 




C CALCULATION ,OF TERMS  INDEPENDENT OF LAMBDA  AND  ETA 
Fl=(GSM(J)9SR9)/El(J) 





F4=F 3 * W 3  
SR13=SR3*RGZ 
S R 1 4 = ( G X ( J ) * T X Q A ~ S ( U X ) 9 H G S ) / ( L Y O H S 2 )  
S R l S = ( G Y ( J ) 9 T Y O A B S ( ~ Y ) O R G 6 ) / ( L X * H S 2 )  
CllB=Fl/R 
CllA1=R+(HSl+H2)/I-lSi! 
C12A=NUY ( J )  +F1 










J N K A = ( F 2 * R ) + ( S R 1 4 / R )  
C 3 3 A = C 2 3 A + ( S R l l / R S Q )  
J N K C = ( ( F ~ * S R ~ * ~ O O ) + ( N U X ( J ) * S R ~ ~ ) / R  
C338=2.0*((SRl/R)+SHll+(SRi3/R))/RSQ 
J N K F = ( ( N U X ( J ) * ~ O ~ * S R ~ ) + ~ F ~ * S R ~ * ~ ~ O ) + S R ~ ~ + S R ~ S ~ / R  
C330=(SRl+SRl3+((SR3~RG7)/R))/(R*RS~) 
JNKG=((SRl*El(J!/E2(J))+~Rl2)*R 
I F  (BPA) GO TO 19 
TNSM=NSM(J ,FMI )  
GO TO 20 
1’3 T N S M = l  
2 0  DO 10 C T S = l , T N S M  
C MODE S E L E C T I O N  FOR A P P H O X I M A T L   A N A L Y S I S  
IF ( & P A )  GO TO 22 
L M = S M S ( C T S , F M I , J )  
ML=LM 
LN=SNS(CTS,FMI,J) 
N L = L N  
C CALCULATION  OF  TERMS  DEPENDING  ON  LAMBUA 
22 DO 5 M = L M q M L  
L M D = K l * F L O A T ( M )  
LMDS=LMD*LMD 
C l l A = L M D S * C l l A l  
C 1 2 B = L M D * C 1 2 A  
C 1 3 D = ( C 1 3 A * L M O ) + ( C 1 3 ~ * L M D S )  
C 3 1 D = ( C 1 3 A * L M O ) + ( C 3 1 ~ * L M D S )  
C 1 3 E = C 1 3 C * L M D  
C 2 2 A = L M D S * J N K A  
C23C=JNKC*LMDS 
C 3 3 C = J N K F * L M D S  
C33E=JNKG*LMDS*LMDS 
C C A L C U L A T I O N  OF TERMS  DEPENOING  ON  ETA 
DO 5 N=LN,NL 
E T A = K 2 * F L O A T ( N )  
E T A S = E T A * E T A  
C 1 1 = - C 1 1 A - ( C l l B * E T A S )  
C l 2 = - E T A * C 1 2 6  
C13G=C13E%FT.AS 
C 1 3 = C 1 3 0 + C 1 3 G  
C 3 1 = C 3 1 D + C 1 3 G  
C 2 2 = - C 2 2 A - ( E T A S * C 2 2 ~ )  
C 2 3 = - ( C 2 3 A * ~ ~ T A ) + ( C 2 3 ~ * E T A * ~ T A S ) - ( C 2 3 C * € T A ~  
C33=-C33A+(C33B*ETAS)-(C33CoETAS)-(C33DsETAS*ETAS)-C33€ 
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A B = ( C l l * C M D S * ( ( R * L M D S ) + ( ( E T A S - 1 . 0 ) 9 A L F ) ) ) * ~ P * R  
J N K l = C l l * C 3 3 - C 1 3 * C 3 1  
JNK2=(Cll*C22)-(C12*C12) 
6 8 = ( ( J N K 2 + J N K l ) * R * ( L ~ D * L ~ D ) * D P ) + ~ J N ~ 2 * ( ( E T A * E T A ~ ~ l o O ~ ~ A L F ~  
cB=(c11*c22*c33)-(c12*c12*c33)+(c12*c23*c31~+ 
1(c13*c12*c23)-(c13*c3l*c~2)=~cll*c23*c23~ 
C T € S T   F O R   A X I A L  LOAD 
I F  (DPoNEoO.0) GO TO 24 
PC=-C&/BB 
IF ( PC OLE. 0.0 1 GO TO 5 
GO TO 15 
J N K l = B B * ( B B - J N K 4 )  
J N K l = S Q R T ( J N K l )  
24 J N K 4 = ( 4 o O * A ~ ) * ( C B / B B )  
IF ( J N K l o L T o O o O )  GO TO 2 
J N K ~ = ( - B B - J N K ~ ) / ( ~ O O ~ A B )  
JNK3=( -BB+JNK1) / (2 .0*Al3)  
J N K 4 = J N K 4 / B B  
IF ( A B S ( J N K 4 ) o G T o O o l )  GO TO 25 
J N K ~ = ( J N K ~ / ~ O ~ ) + ( ( J N K ~ * J N K ~ ) / ~ . ~ ) * ( ( J N K ~ * * ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ O ~ +  
1 ( ( 5 o O * ( J N K 4 * * 4 ) ) / 1 2 8 . 0 )  
J N K ~ = ( B B ~ ( J N K S - ~ O O ) ) / ( ~ O O * A ~ )  
J N K 3 = ( - B B * J N K S ) / ( 2 o O * A ~ )  
25 I F  ( L D l o G T o O o O )  GO TO 3 
IF ( J N K 2 o L T o O o O )  GO TO 4 
I F  (JNK3oGToO.O)  GO TO S 
GO TO 6 
9 P C = J N K 2  
GO T O  8 
6 P C = J N K 3  
4 I F  ( - B B o L T o O o O )  GO TO 7 
7 I F  ( JNK3oGToO.O)  GO TO 9 
8 IF ( R I o E Q o O )  GO TO 11 
IF ( P C I G T o C L l )  GO TO 11 
GO TO 16 
3 I F  (JNK2oGToO.O)  GO TO 12 
I F  (JNK3oGToO.O)  GO TO 13 
34 C O N T I N U E  
WRITE(6,40S)JNKl,JNKZ,JNKJ,JNK3qJNK4qJNKS 
~ R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 6 ) C l l ~ C 1 2 ~ C 1 3 ~ C 2 3 , C 3 3  
W R I T E ( 6 r 4 0 8 ) A B q B B , C B  
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 Y ) M q N  
WRITE(6,410)LMD~ETA,KlrKZISR4rR 
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GO TO 5 
12 .IF (-6BoGToO.O) GO TO 14 ' 
IF (JNK3oLToO.O) GO T O  14 
13 PC=JNK3 
14  PC=JNK2 
GO T O  15 
C SELECTION  OF MODES FOR  APPROXIMATE  ANALYSIS 








I F  (PCoGTeCLl) GO TO 16 
16 IF (MLoEOoLM) GO TO 27 
DO 28 ISC=l,NST 
CLT(ISC)=P 
SMS ( ISCtFMI 9 J)  =MT 
SNS(ISC,FMI,J)=NT 
G O  T O  27 
26 CONTINUE 
IF (CLT(1SC)oNEoOoO) GO T O  26 












C END OF SELECTION OF MOUES FOR APPROXIMATE  ANALYSIS 
C PRINTOUT F O R  IMAGINARY  ROOTS 







10  CONTINUE 
31 I F  ~ ~ ~ M L o E Q o L M ~ o O R o ~ F M I ~ N E o 3 ~ ~ ~ O ~ o ~ ~ o N E o I ~ ~  GO TO 29 
C PRINTOUT FOR E N D  OF CYCLE 
WRITE(6 ,400)  
~ R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 3 ) ( C L T ( J D ) , J D = 1 , N S I )  
W R I T E ( 6 r 4 0 1 )  
DO 32 I D = 1 , 3  
DO 32 LD=I,I 
NST=NSM(LD,ID) 
N R I T E ( 6 9 4 0 2 )  
DO 33 I 0 = 1 , 3  
00 33 L D = l r I  
NST=NSM(LD,ID) 
32 W R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 4 ) ( S M S ( J O , I D , L ~ ) , J D = l r N S T )  






SUt3ROUTINE  FP(VDP,RU,FM,G,dl) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE  USES THE  VALUES OF THE ACTIVL  DESIGN VARIABLES, VDP, 
C AND  THE  VALUE OF HD  TO CALCULATE THE  UNCONSTHAINEO FUNCTION9 f M ,  
C  AND I T S  GRAOIENTI G o  THE DESIGN VA2IABLE BOUNDS ARE  CH CKED. 
C USING THE SUbROUTINIi ANAL  THEtJE-HAVIOR FUNCTIONS ARE  GENERATED. 
C  THE BEHAVIOR I S  CHECKED. I F  BA I S  TRUE A COMPLETE ANALYSIS 
C I S  USED. I F  I31 I S  FALSE AN APPSOXIMATE ANALYSIS IS USED. 
L O G I C A L  dl,BUV 
L O G I C A L  tjDVV1,tIDVVZ 
REAL INCtLBS,NR,NX,LXtLY,L,MND,INCF 
INTEGER CC 
C O M M O N / D I M E N / T S t T X , T Y ~ L ) X ~ D Y , L X , L Y  
l / C d F / B F ( l l , l U )  
l/DEN/GAM ( 3 )  tOLT ( 3 )  
3/NLC/I 
4/SYNCON/DVL(Zr7)  qINCI"(7) 
5/BOOUV/BDV(B) 




l / C M S N S / M S ( 3 , 1 O ) , N S ( 3 , 1 0 )  
2 / c ~ o v v / B D v v 1 , ~ o v v 2  
1,GSC(7) qGS(7) 
C O M M O N / M O ~ L I M / H L ~ 3 ~ 1 O ~ ~ ~ L ~ 3 ~ l ~ ~ ~ L M ~ ~ ~ l O ~ ~ L N ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ ~  
DIMENSION VDP(7),b(7)9 WG(7) ,DVI (7) 9INC(7)  , S I G ( 8 )  
400 FOHMAT(8HO WT ,ElS.8) 
4 0 1  FORMAT(8H WG 97t16.8) 
402  FORMAT(8H CiSC ,7El6.8) 
403  FORMAT(4H SIG,BtlS.&) 
404  FORMAT (BH GS ,7t16.8) 
415 FORMAT(4HOTS=ElS.d,4H TX=€lS.i394ti TY=ElS.&,4H  DX=E15.8,4Ii DY=E15*8 
194H LX=ElSm8,4H  LY=li14.7) 
416 FORMAT(BH0 6.H. r l lElS.8) 
417 FORMCIT(BH0 Pod. ,8E;15.8) 
418 FORMAT(8HO S.B. ,dE15.8) 
419 FORMAT(8HO LHd. ,d t lS.8)  
420 FORMAT(BH0 CHBU ,8E15.8) 
421 FORMAT(8HO  CRBL ,dklS.&) 
422 FORMAT(BH0 SOY. ,8€15.8) 
423 FORMAT(BH0  LRYU ,dt15.8) 
424 FORMAT(8HO LRYL ,dE15.8) 
425 FORMAT(8HO CHYU ,8ElSe8)  
426 FORMAT(8HO C R Y L  ~ 8 L 1 5 . 8 )  
427 FORMAT('3H ENTER FP)  
428 FORMAT(1H ,4X,4HVOP=,7E15.8) 
429 FORMAT(4HOAX=ElS.B~+H AY=ElS.CI) 
4 3 0  FORMAT(8HO TB ,E15.8//) 
431 F O R M A T ( *  WARNING, UX LESS THAN  SXTS, S K I N  BUCKLING  FAILURE MODE H 
432 FORMAT(* WARNING. UY LESS THAN  SXTS. SKIN dUCKLING AND PANEL BUC 
1 A Y  NOT BE MEANINGFUL.") 
lKLING  FAILURE MODES M A Y  NOT BE MEANINGFUL.*) 




00 31 M = 1 9 7  
I F  (.NOT.eDV(M)) GO TO 3 1  
N=N+ 1 
DV ( M I  =VDP (N) 
31 CONTINUE 
1F (HOV (8) 1 DV (5)=0V (4) 
c BLGINNING OF DESIGN VAHIABLE CHECK 
w 
0, 
te 00 34 M = l 9 7  
I F  ((DV(M) eLToDVL(1,M) 1 . A N U .  (DV(M) mGToDVL(2,M) ) )  GO TO 34 
F!.(=l OE30 
dOVVl=.TRUEo 
GO TO 7 
34 CONT I NUE 
c COMPATIBILITY tjOUNU  CHECK 
I F  ( (DV ( 2 )  .LT.DV ( 7 )  1 .AND. (DV(3) oLToUV ( 6 )  1 )  GO TO 35 
FM=l OE3O 
tjOVVZ=oTRUE. 
GO T3 7 
C END OF DESIGN  VAt?IAdLE CHECti 
C ANALYSIS OF INPUT  UtSIbN---COMPLETE I F  81 IS TNUEI APPROXIMATE I F  Bl IS FALSE 
35 cc=o 
C A L L  ANAL(DV,ML,NL,LMILN,~A) 
I F  (oNOToB1) GO T O  54 
C PRINTOUT FOR IiNUi) O F  CYCLE 
JRITE(692468)  
~ ~ R I T E ( ~ , ~ ~ ~ ) T S , T X V T ~ , D X , D Y , L X , L Y  
I F ( A d S ( D V ( 4 ) ) . L T o ( S o 9 0 V ( 1 ) ) )  dRITE(69431)  
I F ' ( A B S ( D V ( S ) ) . L T o ( S . ~ ~ ~ ( l ) ) )  WHITE(6,432) 





WR37E ( 6 9 2468 1 
WRITE(br416)  (BF(l,J),J=l,I) 
WRITE(692468) 
WRITE (69417) (BF (29 J) 9 J=lr.I) 
WRITE(692468). 
WRITE (69418) (f3F ( 3 . 9  J) 9 J=l9 I) 
WRITE(692468) 





WRI.TE (6  9 2468 1 
WRITE(69422) (BF(79J)  ,J=lqI) 
WR I TE ( 6 . 9  2468 1 
WRITE(69423)  (BF(89J )9J= ls I )  
WRITE(692468) 
WRiTE(69424)  (BF(9,J),J=lr I )  
WRITE (6924,681 
WRITE(6 i425 )  (BF( lO9J )  rJ=l,I) 
WRITE(692468)  
WRITE(69426) ( B F ( 1 1 9 J ) 9 J = l * I )  
54 CONTINUE 
BEGINNING OF BEHAV.IOR VARIABLE CHECK 
DO 36 M = l , l l  
00 36 J = l r I  
I F  (BF(MIJ)OLTO~OO) GO  TO 36 
f M = l  OE3O 
GO TO 7 
END OF BEHAVIOR  VARIABLE CHECK 
36 CONTINUE 
B&GINNING OF CALCULATION OF WEIGHT AND GRADIENT TO WEIGHT 
I F  ~ ~ ~ D X o G T o O o O ~ o A N D o ~ O Y o G T o O o O ~ ~ o O R o ~ ~ D X o L T o O ~ O ~ o A ~ D o ~ D Y o L T o O o O ~ ~  
1) GO TO 38 
DLT(l)=OoO 
GO TO 39 
38 D L T ( l ) = l o O  






DV I 4 6 )'=LX 
D V I  (7) =LY 
C BEGINNING OF CALCULATION OF DESIGN  VARIABLE CONSTRAINT  PENALTY TERMS 
C AND GRADIENT COMPONEN'TS 
SIGS=OoO 
DO 42 M=1,7 
C  UPPER AND  LOWER  BOUND PENALTY TERM GRADIENT COHPON€NTS 
I F  (.NOTmBDV(M)) GO TO 42 
UBS=(DVL( l ,M) -DVI (M)) . * *2  
L B S = ( D V I ( M ) - D V L ( 2 , M ) ) * ~ 2  
DBS=DVL ( 1 9 M 1 -DVL:( 2 9 M 1 
GSC(M)=GSC(M)-(DBS/LBS) 
GSC ( M 1 =DBS/UBS 
42 CONTINUE 
C COMPATIBILITY BOUND PENALTY TERMS  AND GRADIENT COMPONENTS 
UBS= (LY-TX) **2 
LBS=  (LX-TY 1 **2 
OBS=OVL(297)-OVL( l r7)  
DBC=OVL(2,6)-DVL(lr6) 
1.f (oNOTm (BDV(2) ANDoBDV ( 7 )  1 )  GO TO 44 
c GRADIENT COMPONENTS 
GSC(Z)xGSC(2)-(DBS/UBS) 
GSC(7)=GSC(7)+(DBS/UBS) 
C PENALTY TERM 
SIGS=SIGS-(DBS/(LY-TX)) 
44 I F  (mNOTo(BDV(3)mANDmBDV(6)) )  GO TO 45 
C GRADIENT COMPONENTS 
GSC(3)=GSC(3)-(08C/LBS) 
GSC(6)=GSC(6)+(DBC/LBS) 
c PENALTY TERM 
SIGS=S1GS-(DBC/(LX-TY.) )  
45 CONT I NU€ 
C W P E R  AND  LOWER  BOUND PENALTY TERMS 
DO 46 J ~ l r 7  
UBS=DVL(l ,J)-DVI(J)  
LBS=DVI(J) -DVL(2vJ)  
DBS=DVL(19J)-DVL(2rJ) 
I F  (mNOToBDV(J)) GO TO 46 
C PENALTY TERMS 
SIGS=SIGS+(DBS/UBS) 
SIGS=SIGS+(DBS/LBS) 
C  END OF CALCULATION OF DESIGN  VARIABLE CONSTRAINT  PENALTY TERMS  AND 








C BEGINNING OF BEHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT  PENALTY TERMS  AND GRADIENT COMPONENTS 
DO 47 J ~ l 1 7  
47 D V ( J ) = D V I ( J )  
C CALCULATION OF BEHAVIOR CONSTRAINT PENALTY TERMS -0 F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE 
4 SIG(CC+l)=OaO 
DO 48 M=l,11 
DO 48 Js1,I 
48 S I G ~ C C + 1 ) ~ S I G ~ C C + 1 ~ + ~ 1 . O / ~ l a O ~ B F ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~  
I F  (CCaGTaO) DV(CC)=OVI(CC) 
IF((CCaEQa4)aANDaBDV(8~) DV(5)=DV(4) 
2 CC=CC+l 
C TEST TO SEE I F  ALL COMPONENTS  HAVE  i3EEN CALCULATED 
C TEST TO SEE I F  A DESIGN  VARIABLE IS ACTIVE 
I F  (CCaEQa8) .GO TO 1 
I F  (BDV (CC) 1 G O .  T O  55 
GO TO 2 
SIG(CC+l)=OaO 
55 INC(CC)  =INCF (CC) 
C DESIGN  VARIABLE ALTERED BY F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE INCREMENT 
3 DV(CC)=DVI(CC)+INC(CC) 
IF((CC~EQa4)aANDaBOV(8)) DV(S)=OV(4) 
C DESIGN  VARIABLE UPPER  AND  LOWER  BOUND  CHECK 
C COMPATIBILITY BOUNO VIOLATION CHECK 
I F  ( ( D V ( C C ) a G T a D V L ( l ~ C C ) ) a O R a ( D V ( C C ) a L T a D V L ~ 2 ~ C C ~ ~ ~  GO TO 5 
IF ( a N O T a ( ( C C a E Q a 2 ) a O R a ( C C a E Q a 7 ) ) )  GO TO 49 
IF (DV(2)aGTaDV(7))  GO TO 5 
49 IF ~ a N O T a ~ ~ C C a E Q a 3 ~ a O R a ~ C C . E Q a 6 ~ ~ ~  GO TO 6 
IF (DV(3)aGTaDV(6))  GO TO 5 
GO TO 6 
C END OF COMPATIUILITY BOUND VIOLATION CHECK 
5 INC(CC)=INC(CC)/2*0 
IF ( INC(CC)aLTrn( INCF(J) /2 . ) )  GO TO 4 
GO  TO 3 
C ANALYSIS FOR F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE MOVE9  ON€ WCKLING WAVE PATTERN FOR EACH 
C FAILURE MOO€ FOR EACH  LOAD CONDITION 
6 CALL ANAL(DV,MS,NS,MS,NS,aTRUEa) 
DO 50 M=l,l 
00 50 J = l r I  
C BEHAVIOR V I O L A T I O N  CHECK 
50 I F  ( B F ( M ~ J ) a G T a l a O ~  GO TO 5 
GO TO 4 
C CALCULATION OF UNCONSTRAINED FUNCTION VALVE 
1- FM=WT+(RD*(SIG(l)+SIGS)) 
W R I T E ( 6 r 4 0 3 )  SIG 
DO 51 J = 1 r 7  
IF (mNOTmBDV(J)) GO TO 52 
IF (INC(J)mLTm(INCF(J)/2.0)) GO TO 56 
C BEHAVIOR CONSTRAINT PENALTY TERM GRADIENT COMPONENTS 
G S ( J ) = ( S I G ( J + l ) - S I G ( l )   ) / I N C ( J )  
GO TO 5 7  
56 GS(J)=lmOE6 
C UNCONSTRAINED  FUNCTION  GRADIENT TERMS 
57 G S ( J ) = W G ( J ) + ( R D * ( G S ( J ) * G S C ( J ) ) )  




00 53 M=177 







SUBROUTINE I N T E ~ R ~ ( N I X I S I T I F ~ I G ~ ~ A I B I F A , F B , G A I G B I G A S I G B S I R I B ~ I X X ~  
C GIVEN THE  NUMBER  OF ACTIVE  DESIGN  VARIABLES N* THE  VALUE OF THE  MULTXPCX,ER R, 
C THE  VECTOR OF DESIGN  VARIABLE XI THE DIRECTION OF MOVE  SI 
C THE I N I T I A L  DISTANCE OF MOVE  TI  AND THE FUNCTION VALUE AND I T S  
C GRADIENT AT  THE INITIAL POINT, T=OI THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS TWO 
C POINTS A AND  BI B GREATER  THAN AI WITH  FUNCTION VALUES FA AND FBI 
C GRADIENTS GA AND GB9  AND SLOPES GAS  AND  GBSI WHICH L I E  ON OPPOSITE- 
C SIDES OF THE  MINIMUM. I F  THE MOVE DISTANCE BECOMES TOO SMALL, 
C 84 IS SET 10 FALSE AND THE DESIGN I S  SET TO XX. 
L O G I C A L  81182,83184 
REAL INCF 
REAL I N C F l  
COMMON/SYNCON/DVL(~I~)II~~CF(~) 
DIMENSION T G A ( ~ ) I X X ( ~ ) I X ( ~ ) I S ( ~ ) I G ~ ( ~ ) I G A ( ~ ) I G B ( ~ )  
A/CINCFl/ INCF1(7) 
400 FORMAT(* MOVE DISTANCE TOO SMALL, MINIMUM NOT  FOUNO I N  T H I S  DIRECT 
1 ION*) 




C CALCULATION OF MINIMUM MOVE DISTANCE TM 
T M = I N C F l ( l ) / A B S ( S ( l ) )  
DO A4 J=2rN  
SM=INCF l (J ) /ABS(S(J ) )  
I F  (SMoLTeTM) TMtSM 
14 CONTINUE 
1 H=T 
C T MINIMUM TEST 
F A=F A 
DO 18 I= l ,N  
X X ( I ) = X ( I )  
18 G A ( I ) = G l ( I )  
T=H 
WRiTE(61400) 
GO T O  11 
1 7  CONTINUE 
DO 3 1=11N 
B=H 
2 I F  (ABS(H).GT.TM) GO TO 17 
64=.FALSE. 
3 X X ( I ) = X ( I ) - ( H * S ( I ) )  
C G E N E R A T I O N   O F   U N C T I O N   V A L U E   A N D   G R A D I E N T   U S I N G   A P P R O X I M A T E   A N A L Y S I S  
CALL   FP(XXIR IF~ ,GB~.FALSE. )  
I F  (FB.LT.l .OE2a) GO TO 4 
T=T/2  0 
t32=*THUE. 
I F  (.NOT.B3)  GO TO S 
H=H-T 
GO TO 2 
5 GO TO 1 
4 TS=OoO 
00 b I = l , N  
GBS=TS 
6 T S = T S - ( G B ( I ) * S ( I ) )  
I F  ( A B S ( G B S ) o L T . I o O k - 4 )  GO T O  7 
I F  ( G B S o L T o O . 0 )  GO T O  8 
I F  (.NOT.kl l)  GO TO 9 
AZO 0 
TS=O 0 0 
DO 1 0   I = l r N  
T S = T S - ( G l ( I ) * S ( I ) )  
10 b A ( I ) = G l ( I )  
GAS=TS 
FA=F 1 
GO TO 11 
A=TA 
F A = T F A  
00 12 i = l r N  
12 G A ( I ) = T G A ( I )  
GAS=TGAS 
GO T O  11 
TFA=FB 
DO 13 I = l , N  
9 T=rt 
8 TA=H 
H l = . F A L S t i o  
13 T G A ( I ) = G B ( I )  
TGAS=Gt)S 
7 t33=.TRUE. 
I F  (t12) T = T / 2 o O  
C T M I N I M U M   T E S T  
I F  ( A B S ( T )  .GT.TM) GO T O  15 
tj4=.FALSE. 
w R I T E ( 6 r 4 0 0 )  
ti0 T O  9 
15 H=H+T 
GO T O  ii 





















SUBROUTINE L O C 3 ( N t X t S t A t d t F A t F B t G A S ~ G ~ S t T E t X T E t f X T E t G X T E t R )  
THIS SUBROUTINE MAKES A CUBIC  INTERPOLATION TO FIND AN ESTIMATED 
INPUT 
MINIMUM DESIGN. 
N  NUMdEH OF INDEPENDENT OESIGN VARIABLES 
X THE VECTOR OF INDEPENDENT DESIGN  VARIABLES 
S THE OIHECTION OF MOVE 
A t B  DISTANCES ALONG S FROM X T O  POINTS BRACKETING THE MINIMUM 
FAtFB FUNCTION VALUES AT POINTS A AND 13 
GAStGBS SLOPES  AT POINTS A AND t3 
R PENALTY FUNCTlON  MULTIPLIER 
TE DISTANCE T O  TnE ESTIMATEO HINIHUM FROM X 
XTE DESIGN A T  THE ESTIMATE0  MINIMUM 
FXTE  FUNCTION VALUE  (NOT ESTIMATED) AT TdE ESTIMATED  MINIMUM 
GXTE GRADIENT OF THE FUNCTION A T  THE ESTIMATED  MINIMUM DESIGN 
OUTPUT 
DESIGN 
OIMENSION X ( 7 ) t S ( 7 ) t X T E ( ' 7 ) t G X T E ( 7 )  
W=SQRT(ZoZ-(GAS9G~S)) 
00 1 I = l t N  
Z=(3 .0U(FA-FB)) / (B-A)+GAS*GBS 
T E = ~ - ( ( ( G B S + ~ - Z ) / ( G B S O ~ A S + ~ ~ O ~ W ) ) ~ ( ~ = A ) )  





C R I B  BUCKLING  A ALYSIS 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A C R I T I C A L  UUCKLING STRAIN FOR THE  CIRCUMF.EHENTIAL 
C STIFKENERS IN EACH  LOAD CONDITION, FOR AN EXPANSION OF THE  CYLINDER, 
C EBUO, FOR CONTRACTION OF THE CYLINDER, EBLO, AND A. BUCKLING STRESS 
C FOR THE LONGITUOINAL STIFFENERS, L R C ~ O .  LOGICAL  V RIABLES ARE 
C ALSO  SETTO INDICATE THE EXISTENCE OF THESE CRITICAL VALUES. 
C I N  THE SAMk ORDER AS AUOVE  TH SE ARii t lEUO,  BELO,  BLRO. 
L O G I C A L  BEU,BEL,tjLR,GYCU 
REAL NU2,NUl,L,Li?CB,NZ,LHB,NU,LX,LY 
COMMON/DIMEN/TS,TX,TY,DXIDY,LX,LY 
l/RIBPHO/EXClO) ,EY (10)  ,NU2(10) ,NU1 ( 1 0 )  
2 / C R T R I B / E B U ( l O ) , E ~ L ( l O ) ~ L R C B ( ~ O )  
3 / C B V A / B E U ( l O ) , ~ ~ L ( l O ) , U L ~ ( l O )  
4/NLC/I 
S/CPI/PI 
6/CLH/L 9 R 
7 /Y IELD/LHCU( lO) ,LHCL( lO)~CRCU(10) ,CHCL( lO)  
DIMENSION CRB('2),EB(3) 
4 0 0  FORMAT(12H ENTER RIUBA) 
4 0 1  FORMAT(BE1S.B) 
C  FUNCTION FOR LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENER C R I T I C A L  BUCKLING STRESS 
S I G M A X ( E , T , B , L , N ~ ) = - ( ( P I ~ o ~ ) ~ ~ o ( ( T / d ) G 9 2 ) ~ ( ( ( ~ / L ) o ~ 2 ) + 0 . 4 2 5 ) ) /  
1(12.Oo( l .O-(NUo~2)) )  
00 1 J=1,I 
BEU(J)=.TRUE., 
BEL(J)=.TRUE. 
ULR (J) =. TRUE. 
BYCU=.FALSE. . .. 
EYU=CHCU (J) /EY ( J )  
EYL=CRCL( J) /EY ( J )  
I F  (ABS(DY).LTo(10*9TY)) k3YCU=.THUE. 
I F  .( DYoNE. 0.0 1 GO TO 14 
BEU(J)=.FALSE. 
BEL(J)=.FALSEe 
I F  ( DX  .NE. 0.0 1 GO TO 15 
BLR(J)=.FALSE. 
GO T O  1 - 
C LONGI.TUDINAL  STIFFENER  BUCKLING STRESS FOR  THE  CASE OF NO CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
C STIFFENERS 
15 L a C ~ ( J ) = S I G M A X ( E X ( J ) , I X , D X , L , N U 2 ( ~ ) )  














EXTERNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS 
I F  ( DY .GT. 0.0 1 GO TO 2 
D=DY/(R-DY+(TS/Z.O)) 
I F  (.NOT.BYCU) GO TO 22 
Ea ( 3 )  =EYL 
N2=O 0 0 
GO T O  23 
22 CONTINUE 
~UCKLING  STRAIN FOR EXTERNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL STIFFENERS, 
CONTRACTION (FULL DEPTH) 
C A L L  S E P B M ( N U l ( S ) , D , T Y , D Y , N 2 , ~ a ( 3 ) )  
23 IF ,( DX .LT. 0.0 1 GO TO 3 
BUCKLING  STRAIN FOR EXTERNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS, 
EXPANSION  (FULL  UEPTH) 
EBU(J )=EPB(O,~U l (J ) ,D ,TY ,DY)  
I F  (BYCU) EBU (J) =EYU 
€81- (J) =Et3 ( 3 )  
I F  ( OX .NE. 0.0 1 GO TO 16 
BLR(J)=.FALSE. 
GO TO 24 
BUCKLING STRESS FOR LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENERS ON OPPOSITE SIOE 
( INSIUE)  OF CYLINDER FROM CIRCUMFERENTIALS 
16 L R C B ( J ) = S I G M A X ( E X ( J ) , I X , D X I L t N U Z ( J ) )  
ALL STIFFENERS ON OUTSIDE ( O X  AND  Y NEGATIVE) 
GO T O  1 
LONGITUUINAL  STIFFENER  BUCKLING STRESS BETWEEN CIHCUMFERENTIALS 
(FULL DEPTH) 
3 L R B ( 2 ) = S I ~ M A X ( E X ( J ) , T X , D X , L X , N U 2 ( J ) )  
24 G=(PI*R)/LY 
CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENER  l3UCKLlNG  STRAIN WITH NUMBER  OF HALF 
WAVES EQUAL TO THE  NUMdER  OF STIFFENER SPACES 
EB(Z)=€PB(G,NUl (J ) ,D , IY IOY)  
I F  ( G .GT. N2 1 GO T O  4 
I F  ( EB(2 )  .GT. 0.0 1 60 TO S 
EBL (J)  =Et3 ( 3 )  
GO TO 6 
4 EBL (J) =EB ( 2 )  
6 BEU(J)=.FALSE. 
GO T O  7 
EBU (J) =Et3 ( 2 )  
EBL (J)  =fit3 ( 3 )  
S I F  (BYCU) Et3(2)=LYU 
7 I F  ( DX .LT. DY 1 GO TO 8 
I F  ( DX .EO. DY 1 GO TO 9 
D = ( D Y - D X ) / ( R + ( T S / 2 . 0 ) - D Y )  
C WASHER MOUE F O R  OUTSTANDING PORTION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENER 
C YIELO  SUBSTITUTION 
E B ( l ) = E P B ( O , N U l ( J ) , U , T Y , ~ Y ~ ~ X )  
I F  ( A B S ( D Y - D X ) . L T o ( 1 0 . 9 T Y ) )  EB(l)=EYU 
I F  ( t lEU(J) 1 GO T O  18 
BEU(J)=*THUk. 
GO T O  17 
GO T O  9 
18 I F  ( E E I ( i )  .LT. t t l U ( J )  1 GO T O  1 7  
17 EBU(J)=EB( l )  
9 LRC8(J)=LHkl(2) 
GO TO'  1 
C BUCKLING STRESS FOR OUTSTANOING PORTION OF LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENER 
8 L R B ( l ) = S I G M A X ( E X ( J ) , T X , ~ Y - ~ X , L , ~ U 2 ( J ) )  
I F  ( LHB(2) .LT. LYtl(1) 1 GO T O  19 
GO TO 9 
GO TO 1 
19 LRCB(J)=LHB( l )  
C EN0 EXTERNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS 
C INTERNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STiFFENERS 
2 O=DY/(R-(TS/Z.O)-DY) 
I F  ( DX .GT. 0.0 1 GO T O  10 
C WASHER MODE FOR INTEWNAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS 
EBL(J)=EPB(OINU~ (J )  ,D,TY,DY) 
I F  (t4YCU) EdL (J) =EYL 
I F  ( DX .NE. 0.0 1 GO TO 20 
8LR (J)=.FALSE. 
GO ro 13 
C LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENER BUCKLING STRESS  FOR FULL DEPTH STIFFENERS 
C FULL LENGTH 
20 LRCB(J)=S IGMAX(EX(J ) ,TX ,UX,L ,NUZ(J ) )  
GO TO 13 
10 G= (PIOR) /LY 
C CRITICAL BUCKLING STRAIN FOR FULL DEPTH CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS 
C WITH THE NUMBER OF HALF WAVES EQUAL TO THE  NUMBER OF 
C LONGITUOINAL  STIFFENER SPACES 
E a ( Z ) = E P ~ ( G , N U l ( J ) , U , T Y , D Y )  
I F  (UYCU) EB(Z)=EYL 
C LONGITUOINAL  STIFFENER  BUCKLING STRESS  FOR FULL OEPTH STIFFENER BETWEEN 





C MINIMUM C R I T I C A L  EDGE STdAIN 
C THIS SUt5ROUTINE OBTAINS THE NEGATIVE BUCKLINCi STRAIN CLOSEST TO ZERO  FOR A 
C CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENER OR PORTION OF A CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENER 
C WHICH IS NOT  SUPPORTED  BY LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENERS AND THE NUMdER 
C OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVES. 
c INPUT 
C NU  PO I S S O N f S  R A T  IO 
C 0 R A T I O  OF STIFFENER DEPTH T O  RALJIUS O F  SUPPORTED EDGE 
C TY THICKNESS OF STIFFENER 
C DY DEPTH OF STIFFENER 
C OUTPUT 
C N NUMBEH OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVES 
C EPBM C R I T I C A L  VALUE OF THE STHAIN 
HEAL NU,D,TY,DY,N,ET,TE,EPdM 





I F  (ET .GE* 0 . 0 )  GO T O  1 
I F  (TE *GE.ET) GO T O  2 
TE=ET 
GO TO 1 
TE=ET 




2 I F  (TE *NE. 0.0) GO T O  3 
NzN-1 0 
SUBROUTINE SGEN2(N,S,T,GX,GXEM,BlqB2) 
C FLETCHER-POWELL DIRECTION GENERATOR 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES  CONJUGATE OIKECTIONS BY MULTIPLYING THE  CURRENT 
C GRADIENT BY A MATRIX OtJTAINED FROM INFORMATION ACQUIRED FROM 
C THE PREVIOUS  DIRECTIONS. 
C INPUT 
C N NUMBER O f  INDEPENDENT DESIGN  VARIABLES 
C S DIRECTION VECTOR 
C T DISTANCE .ALONG DIRECTION TO MINIMUM 
C GX GRADIENT OF FUNCTION AT PT FROM WHICH PREVIOUS SEARCH  STARTED 
C GXEM GRADIENT OF FUNCTION AT MINIMUM OF PREVIOUS SEARCH 
C E31 .TRUE.  HE H MATRIX MILL NOT BE UPDATE0 
C I32 .TRUE.  TH   H M A T R I X  I S  REPLACED  BY  THE IOENTITY MATRIX 
C OUTPUT 
C S NEW DIRECTION  (NORMALIZED) 
L O G I C A L  B l 9 B 2  
REAL LV 
COMMON/COH/H(7,7) 
DIMENSION S ( 7 ) , G X ( 7 ) , G X E M ( 7 ) , H Y ( 7 ) , Y ( 7 ) , O E L T A ( 7 )  
400  FORMAT(1H ,22X,?E15.8) 
I F  (oNOToB2) GO T O  20 
C ti REPLACED BY IDENTITY M A T R I X  
DO 21 I = l , N  
DO 21 J=l,I 
H(J , I )= ( ( J / I ) * ( I / J ) )  , 
21 ti(I,J)=ti(J11) 
GO TO 1 
2 0   I F  (oNOToC31) GO T O  22 
Bl=.FALSE. 
GO T O  1 
C UPDATING H 
22 LV=O*O 
TS=O 0 
00 23 I=l,N 
DELTA( I )= -T*S( I )  
Y ( I )=GXEM( I ) -GX( I )  
TS=TS+DELTA( I ) *Y( I )  
23 CONTINUE 
00 24 I = l t N  
ov=o . 0 
00 25 J = l r N  
2s DV=DV*H( I tJ ) *Y(J )  
H Y ( I ) = D V  
DELTAY=TS 
YHY=LV 
24 L V = Y ( I ) * H Y ( I ) + L V  
DO 26 I = l , N  
DO 26 J = l , I  
H ( I , J ) = H ( I , J ) + ( ( D E L T A ( I ) ~ * D ~ L T A ( J ) ) / ~ ~ L T A Y ) ~ ( ( H Y ( I ) * H Y ( J ) ) / Y H Y )  
I F ~ D E L T A Y o E Q o O o o O H o Y H Y o E ~ o O o ~  GO TO 261 
261 CONTINUE 
26 H ( J , I ) = H ( I , J )  
C END UPDATING H 
1 DO 2 7   I = l , N  
DO 28 S 1 , N  
DV=O 0 
28 DV=DV+H ( 1 9  J)  *bKEM ( J )  
2 7  S(I)=DV 
C NORMALIZING S 
TS=O 00 
00 29 J = l i N  
29 TS=TS+S ( J )  *S (J )  
DV=SORT ( TS 1 
I F  (UVoEQoO.0) GO TO 2 
DO 3 0  J = l r N  
3 0  S ( J ) = S ( J ) / D V  






C THIS IS THE  MASTER SUi3ROUTINE FOR THE SYNTHESIS ROUTINE. N IS THE  NUMBER 
C OF DESIGN  VARIABLES AND  VDP IS THE VECTOR OF ACTIVE  D SIGN VARIABLES. 
C THIS SUBROUT.INE USES THE FOLLOWING SUBHOUTINES 
C FP GENERATES FUNCTION VALUE AND I T S  GRADIENT 
C SGEN2  GEN RATES MOVE DIRECTION 
C INTER3  FINOS TWO POINTS ALONG A DIRECTION vlHICH L I E  ON OPPOSITE 
C SIDES OF  THE MINIMUM 
C LOC3 DOES A CUBIC  INTERPOLATION T O  THE MINIMUM  DESIGN ALONG A 
C DIRECTION 
INTEGER RELOCSqHCOUNT,COUNT 
L O G I C A L  Bl , t i1 ,64  
L O G I C A L  810 
L O G I C A L  t3DVV1,BDVVZ 
REAL MGqINCF,NG 
REAL I N C F l  
DIMENSION G ( 7 ) , G X E M ( 7 ) , X E H ( 7 ) , G A ( 7 ) , G 8 ( 7 ) , 0 o , X ( 7 ) , X ( 7 ) ~ S ( 7 ) , N ~ ( 7 ) ,  
COMMON/CWT/JT/CRU/RD,RDC 
l T P ( 7 ) , G P ( 7 ) , V O P ( 7 ) , E X M I O , X X ( 7 )  
l/CBDVV/6DVVl,tIDVVZ 





400  FORMAT(1H ,4X,27HCLEAREO t i - M A T R I X  DUE T O  -6s) 
4 0 2  FORMAT(1H ,3X,4HTEST,E15.7) 
4 0 3  FORMAT(1H ,4X,19HUNACCEPlAB'LE DESIGN) 
4 0 1  FORMAT(1H ,4X,4HFEM=,E15*8) 
4 0 4  FORMAT(lH0,4X,7HFOR RD=,E13.5,SH FEM=,E13*5,4H WT=,El3.S) 
4 0 5  FORMAT(1H  94X,3HXEM,7ElS.7//) 
4 0 6  F O R M A T ( l H * , 2 S X , 3 ~ T S = , E l S . 8 )  
4 0 7  FORMAT(1H ,4X,16HCONVERGENCE T E S T )  
4 0 8  FORMAT(1H ,4X93tiTT=,El5.8) 
409 FORMAT(1H r4X,3HTP=,7E15.8) 
410 FORMAT(1H ,4X,3HS= 97E15.8) 
411 FORMAT(1H r4X,2ti0=,7ElS.&) 
412  FORMAT(1H ,8E15.8) 
413 FORMAT(1H ,1015) 
414 FORMAT(2hOH) 
415 FORMAT(* I N I T I A L  OESIGN UNACCEPTABLE*) 
416 FORMAT(* MOVE S I Z E  CONVERGENCE TEST SATISFIED*) 
417 F O R M A T ( *  QUADRATIC CONVERGENCE TEST SATISFIED*) 
418 F O R M A T ( *  GRAOIENT CONVERGENCE TEST SATISFIED*) 
419 F O R M A T ( *  SUGGEST INC2EASiNG I N I T I A L  R 0  AND/OH NO. MOUES SAVED+) 
420 FORMAT(* RU INCREASED,  CYCLE  RESTARTED*) 
4 2 1  F O R M A T ( *  DESIGN VARIABLE(S1 EXCEEDING UPPER BOUND(S) AND/OR LESS T 
422 FORMAT(* STIFFENER THICKNESS(ES) GREATER  THAN  THE  CORRESPONDING SP 
423 FORMAT(*  B E H A V I O R  I N  VIOLATION*) 
424  FORMAT(* 5 INTERPOLATIONS ATTEMPTEOq MINIMUM NOT  FOUNO I N  THIS O I R  
lHAN LOWER BOUNOS(S)*) 
lACING (SI 0 )  
lECTION*) 
2468 FORMAT (1H 1 
425 FORMAT(* TS  INCREASED BY 20 PERCENT*) 
HCOUNT=O 
UID=.TRUEa 
C ANALYSIS OF I N I T I A L  OESIGN 
44 CONTINUE 
CALL FP(VDPqHD,F1,G,*TRUEe) 
IF(Fl.LT.l.EZ8) GO T O  6 
IF(I3ID) 60 T O  43 
WRITE ( 6 9 4 0 3 )  
GO TO 14 
43  CONTINUE 
WRITE(69415) 
I F  (6DVV1) WHITk (69421 1 
I F  (BDVVZ)  ulRITE (69422) 
WRITE (6,423) 
IF(.NOT.dDV(1)) 60 T O  14 
dRITE(69425) 
GO TO 44 
6 00 15   I= l ,N  
G P ( I ) = G ( I )  
IF(bDVVl.OH.6DVVZ) GO T O  14 
V D P ( ~ ) = ~ ~ ~ G V D P ( ~ )  
BID=.FALSE. 
15 x ( I ) = V U P ( I )  
10 COUNT=O 
FEST=WT 




DO 30 I= l ,N  
30 TS=G ( I ) *O(.I  1 + T S  
GG=TS 
I F  (GGoGToOoO)  GO TO 4 
C R E I N I T I A L I Z E  H M A T R I X  WHEN U I R E C T I O N  IS B A D  
C A L L  S G E N Z ( N , D , D D T , G , G I O F A L S E ~ , ~ T R U ~ ~ )  
W R I T E - ( 6 , 4 0 0 )  
GO TO 2 
4 RELOCS=O 
C I N I T I A L   E S T I M A T E  OF D I S T A N C E   T O   M I N I M U M   A L O N G  0 
T S = F l - F E S T  
1.F ( T S o G T o O o O )  GO TO 16 
F E S T = F E S T + 2 o O * T S  
GO TO 4 
16 T = ( 2 o O * T S ) / G G  
C L I M I T S  O N   T H E   I N I T I A L   E S T I M A T E   O F   M O V E   O I S T A N C E  
I F  ( T o L T . 0 0 2 5 )   T = O o S  
I F  ( T o G T o A o O )   T z 0 . 5  
C F I N D I N G  TWO P O I N T S   W H I C H  L I E  O N   O P P O S I T E   S I D E S  OF M I N I M U M   A L O N G  THE 
C D I R E C T I O N I  U 
12 C A L L  I N T E R 3 ( N ~ X ~ D ~ T ~ F l ~ G , A ~ B ~ F A ~ F B ~ ~ A ~ G B ~ G A S , ~ B S ~ R D ~ B 4 ~ X X )  
I F  ( e 4 1  GO TO 13 
FEM=FA 
RELOCS=4 
DO 35 I = l , N  
G X E M ( I ) = G A ( I )  
35 XEM(I)=XX(I) 
GO TO 36 
C REPLACEMENT  FOR  TOO  SMALL A MOVE SIZE 
c MAKING cuaIc INTERPOLATION TO M I N I M U M  ALONG OIHECTION, D 
13 C A L L  L O C 3 ( N , X , D , A , B , F A , F t i r G A S , G B S ~ T ~ X E M ~ F E M ~ G X E M ~ R D )  
36 C O N T I N U E  
C 
H R I T E ( 6 9 4 0 1 )   F E M  
I F  ( F E M o L T o l o O E 2 8 )  GO T O  17 
U N A C C E P T A d L E   D E S I G N  0-0 M O V E   D I S T A N C E  CUT 
T = T / 2  0 
GO T O  12 
DO 18 I=ltru 
T S = S O R T   ( T S )  
17 TS=OoO 
18 T S = T S + G X E M ( I ) * G X E M ( I )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 4 6 8 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 6 )  T S  
144 
I 
C GRADIENT CONVERGENCE TEST 
IF(TSoGToOol*WT)- GO TO 40 
WRITE (69418) 
GO TO 3 
C COUNT I S  THE  NUMBER OF DIRECTIONS SEARCrlEO 
C THIS  PERMITS A WEIGHT INCREASE IF THE FUNCTION I S  NOT UNIMODEL 
40  IF(C0UNToLT.N) GO TO 11 
IF((F loLT.FEI~) .ANOod4)  GO TO 11 
WRITE(br407)  
DO 32 J=l,N 
DO 32 I = l r N  
EXMI ( J ) = O . O  
32 EXMI ( J J = ( H  (Jr  I )  *GXEM (I 1 1 +EXMI (J) 
EXM=O 0 




DO 34 I = l r N  
33 EXM= (GXEM (3) * E X M I  ( J )  1 +EXM 
EXM=EXM/(ZoO*FEM) 
34 wRITE(6 r412)   (H ( I r J ) , J= l ,N )  
C QUADRATIC CONVERGENCE TEST 
IF(EXMoGToOoO2) GO T O  3 3  
WRITE169417) 
GO T O  3 
39 00 19 J=l,N 
19 S(J)=GXEM(J) /TS 
C MINIMUM MOVE DISTANCE 
T T = I N C F l ( l ) / A B S ( S ( l ) )  
DO 20 J=29N 
M G = I N C F l ( J ) / A ~ S ( S ( J ) )  
I F ( M G o L T o T T )  TT=MG 
20 CONTINUE 
WRITE(69412)  INCF(1)  rMG 
WRITE (69413) I 
TT=2.  *TT 
00 21 J=19N 
21 T P ( J ) = X E M ( J ) - ( T T * S ( J ) )  
WRITE ( 6 9 4 0 8 )  TT 
WRITE (6,409) TP 
WRITE(69410) S 
C GENERATING  FUNCTION VALUE AND GRADIENT USING APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 
14 5 
CALL FP(TPIRDIDF~NG,.FALSE.) 
C MOVE S I Z E   C O N V E R G E N C E   T E S T  
I F ( O F o L T o 1 . € 2 8 )  GO TO 36 
W R I T E ( 6 9 4 1 6 )  
GO  TO 3 
DO 31 J=19N 
38 PIP=O. 
31 P I P = ( S ( J ) * N G ( J ) ) + P I P  
I F ( P I P o G T a O . 0 )  GO T O  11 
W R I T E  (69416) 
GO TO 3 




00 '22 1 = 1 9 N  
GS=GS-GXEM ( I) 00 ( I  1 
AGXEM=AGXEM+GXEM(I)*GXEM(I) 
TEST=GS/ (SQt?T(AGXEM)*SQRT(AG) )  
W H I T E ( 6 9 4 0 2 )   T E S T  
22 AG=AG+D( I) *D (I 1 
I F  ( F E M o G T o F l )   T E S T = l o O  
C T E S T   O F   C O N V E R G E N C E   A L O N G   D I R E C T I O N 9  D 
I F  ( A B S ( T E S T ) o L T o S o O E - 2 )  GO T O  5 
R E L O C S = H E L O C S + l  
I F ( R E L O C S o L T . 5 )  GO TO 42 
W R I T E  (69424) 




DO 24 . I = l r N  
24 G A ( I ) = G X E M ( I )  




DO 25 I = 1 9 N  
GO TO 13 
42 I F ( G S o G T o O o 0 )  GO TO 23 
25 G B ( I ) = G X E M ( I )  
5 COUNT=COUNT+ l  
B I = o F A L S E o  
146 




I F  (REL-OCS.EQ.5)  Bl=.TRUE. 
C GENERATING A.  DIRECTION --- FLETCHER-POWELL OIRECTION GENERATOR 
CALL S G E N 2 ( N , D , T , G t G X E M 1 ~ l r 8 1 )  
00 27 I= l ,N 
G(I )=GXEM(I)  
27 X ( I ) = X E M ( I )  
F 1 =FEM 
GO T O  2 
WRITE (6,2468) 
WRITE (69405)  XEM 




CTEST=(FEM-MT)/(  (2*0*WT)-FtiM) 





IF ( TIDOG€. TLIM) GO  T 14 
IF(F loLToLoE28)  GO TO 37 
WRITE (69403)  
WRITE (6,419) 
GO T O  14 c 
IF(RCOUNT.GT.1) GO TO 41 
C INCREASE OF MULTIPLIER RD I N  THE  CASE OF AN UNACCEPTABLE DESIGN AT  HE 
C END OF A MINIMIZATION CYCLE 
41 RD=(HD*RDC+RDO)/Z. 
WRITE(6r4%0) 
GO T O  6 
37 RDO=HD*HDC 
DO 28 I=19N 
28 JDP( I )=XEM(I )  
GO T O  6 
14 CONTINUE 
CALL FP(VD~,RD,FlrG9oTRUE.) 

















I N I T I A L  VALUES OF  RD  AND  RDC 
THE  VALUClS OF RD  SHOULD BE PICK€D SO THAT  HE  MAGNITUOE OF THE 
THUS, I N  THE FlRST  MINIMIZATION CYCLE  THE VARIABLE FEM SHOULD BE 
ABOUT TWICE TdE MAGNITUDE OF THk  VARIABLE WT. A VALUE FOR ROC THAT 
UNCONSTRAINED FUNCTION I S  ABOUT TWICE THE  MAGNITUDE OF THE  WEIGHT. 
WORKS  WELL I S  2.0. 
MESSAGE -= MINIMUM NOT  FOUND I N  THIS  UIRECTION 
A REPEATED OCCURRENCE OF T H I S  MESSAGk I S  AN INDICATION THAT  HE 
DESIGN CHANGES  ARE OF THE  OHOEH  OF MAGNITUDE OF THE F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE 
INCREMENTS.  SEE dELOuJ. 
MESSAGES -- QUADRATIC CONVERGENCE  T ST SATISFIED -- GRADILNT CONVERGENCE  TEST SATISFIED 
THESE MEAN THE MINIMIZATION IS PROCELDING NORMALLY. 
MESSAGE -- DY LESS THAN 5 TIMES TS, ETC 
THIS  INDICAT€S THAT  HE CIRCUMFERENTIAL  STIFFENERS M A Y  NOT BE STIFF 
INDICATION THAT  HESE STIFFENEAS ARE  NOT NEEDED AND THE  PROBLEM 
ENOUGH T O  FORCE NODES I N  THE BUCKLING PATTERN. I T  M A Y  BE AN 
SHOULD BE RfiRUN WITI-rOUT THEM. 
MESSAGE 0- OX LESS THAN 5 TIMES TS, ETC 
THIS  INOICATES THAT  HE LONGITUDINAL  STIFFENERS M A Y  NOT BE STIFF 
ENOUGH  TO  FORCE  NODES I N  THE BUCKLING PATTERN. I T  M A Y  BE AN 
INDICATION THAT  HESE STIFFENERS ARE  NOT NEEDED AND THE  PROBLEM 
SHOULD  BE  RERUN WITHOUT THEM. 
MESSAGE -0 YJARNING, A MODE SHAPE  NUMdER I S  APPROACHING I T S  UPPER L IMIT.  
THE  UPPER LIMIT ON THE MODAL  SEARCH  ShOULD PROBAaLY BE INCREASED. 
DESIGN CHANGES  THE  ORDER OF THE F I N I T E  OIFFERENCE INCREMENT 
EITHER THE F I N l T E  OiFfERENCE INCREMENTS SHOULD BE REDUCED  (NOT 
NECESSARILY) OR THE  PROBLEM  SHOULD BE CONSIDERED CONVERGED. 
DO NOT  SET DESIGN  VARIABLES EXACTLY EQUAL T O  ZERO OR EQUAL T O  A BOUND. 
RETURN 
NO. LOAD  COND. = 3 
NO. MODES SAVED GROSS PANEL SHEET 
40 20 10 
40 20 10 
20 1s 10 



















1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 7  
7.00000E+02 




























L= 1.65000€+02 R= b.OOOOOE+01 O L T ( L ) =  I). u L T ( 3 ) =  1 . O O O O O k + O O  
HL SO 50 30 















15  15 
5 .00000E+04  S.OOOOOI i+04  
-5.00000E*04 - 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 4  
5 .00000E*04  5.00000t+04 









B D V = T T T T T T T F  
RD= 1 .00000000E+01  HDC= 2.00000000t+00 
INCF= 1.00000E-06 1.OOOOOE-05 l . 00000E-05  
TLIM= 2~00000000E+00 
K T T  







2.00000E+00 ~.00000E*01 1.00000E+01 
-2.00000E+00 SeOOOOOE-02 5.00000E-02 
1.OOOOOE-04 1.00000E-03 1.OOOOOE-03 
7 


































































































































































































1 1  
12 
13 






































































2.02985181t+03  3.744M6614E+03  3.98637038€+03 
2.40752048E+03  3.97541935E+03 4.>9316698€+03 
b.dOY31b08t+02  3.49259135€+03  3.57120810E*OJ 
MODE S H A P E S  M N  M N  M N  
9 14 1 23 2 1  
13  15 1 1Y 2 1  
1 6  1 27 2 1  
-6.39090707E+03-8.93122622622~+03-1.86S70165€+03 
2.03671423E+03  3.87708285€+03  3.6&300130E+62 
1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  
-5.00000000E-03-5.00000000E-03-s.00000000E-03 
-5.7S377534E+~4-5.7S377534€+04-5.75,377S34E+~4 
1.6252941~~-02 3.34407249~-02 1.34~3a745~-03 
F F F  
T T T  














1 1  










































4 3  
1 1  


































EPA 2.03611423E-04 3.8776828SE-04 3.88300130E-OS 
TS= 9.90000000E-02 TX= 6~00000000E-02 TY= 6.00000000E-02 UX= 5~00000000E-01 DY= 5~00000000E-01 LX= 6.00000000E*00 LY= 3.0000000E*00 
AX= 3.0000000OE-02 A Y =  3.00000000E-02 
G.8. 3.44852760E-01  3.90443159E-01  3.11338169E-01 
P.B. 1.86922569E-01  2.36453042E-01  6.0699915bE-02 
S.8. 1.59566440E-01  1.85207231E-01  5.41393775E-02 
LRB. 1.11073281E-01  1.55223756E-01  3.24256952E-02 
CRBU 0. 0 .  0. 
CRBL - 4 ~ 0 7 3 4 2 8 4 5 E - 0 2 - 7 ~ 7 S 5 3 6 5 7 1 E - 0 2 ~ 7 ~ 7 6 6 0 0 2 5 9 E ~ i l 3  
S.Y. 1.27487025E-01  1.82868053E-01  3.67203956E-02 
LRYU -1.27818141E-01-1.78624S24E-01-3.73140331E-02 
LRYL 1.27818141E-01  1.78624524E-01  3.73140331E-02 
CRYU 4.07342845t-02  7.75536571E-02  7.76600259E-03 
CRYL -4~07342845E-02-7~75536571E-02-7~76600259E~03  
UT 7.14917932E+02 
TB 1.13794102E-01 
SIG 3.64464920€+01  3.64464368€+01  3.644O1968E*01  3.64463794€+01  3.64461280E*01  3.64461112€+01  3.64467905E+01  3.64472015E+01 
VDP= 9.90000000E-02  6.00000000E-02 ~ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2  5~00000000~-01 5.00000000~-01 6.00000000E+00  3.00000000E*00 
D= 7.95109528E-02-7.01914796E-01-7.07606864~-01 1.57605768E-03 5.28323407E-04-2.43017322E-0~-5.48!52S906E-O4 
WT 1.00952553€+03 
VDP= 5.92445236E-02  4.10957398E-01  4.13903432E-01  4.99210971E-01  4.99735838E-01  6.00001215E+00  3.00027426E*00 
SIG 3.59419947€+01  3.59418560E*01  3.59419344E*01  3.59419Y70E*01  3.59413't98E*01  3.59415027€+01  3.59420392E+01  3.59446207€+01 
UT 8.17383051E*02 
VDP= 8.51929827E-02  1.81886977E-01  .82910130E-01  4.99725971E-01  4.99908257E-01  6.00000422E+00  3.00009525E+00 









VDP= 9.36861589E-02  1.06910062E-01  1.07303838E-01  4.99894536E-01  4.99964691E-01  6.00000162E+00  3.00003666E+00 
SIG 3.56234880E+01  3.56234443€+01  3.56233945€+01  3.56234426€+01  3.56231333k+Ol  3.56232017€+01  3.56236903€+01  3.56241831E+01 
FEM= 1.593504YYE+03 
T E S T  -2.5928862E-01 
TS= 5.11302687€+03 
WT 7.84670455€+02 
VDP= 8.96032670E-02  1.4295.3426E-01  1.43649760E-01  4.99813503E-01  4.99937562€-01  6.00000287E+00  3.00006483E+00 
SIG 3.53975860€+01  3.53975430€+01  3.53975218E+01  3.53Y75614€+01  3.53972317E+01  3.53973691€+01  3.53977421€+01  3.53983300€+01 
FEH= 1.56687415E+03 
T E S T  -1.3362270E-02 
TS= 4.94M64050t+03 
D= 9.95454259E-01 5.20498056E-02-5.0376698OE-02 5.41783228E-02 ~.68933117E-02-1,97721430E-03-1.~7032753€-02 
WT 6.48737514E+02 
VDP= 6.81356659E-02  1.41&3093ME-01  1.44736165E-01  4.98645113E-01  4.99357591E-01  6.00004551E+00 
SIG 3.71160804€+01  3.71159267€+01  3.711b9419E+Ol  3.71160526k+01  3.71154093E+01  3.71157684E+01 3.71 
WT 5.80772795€+02 
VDP= 5.74018653E-02  1.41269695E-01  1.45279368E-01  4.98060918E-01  4.99067605E-01  6.00006683E+00 






VDP= 6.14425829E-02  1.41480974L-01  1.450748MOE-01  4.98280837E-01  4.99176769E-01  6.00005881E+00 3.00042419E+00 
FEH= 1.46567342E+03 
SIG 3.86627594€+01  3.86624102E+01  3.86625144E+01  3.86627453E+01  3.86617311E+01  3.86624428€+01  3.86628498€+01  3.86683407€+03 
TS= 3.95408956t.+02 
T E S T  -4.3731620E-01 
WT 6.04397598€+02 
VDP= 6.11329974E-02  1.41464786E-01  1.45090547E-01  4.98263987E-01  4.99168406E-01  6.00005942E+00  3.00042814E+00 
SIG 3.87742744€+01  3.87739069€+01  3.87740198E+01  3.87742620€+01  3.87732160€+01  3.87739602€+01  3.87743558€+01 3*87801394E+01 
FEH= 1.46565370€+03 
T E S T  1.3358397E-01 
WT 6.04817434E+02 
TS= 3.67048518E+02 
VDP= 6.11993032E-02  1.4146dZ53E-01  1.450871Y2E-01 4.9~267596E-01 4.99170197E-01  6.00005929€+00  3.00042730E+00 
SIG 3.87499086€+01  3.87495452E+01  3.87496561E+01  3.87498959€+01  3.87488568E+01  3.87495938€+01  3.87499920€+01  3.87557209E+01 
FEM= 1.46565207€+03 
T E S T  3.4154170E-04 
TS= 3.61928314E+02 
D=-3.20311055E-02 4.47585913E-01-4.52426795E-01 6.47978810E-01 4~13913760E-01-3~52392150~~02-3.88318541E~02 
WT 5.74816526E+02 
VDP=  6.52031914E-02  8.55200143E-02  2.01640541E-01  4.17270245E-01  4.47430977E-01  6.00446419E+00  3.00528128E+00 
SIG 4.01323717E*01  4.01319718E*01  4.01319326E*01  4.01323534E*01  4.01306612E+01  4.01319180E*01  4.01328177E+01  4.01381954E+01 
WT 5.90147359.E+02 
VDP=  6.29389041E-02  1.1715YY60t-01  1.69658372E-01  4.63076037E-01  4.766Y0649E-01  6.00197312E*00  3.00253624E+00 
SIG 3.91851907E*01  3.91848099E*01  3.91849077E*01  3.Y18517S7E+Ol  3.91840803E+01  3.91848105E+01  3.91853799€+01  3.91909833€+01 
FEM= 1.45820568E+03 
TS= 3.93261569t*02 
TEST  1.5124891E-01 
WT 5.91962225€+02 
VDP=  6.27064212E-02  1.20408575E-01  1.66374642E-01  4.67779090E-01  4.79694850E-01  6.00171735E+00  3.00225440E*00 
SI6 3.91223940E*01  3.Y1220151E+01  3.912Z1162t+Ol  3.91223793E*Ol  3.91212947t*01  3.91220233E*01  3.91225661E+01  3.91281939€+01 
FEH= 1.45802159€+03 
TS= 3.16327578~*02 , 
TEST  2.2864357E-03 
D=-1~0577902SE-O2-5~1018S407~~02 4.b7b80127E-02 7.89EC6087E-01 6~07229960E-01-4~98676642E~02-3.17040082E~02 ' 
WT 5.36624609€+02 
SIG 4.51083585E*01  4.51077230E+01  4.5107634ME*Ol  4.510b147bE+01  4.50993549€*01  4.51054448E+Ol  4.51103259E+01  4.51155355€+01 
VDP=  6.53508968E-02  1.33163210t-01  1.54682639E-01  2.70472569E-01  3.2788736OE-01  6.01418427€+00  3.01018040E*00 
CL 
w WT 5.56745685E*02 w VDP= 6.44256223E-02 1.287004YbE-01 1.56773549E-01 3.34508067E-01 3.81003221E-01 6.00982223E+00 3.00740718E+00 
SIG 4.11946621E+01  4.11942474€+01  4.11943018E+01  4.11945918t+01  4.119164ZdL*Ol  4.11936425E+01  4.1195323dE+01  4.12004219E+01 
FEW 1.43324687E+03 
TEST  -7.8205202E-02 
W T  5.53121161E*02 
TS= 3.99621112t*02 
VDP=  6.45951008E-02  l.ZYS17311t-01  1.S8024236E-01  3.Lb8b3142E-01  3.71274225E-01  6.01062120E+00  3.00791514E+00 
SIG 4.16202YOYE*01  4.16198602E*01  4.1619Y021t*01  4.162020b8E+Ol  4.16167843E*01  4.16190940€+01  4.16210729E+Ol  4.16261454€+01 
FEM= 1.43301581E*03 
TS= 5.144b7261t*U2 
TEST  3.0038162E-02 
O= 3.32767364E-03 5 . 3 0 b 0 5 5 1 1 E - 0 2 - 5 ~ 3 8 d 9 4 ~ ~ 4 E - 0 2 - 3 . t i O ~ Y 7 ~ 0 0 E - 0 1  Y.20b18323E-01-4~2873b383E-02-1.656309S7E-02 
WT 5.43168407E*02 
VDP= 6.44291415E-02  1.22882842E-01  1.64760418E-01  3.74400304E-01  2.561Y6934E-01  b.O1598041E+OO  3.00998552E*00 
SIG 4.36657753t*01  4.36652454E+01  '+.366>3807E+01  4.36653b7Yt*01  4.3662964SL*Ol  4.3658540YE+01  4.36671781E*01  4.36711965€*01 
WT 5.49369222E+02 
VDP=  6.452b712ZE-02  1.26763730t-01  1.60600083E-01  3.4645226UE-01  3.23853146E-01  6.01282962E+00  3.00876830E*00 
SIG 4.18593304€+01  4.18588963E*01  4.Ib5UY472E+Ol  4.185Y2003E*01  4.185616b2t*Ol  4.18573621€+01  4.18601047E*01  4.18649758€+01 
FEM= 1.43254862€*03 
TS= 5.54124676~+02 
TEST  5.5208843E-02 
WT 5.50981491E+02 
SIG 4.17090259E+01  4.170&5973E*01  4.170d6318E+01  4.1708Y175t+01  4.17056385E*01  *.170743Y6€+01  4.17097904E*01 4*17147933E+Ol 
VDP= 6.45550171E-02  1.27915363E-01  1.59651205E-01  3.38344647E-01  3.43479960E-01  6.01191559E+00  3.0UM41519E+UO 
FEM= 1.43225606E+03 
TS= 5.17577137E+02 
TEST  -3.706M864E-02 
D=-6.66965604E-03-1.01.34587bE-02 9~611736Y3E-0.3-6.31067~65E-0~~1~6S021300E~04~6~5933016~/~~01~7~49040491E~01 
UT 5.68377991€+02 
VDP= 6.78&98452€-02  1.32982b57t-01  1.54845336E-01  3.698YM045E-01  3.43562471E-01  6.3415M06ME+00  3.38293544€*00 
SIG 4.15909002t*01  4.15904344E+Ol  4.15905522t*01  4.15908042E*01  4.15883245E*Ol  4.158Y5080E*01  4.15916159E+Ol  4.15967319E*Ol 
WT 5.56282783E+02 
VDP=  6.55898012E-02  1.2Y487725k-01  1.581599b3E-01 3.4~135542E-01 3.43505S63E-01  6.11420Y38E*00  3.12462736E+00 
SIG 4.16567562t*01  4.16563171E*01  4.16Sb3943€*01  4.16Sbb410E+01  4.16538309L*Ol  +.165S08Y2E+01  4.16S75250€+01  4.36624901E+Ol 
FEM= 1.431930SYE+03 
TS= 4.80190433k+02 
TEST  2.907Y948t-03 




A VDP= 6.34649571E-02 1.2ti052Y76E-01 .59690501E-01 3.5b954485E-01 3.58693903E-01 6.54731659€*00 2.87550592E*UO 
SIG 4.09619052E+01  4.09615540E*01  4.0Yb15798E+01  4.09617Y54L*01  4.09592840E+01  4.09604188E+01  4.09628237€+01  4.09662216E+Ol 
W T  5.53628820E*02 
SIG 4.1251290YE*01  4.12509073E+01  4.1250934YE*01  4.12511771€*01  4.12483977L*Ol  4.124Y6772E+01  4.12519115E+Ol  4.12567488E+Oi 
VDP= 6.44474006E-02  1.28716347'~-01  1.5898284lE-01  3.53952236E-01  3.51671418ti-01 6.3*706503E+00  2.990bM977E+00 
FEM= 1.43128135€+03 
TEST  -3.5904454E-03 
TS= 3.08992114~+02 
D =  1~02433117E-02-3~04620128E~02 2 ~ 7 8 Y 5 5 8 9 3 E ~ 0 2 ~ 3 ~ 1 3 1 0 & 3 8 7 E ~ 0 3 ~ 9 ~ ~ 7 2 7 1 9 4 2 E ~ 0 2 ~ 7 ~ 7 3 5 0 3 9 9 3 E ~ O l  6.25517717E-01 
W T  5.44243030E+02 
VDP= 5.93257447E-02  1.43Y47.353E-01  1.45035047E-01  3.55517778E-01  3.9803501SE-01 6.73381702€+00  2.67793091€*00 
SIG 4.0846142ME*01  4.0&457733E+01  4.08458253E+01  4.08460228E*01  4.0M433396E+01  4.08447496€*01  4.08468943E+01  4.08514696E*01 
WT 5.51773778E+02 
VDP= 6.35959160E-02  1.31248530E-01  1.566639YSE-01  3.54212510E-01  3.59379450E-01  6.41136325E+00  2.93869304E+00 






2.37888993E-05 2 ~ 4 5 6 4 0 1 2 Z E ~ 0 S ~ 2 ~ 3 6 S 8 S 4 5 O t ~ O 5 ~ 7 ~ Z 5 7 S 6 l 4 2 ~ ~ O 5 ~ S ~ 2 8 Y l ~ 2 9 & E ~ O ~ ~ 2 ~ l Y 7 l 3 4 7 O ~ ~ O 3  1.42147758E-0  
2.45640122E-05 7 ~ 7 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 ~ ~ 0 5 ~ 7 ~ 5 4 2 0 0 6 L 7 ~ ~ 0 S ~ 1 ~ 3 6 6 ~ 5 3 2 6 ~ ~ 0 4 ~ 1 ~ 7 3 4 8 1 1 Y 7 E ~ 0 S ~ 2 ~ 9 5 4 6 5 5 0 4 E ~ 0 3  1.52186567E-03 
-2.38585450E-05-7.54200627E-05 7.75437669k-05  1.33075800E-04  1.2621762IE-OS 2.96482848E-03-1.4b664139E-03 
-7.25756142E-05-1.3082S326E-04 1.33075800t-04  b.16315585t-04  3.24183402E-04 1~0142844OE~02~4~137332S6€~03 
-5.28914298E-05-1.73481197E-05  1.262176Llt-05  3.241a340Zt-04  1.16>.26420€-03 1.75283230E-02-3.07563959E-Il3 
CI -2.19713470E-03-2.95465504E-03 2.96482848t-03  1.01428440E-02  1.75283230E-02 6.0~110131E-01-1.33966625E-01 
UI 1.42147758E-03 1.S2186567E-03-1.48664139~-03-4.13/33256t-03-3.07~63Y5YE-03-1.339~6625E-01 Y.38554199E-02 cn QUALIRATIC CONVERGENCE TEST SATISFILD 
FOR RD= 1.00000E*01 FEM= 1.43088€+03 WT= 5.51774E*~I2 
XEH 6.3595916E-02  1.31248S3E-01  1.566b39YE-01  3.5421251E-01  3.593794SE-01  6.4113632E*00  2.9386930€+00 
WT 5.51773778€+02 
VDP= 6.35959160E-02  1.3124b53Oli-01  .56663945E-01  3.54212510E-01  3.5Y37945Ok-01  6.41136325E+00  2.93869304€+00 




























1 1  1 1  12 
14 12 7 
13 13 14 
12 1 1  13 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
- 1  1 1 
3 4 1  
3 4 5  
1 3 4  
17  17 12 
15 14 15 
12 12 12 
14 15 15 
7 8 5  
28 26 ZY 
22 c4 21 
32 34 31 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1.52741E-03 
5.59503E-03 
9 10 12 
15 9 15 
14 12 1 1  
lb 17 17 
2 2 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
5 6 7  
6 7 1  
5. b 7 
14 I5 14 
16  I2 15 
14  15  14 
17 15 16 
8 9 9  
25 30 24 
25 LO 26 
3s 30 36 
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1.61174E-03  2.11494E-03 
l3 " lo  '2 15 8 13 10 I5 1 1
12  15 1 1  14 13 13 
10  13 lb 14  9  17
2 3 2 3 3 4  
1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 1 1  
4 8 5  
4 3 5  
8 j " +  
13 15 lb 13 16 13 
13 12 I /  17 12 14 
13 15 13 I b  13 16 
12 17 13 12 13 14 
31 23 32 33 22 34 
10 10 7 9 1 1  1 1  
29 37 28 38 39 27 
19 27 18 28 17 29 
2 1 2  
1 2 2  
2 2 . 2  
C R I T I C A L  LOAOS bHOSS PANEL  SHEET 
1.2YY7Yd00E+O3  2.07340219€+03  1.095S9259E+03 
1.,2339488t+03 d.L8246449E+03  1.30432639€+03 
5.10607910t*02 1.8566014~€+03 9.61512205€+02 
MOOk S H A P t S  M N  M N  M N  
10 I4 1 27 2 1  
12 I 4  I 23 2 1  
1 b  I 33 2 1  
LRS -8~71914195E~03-1.21S1~~4~€+04-2.5~1YY19~E+U3 
CWS 2.58596776E+03 5.0Y831963€+03 4.5804536bEi02 
DES 3.00330914k-02 6.14230737k-02 2.51524b41E-U3 
EtlU 5.00000000t-03 5.00000UUUE-03 5.0U000000E-U3 
EBL ~ 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 3 ~ 5 ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E ~ 0 3 ~ S ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ U 3  
LRCB - S . 4 3 6 5 1 3 2 S E + O S - 5 . 4 3 ~ , 5 1 3 ~ ~ ~ + U S - 5 . 4 3 6 S l 3 2 ~ € + 0 ~  
2.80834E-03 
1 1   1 1  13 
1 1  16 
15 15 14 
17 10 
5 4 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1  
16  13 14 
12  16 
14  16 13 
1 7  15 
12  10  10 
21 35 20 
40 26 
16 30 15 
3.67730E-03 
14  14 8 
1 1  10  16
4 6 5  
1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1s lb 14 
15 13 15 
36 19 37 
12 13 1 1  
31 14 32 
4.71557E-03  5.21019E-03 
9 12 13 7 10 8 




15 13 17 13 16 12 




BEU F F F 
tlLR T T T 
BEL T T T 
€PA 2.58598776E-04  5.09831963E-04  4.58043366E-05 
TS= 6.3595916UE-02 TX= 1.31248530E-01 T Y =  1.56663995E-01 DX= 3.54212510E-01 DY= 3.5937945OE-01 LX= 6.41136325€+00 LY= 2.9386930€+00 
A X =  4.64898711E-02 A Y =  5.63018204E-02 
 ti.^. 5.3a5+5220~-01  6 .17042903~-01  4 .15191374~-u~ 
P A  3.37609367~-01  4.11a35542~-01  1.141a7133~-ul  
S.B. 5.13022753E-01  5.73290857E-01  1.7849768YE-01 
LRB. 1.60361140E-02  2.23523307E-02  4.69417044E-03 
CRBU 0. 0.  0. 
CRBL -5.171Y7552E-02-1.01966393E-01-9.16086732E-03 
S.Y. 1.73300581E-01  2.47836788E-01  5.01522324E-02 
LRYU -1 .743~2839E-01-2 .43037485E-01-5 .1~39~396E-0~ 
LRYL 1.74362839E-01  2.430374d5E-01  5.103Yb3YbE-02 




VDP= 6.35959160E-02  1.31Z48530t-01  .56663995E-01  3.54212510t-01  3.59379450E-01  6.41136325€+00  2.93869304€+00 
SIG 4.11464240E+Ol  4.11460452E+Ol  4.11460Y58t*Ol  4.11463199E*01  4.11437560E*01  4.11449b42€*01  4.11469723€+01  4.11518473E+01 
D= 9.95053042E-01  8.025446Y5t-OZ  2.60671778E-OL  4.50167101E-02 2 .4 l43934YE-OZ- l~L7602253E-03~5~358~3806E~O3 
WT 4.97468920E+02 
VDP= 5.50727326E-02  1.30561105€-01  leS6423413E-01  3.53826917E-01  3.59172644E-01  6.41137418€+00 2.93873894E*OO 
SIG 4.94168341€+01  4.Y4139781€+01  4.94154284E+01  4.Y4168859€+01  4.94093617E+01  4.941541UOE+Ol  4.94147321€+01  4.94618947E*01 
WT 5.18707481€+02 
VDP= 5.84042497E-02 1.30829804t-01  .565174>lE-OI  3.53977637E-01  3.5Y253480t-01  6.41136991E+00  2.93872100€+00 





VDP= 5.79643637E-02  1.3079432SE-01  .56505034E-01  3.53957736E-01  3.59242806E-01  6.41137047€+00  2.93872337€+00 





VDP= 5.81821913E-02  1.30UllM94E-01  .56511183E-01  3.53967591E-01  3.59L48092E-01  6.41137019E*00 2.9387222OE+OO 
SIG 4.43632800E+Ol  4.43623306€+01  4.43626804€*01  4.43631&38€*01  4.43591588lL+01  4.43615094€*01  4.43634007E*Ol  4.43776148€*01 
FEM= 9.804M1426E*02 
TS= 1 . ~ 0 2 5 9 2 6 6 t + 0 2  
TEST 1.3633YOOE-02 
" .~ 
D=-3.667621486-02  6.5611272ME-01  5.19028276E-01  3.95350900E-01 3.43777538E-01-3.45502068E-02 1.51991925E-01 
WT 4.82677384E*02 
VDP= 6.04744547E-02  8.9804U4d4L-02  1.24071915E-01  3.292S8159E-01  3.37761996L-01  6.41352958€*00  C.YZY22270€+00 
SIG 4.8417856Mt*01  4.84167699€*01  4.84164051t*01  4.U4174702k+Ol  4.84077745t*01  4.84134660€*01  4.84196650E*01  4.84316770€*01 
WT 5.04U74237E*02 
VDP= 5.89642373E-02  l.lbUZlb20k-01  .45443957E-01  3.45537534E-01  3.51Y17733E-01 b.41210b90E*OO  2.93548128€+00 
cI SIG 4.51892481E*01  4.51883100E+01  4.51UM5230E+OI  4.51M90804k*01  4.51841027E*01  4.51867870€*01  4.51897424€+01  4.52029640E+01 
0) 




SIG 4.50008077E*01  4.49998717E*01  4.50001054t+01  4.50006524E+01  4.49958259E*01  4.49984603E+01  4.50012284E+01  4.50146459E+01 





VDP= 5.87762699E-02  1.201M423Ot-01  .48104002E-01  3.47563727E-01  3.53679609E-01  6.41192983E+00  2.93626024E+00 





VDP= 5.87599907E-02  1.20475452k-01  .48334378E-01  3.47739207E-01  3.53832199E-01  6.41151450E+00  2.93632770€+00 




TEST ’. 3.9306593E-02 
D= 1.60914422E-02-4.09511492E-01 5.66377969L-01  2.68297720E-01 4.88906312E-01-7.06639537E-02 4.41872106E-01 
Y T  4.95423900€*02 
VDP= 5.67485605E-02  1.71664389k-01  7.75371323E-02  3.14201992E-01  2.92718910E-01  6.42074749€+00  2.88109369E+00 
SIG 8.33552061E*01  8.33394923E+Ol  8.334Y6774E*01  8.32650009E+01  8.33254675E+01  8.27097797€*01  8.34657013€*01  8.33917966€+01 
Y T  4.99818049€*02 
SIG 4.83340366E*01  4.63329238E*01  4.83333156E*01  4.d3330162E+Ol  4.83268169€+01  4.83244349E*01  4.83367975E+01  4.83450657€+01 









VDP= 5.85426394E-02  1.2600b631E-01  .40684163E-01  3.44115240E-01  3.47228414E-01  6.41286897E*00  2.93035922E+00 









VDP= 5.70757269E-02  le45969750E-01  2.077255d2E-01  2.780800bYE-01  2.29416770E-01  6.44131691E*00  2.73400428E+00 
4.96416789E*02 
5.73109675€*01  5.73085963€+01  5.730Y1088E*01  5.730Y5625€+01  5.72863031€*01  5.727728d9€*01  5.73172404€+01  5.73270519€+01 
5.04655585E*02 
VOP= 5.79311488E-02  1.3432U4t14E-01  .68630748E-01  3.16588115E-01  2.98117980E-01  6.42472765€*00  2.84850758€+00 





VDP= 5.83013716E-02  1.29290196k-01  .51710679E-01  3.332>4225E-01  3.27851557E-01  6.41754790E+00  2.89806410E*00 




O= 1.57957959E-02  1.01641626E-01 1 ~ 4 7 0 4 7 1 3 1 E ~ 0 1 ~ 2 ~ 7 4 M b 2 j 4 4 E ” 2 . 1 3 9 1 8 0 4 3 € ~ 0 ~  6.78500366E-02  9.17541628E-01 
* I  9.43OL31YCt*UC 
VDP= 5.04034737E-02  7.8469J831E-02  7.81871136E-02  4.70685497E-01  4.34810578E-01  6.38362288€*00  2.43929328E+00 
SIC 4.56384203E*01  4.56369724E+Ol  4.56311843€*01 4,56380869E*01 4.56353527E*01  4.56362868E*01  4.56396019E*01  4.56588653E*01 
YT 4.8617848ZE*02 
VDP= 5.503YOY91E-02  1.0829U365E-01  1.2134134SE-01  J.YO02100BE-01  3.72031600E-01  6.40353497€*00  2.70856616€*00 
SIG  4.47922537€+01  +.47912261E*01  4.47915051C+Ol  4.4792042OE*Ol  4.47883332E*01  4.47899152€*01  4.4793S013E*Ol  4.48057416E+Ol 
FEH= 9.79&558YYE*02 
TS= 7.36135827t*02 
TEST  6.9Sd5748E-02 




D= 7.165YY492E-03-2.437593YOE-02 Y.01243093E-OZ 2.Y6090666~-01-5.22501995E~Ol 2.64085533E-01  7.48874412E-01 
U T  4.85723409€*02 
VDP= 5.53236338E-02  1.27751057k-01  1.18136597E-01  2.79873297E-01  4.74541959E-OI  6.34643108E*00  2.64193958€*00 
SIG  4.72751140E*01  4.72739704E*01  4.7273Y803E*01  4.72749473E*01  4.72625931E*01  4.72735272€+01  4.72780602E+Ol  4.72903484€+01 
WT 4.9714437YE*OZ 
VDP= 5.66673828E-02  1.23178443E-01  1.35042764E-01  3.35416116E-01  3.76527273E-01 be39597015E*OO 2.78241884€*00 
SIG  4.51793647E+Ol  4.51784013E*01  4.517d6463E*01  4.51791’930E+01  4.51737384E+01  4.51772707E*01  4.51809901E+01  4.51913994EtOl 
FEH= 9.76365647€*02 
TEST  3.8051396E-02 
TS= 2.23425636E+02 
D= 3.58451076E-03 5~71Y59336E~03~5~138234OIE~O3 1.96934359E-02  1.80739901E-02  9.31740375E-01  3.62040618E-01 
WT 4.90831348E*02 
VDP= 5.48756274E-02  1.20318646k-01  1.376118dlE-01  3.25569398E-01  3.67490278k-01  5.93009996E+00  2.60139853E+00 
S I G  4.49203180E*01  4.4Y1943LlE*Ol  4.4Y196308E*O1  4.492011b8€*01  4.49146935€*01  4.49178418€*01  4.49219542E*01  4.49311590E*01 
WT 4.854C7269E+OE 
VDP= 5.3083372OE-02  1.17458843t-01  1.40180998E-01  3.15722680E-01  3.58453283E-01  5.46422977€*00  2.42037822E*00 
SIG  4.4773308SE*01  4.47724722€+01  4.47726184€*01  4.47730580€+01  4.47673311E*01  4.47701939E+01  4.47750133E*01  4.47831789E+01 
Y T  4.89786348€*02 
VDP= 5.45532828E-02  1.19804300E-01  1.38073947E-01  3.23798424E-01  3.65864937E-01  5.84631127€*00  2.56884127€*00 
SIG 4.48843784E*01  4.48835030k*01  4.4883692SE*01  4.48841693€*01  4.48787089E*01  4.48818022€+01  4.48860233EtOl  4.48950300E*01 
FEM= 9.74433352€+02 
GRADIENT CONVERGENCE TEST SATISFIEU 
TS= 2.93569834€+01 
FOR RD= 5.00000E*00 FEH= 9.74433E*OL UT= 4.69786€*02 
XEM 5.4553283E-02  lel980430E-01  .3807395E-01  3.2379842E-01  3.6586494E-01  5.8463113E*00  2.5688413€*00 
UT 4.89786348€*02 
VDP= 5.45532828E-02  1.19804300E-01  1.38073947E-01  3.23798424E-01  3.65864937E-01  5.84631127E+00 2.56884127€+00 
SIG 4.48843784€+01  4.48835030E+01  4.488J6925€*01  4.48841693E*01  4.48787089EtOl  4.48818022€+01  4.48860233Et01  4.48950300E+Ql 
CLT 
1.27096E-03  1.47030E-03  1.49282E-03  1.93246E-03  2.54 42E-03  3.31094E-03  .22886E-03  4.96002E-03 
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C R I T I C A L  LOADS GHOSS PANEL SHEET 
1.108Y777ZE*03  1.8b107316Et03  8.97320247E*02 
1.2724050bE*O3  Z.O3b02721E*U3 leOb375342E+03 
4.7277bellt*02  1.67078506E*03  7.79821813t*02 
MODE SHAPES M N  M 1'4 M N  
1 1  14 1 29 2 1  
13 14 1 24 3 1  
A b  1 36 2 1  
LRS 
CRS 2.89846753E*03 5.751b0242E*03 5.0594667rEtOL 
DES 3.88975373E-02 7.9419&727€-02 3.26453977E-03 
EtlU  5.000000OOE-03 S.00000UOOE-03 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3  
EBL - 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 - 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 - 5 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ - 0 3  
LRCB -5~420t l8416E*05-5~42088416E*05-5~4208U41bE+05 
BEU F F F 
BEL T T T 
BLR T T T 
EPA 2.89846753E-04  5.75160242E-04  5.05946674E-05 
TS= 5.4553282ME-02 TX= l . lY804300E-01 T Y =  1.3M07394lE-01 UX= 3.23798424E-01 O Y =  3.65864937E-01 LX= 5.84631127€*00 LY= 2.5688413E+00 





1 7.38758446E-01  4.4841454dE-0 
1 4.61683417E-01  .2bM80459E-0 











1.83178222E-02 2.5514&Z2OE-O2 5.3b43bLblE-U3 
0. 0. 0 .  
- 5 . 7 9 6 Y 3 5 0 6 E - 0 2 - 1 ~ 1 5 0 3 ~ 0 4 M ~ - 0 1 - 1 ~ 0 1 1 ~ ~ 3 3 5 E - ~ ~  
1.97224586E-01  2.81815317E-01  5.71366762E-02 
-1.98597585~-01-2.7662~7U9E-01-5.815~1766E-U~ 
1.985Y7585t-01  2.76625783E-01  5.81591766E-U2 
5.79693506E-02  1.1503204dE-01  .01189335E-02 
-5~796Y3506E-02-1~1503204dE-0~-1~0118~335E-0~ 
4.89786348t*02 
T t i  7.79597144k-02 
VDP= 5.45532828E-02  1.198043OOE-01  .36073947E-01  3.237YM424E-01  3.65864937E-01  5.84631127E*00  2.56884127€+00 
SIG 4.48843784€+01  4.48835030E+Ol  4.4MB36925E*01  4.48d41693k*01  4.48787089E+01  4.4681802ZE+01  4.48860233€+01  4.489!50300E+01 
40 20 10 
40 20 10 
LO I5 10 
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INPUT DITA FOR SAMPLE PROBLJN 
.> .5 .Ob 
. I t a  
.333 . I t 0  
3?>u937. I 
. 3 3 d  
. l t b  
.A33 
.Ita . 333 
212. 
- 1 0 1  
.'+ 
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